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INTRODUCTION.
Taking complex projective space of n dimensions, CPn , with 
its Fubini-Study metric, Eells and Wood in [35] describe in detail, a 
bijective correspondence between full, holomorphic maps f:M CPn 
where M is a Riemann surface (open or closed) and isotropic harmonic 
maps $:M -*■ <EPn (see below). Their main result, broadly stated, is as 
follows:
Let L -*■ CPn be the universal line bundle; we can define a 
universal lift ♦ of a smooth map $ :M -*■ CPn , as a section of the 
bundle Hom(<fr-1i,Cn+1) M (here Cn+1 denotes the trivial (n+l)-plane 
bundle). If we take D to denote covariant differentiation in this bundle, 
then D splits into complex types D' and D" . The harmonicity equation 
for $ is
D"D'* ♦ |d '*|24> - 0 .
With respect to the Hermitian inner product <,> , we say that ♦ is
isotropic if
<D,a$,D"^#> = 0 for all o,B with o+B ^ 1 •
We say that a map into CPn is full, if its image lies in no proper 
projective subspace.
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THE EELLS-WOOD CLASSIFICATION THEOREM [34] [35]
Given an integer r (0 S r £ n) and a full holomorphic map 
f:M <IPn , then the map $:M -*• CPn defined by ♦(x) ■ f^_j(x) n f^(x) , 
for all x c M , is a full, isotropic harmonic map. Here f^ denotes 
the k1*1 associated curve of f (Definition 2.3).
The correspondence (f,r) -*• $ is bijective. The inverse assignment 
is given by setting r equal to the maximum dimension of the subspace 
spanned by and f is obtained from 4 by a similar procedure to
that defining ♦ in terms of f .
Let us briefly review the historical background to this theorem.
The theorem, first announced in [34], had its origins in an analogous
2r 2rtheorem due to Calabi [18] [19] for maps into ®P and S . Calabi's 
theorem was further developed by Chern [25] [26] and Barbosa [4]. In 
his development of Calabi's ideas, Chern also reintroduced the methods 
of an original study made by Boruvka in 1933 [13].
These endeavours have not only been confined to the realm of pure 
mathematics. Some thirteen years after, Calabi's theorem was rediscovered 
by the physicists Borchers and Garber [9] whilst working within the context 
of non-linear o-models (see e.g. [45] for a concise account). Shortly 
after, Din and Zakrzewski [28] [29], and Glaser and Stora [40], also 
working in this area, provided a foundation for the above classification 
theorem for Cl'11 , in the case where M - S ; Burns in [17] outlined 
the underlying principles from a mathematician's viewpoint. Independently,
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Eells and Wood proceeded to develop and generalize the techniques 
within a more sophisticated framework. Their main result is more 
fully described in Chapter II. Wolfson, in his Berkeley thesis [90], 
has interpreted the Eells-Wood theorem from the viewpoint of moving frames.
In [39], Erdem and Wood generalised the methods of [35], to cover
Nthe case of the complex Grassmannian G^(C ) ; Din and Zakrzewski had
previously generalised their own methods to certain cases [27]. Following
these, Ramananathan [75] undertook a rigorous study of harmonic maps 
2 4S -*• G2 (tt ) • Quite recently» Ravnsley [77] has described these con- 
structions in their full generality from the point of view of a generalised 
twistor space setting (see below).
This thesis presents an account of how the techniques of [35] and 
[39] may be extended and modified to construct and classify analogous 
(full, isotropic) harmonic maps from M to classes of classical symmetric 
spaces, possibly endowed with an indefinite metric. We also include results 
for maps to the quaternionic projective space HPn and to the quaternionic
n
Grassmannian G^(B ) .
Here is a brief description of the contents of each chapter. Chapter 
1 serves as an introduction to harmonic maps, Kahler manifolds and the 
composition principles employed in the thesis. In Chapter II, following 
a discussion of holomorphic curves in CPn , we describe the Eells-Wood 
construction and its restriction to HP and S . Chapter III deals 
with the generalisation of the methods in [35] to the case of the complex
NGrassmannian (C ) ; this is essentially an exposition of the main 
result of Erdem and Wood [39], but we also demonstrate how their results 
can be extended to other compact (irreducible) Hermitian synroetric spaces 
(Types 1-IV in Cartan's classification [20]). The case of the real 
Grassmannian (oriented and non-oriented), is also included.
Chapter IV is devoted to the quatemionic Grassmannian G^(H ) .
Again, we extend the methods of [39] to obtain a classification theorem 
for full, isotropic harmonic maps M -*• G^(EN) ; this correspondence is 
structured around the homogeneous fibration
\  N-k~ Sp(N)/Sp(k)*U(N-k) -*• Gk(HN) - Sp(N)/Sp(k)xSp(N-k) .
In brief, the main result of this chapter is: (Theorem A.3) There
exists a bijective correspondence between full, isotropic harmonic maps
$:M -*■ ) and certain holomorphic subbundles of rank (N-k) of the
2Ntrivial 2N-plane bundle C_ on M .
A key fact which is exploited, concerns the totally geodesic embedding 
N 2Nof G ^ ®  ) in C2k ^   ^ described in some detail for the special
case of MPn c G2(*2n+2) , in the appendix, where we also include the 
Type III Hermitian synmetric space Sp(n)/U(n) which is totally geodesic 
in Cn(«2n) .
Harmonic maps to the indefinite metric analogues of the spaces in 
Chapters II, 111 and IV, are studied in Chapters V and VI. Chapter V 
is devoted to a detailed description of a class of harmonic maps from M
- vi -
to the indefinite complex hyperbolic space CH We also mention
the indefinite complex projective space CP” and discuss this case 
in Chapter VI. The real analogues of these indefinite space forms 
were treated explicitly by Erdem [36] [37] who also made an independent 
study of the complex case in his Leeds thesis. The fruits of our res­
pective research has constituted a joint paper [38] the main result of 
which (see also Theorem 5.31 in Chapter V) we shall now state, and refer 
to Chapter V for notation and terminology:
THE CLASSIFICATION THEOREM FOR CHn [38]-----------------------------------------------------------  p
Let Qp be an indefinite Hermitian inner product of signature (p,q) 
(see (5.1)) and let M be as above. There is a bijective correspondence 
between the pairs (f,r) where f:M -► CPn is a full, holomorphic map 
with a non-empty index set A^'^(f) and r e A^*^(f) , and full 
Q^-isotropic harmonic maps $:M Ch” where is non-degenerate on
the subspaces j(x) for all x e M . The map + is defined by
<t> (x) - f ^ i x )  n fr(x)
The map f is recovered by an inverse transformation similar to the 
above construction for that of $
The study presented in this thesis entails keeping track of the 
signature on certain subspaces. We also discuss the special case
of CHJJ - CHn , the complex hyperbolic space with positive definite
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Bergman metric (5.12) and its compact quotients CHn/T , where T is 
a certain discrete group.
In Chapter VI we look at analogous maps to the open orbits of a 
given Lie group action on the (irreducible) compact Hermitian symmetric 
spaces (Types I-IV). The general open orbit in each of the four types 
is endowed with an indefinite Kahler metric [873; exactly one, the 
non-compact Hermitian space dual, is endowed with a positive definite 
Bergman metric (these metrics for each of Types I-IV, are described in 
[58]). We also look at the indefinite real and quaternionic Grassmannians.
Chapter VII is essentially an independent section of the thesis. Here, 
we establish a generalised Riemann-Hurwitz formula for a smooth branched 
covering map $:M N where M and N are equi-dimensional, smooth, 
compact orientable manifolds. If is a closed, connected orientable
submanifold of N of codimension 2, and if i is taken to denote the
degree of $ , then we establish the formula
X(M) - t.X(N) - (f-DXiNj) .
The methods are based on those of Ngo Van Que [70]. Ue demonstrate, by
introducing certain generalities, how his results are simultaneously true
for certain characteristic classes in the smooth category.
Various twistor spaces play a key role in this thesis. Let us now give 
a brief idea as to what they are, since we shall use this term freely
throughout the thesis without embarking on a detailed discussion in the text.
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3 4The original twistor fibering CP -*■ S was introduced by 
Penrose and later developed by Atiyah, Hitchin and Singer, [2] to
l\transform solutions of certain field equations on S into holomorphic
3vector bundles on (the twistor space) CP (see C13 for a general
survey). In fact the underlying geometric principle is based on a
line-geometric correspondence due to Klein; this is described in
[26]. Bryant in [15] has exploited this line geometry to show that
every compact Riemann surface may be conformally and minimally immersed
in S , by constructing maps with non-zero Jacobian, from certain
3holomorphic maps to CP . More generally, one takes an even dimensional
manifold N and considers the bundle Z (the twistor space) of almost complex 
structures on TN . For each linear connection on N , there exists a 
natural almost complex structure on Z . The problem of integrabilityof this 
almost complex structure has been studied in [6] and [71].
The homogeneous fibrations which will play a leading part in our 
work, are all examples of twistor fibrations. We do not pursue a detailed 
account of this matter, but refer to [16], [77] and [96] for generalisations
and further examples.
1CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINARIES
1.1 Introduction to Chapter I .
Throughout this chapter, a nodding acquaintance with the basic 
principles of Riemannian geometry and the theory of fibre bundles over 
a smooth manifold, is assumed. With this in mind, I have omitted many 
elementary details and suggest [56] [57] and [52] respectively, as 
sources of foundational material. Some familiarity with the basic ideas 
of complex differential geometry is also assumed. References [24] and 
[86] are more than adequate for this purpose, as are the relevant sections 
of [42]; a very digestible account of the basic groundwork is provided 
by [63]. For Lie group theory, [48] is recomnended, along with the 
relevant sections of [56] and [57].
In the next section, we shall introduce the notion of a harmonic map 
of Riemannian manifolds. Throughout this thesis we refer to the excellent 
report [31], as well as to [32], for further details.
1.2 Harmonic maps of Riemannian manifolds.
Let (M,g) and (N,h) denote two smooth (i.e. c") Riemannian
manifolds M and N (without boundary), with respective Riemannian 
metrics g and h . Both M  and N are endowed with their respective 
Levi-Civita connections [56]. Let m and n denote their respective
dimensions.
If
(1.1) V -•> M
is a smooth vector bundle on M , then we shall denote by C(V) 
(respectively C^(V>) , the space of smooth sections of V defined
Von M (respectively, on an open set U in M ). A connection 7
Fon V , and a metric g along the fibres, define a Riemannian structure
on V if v Y  " 0 •
This implies
(1.2) XgF(o1,o2) - 8F(7x01'°2) + 8F(al,VX°2)
where X e C(TM) is a vector field on M , and € C(V) •
Remark.
When gF is an indefinite Riemannian metric t56), we will have 
defined an indefinite Riemannian structure. We shall discuss a class of 
indefinite (metric) Riemannian manifolds in Chapters V and VI.
y
The curvature of the connection 7 is the map 
RV : A2C(TM) * C(V) -► C(V) defined by
v V V V V V
RV (X ,Y )0  -  - 7 j7 Y o ♦ V x °  + V[ X .Y ] °
- -RV(Y,X)o
(1.3)
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for X,Y e C(TM) . When V - TM , the tangent bundle of M , we 
usually write
(1.4) R(X.Y.Z,W) - g(R(X,Y)Z,W) W.X.Y.Z « C(TM) .
Now let
(1.5) ♦ : (M,g) (N,h)
be a smooth map. Henceforth, we will 
such as (1.5), unless it is essential
We regard the differential of ♦ 
of 1-forms on M with values in the
(1.6) d« « C (T*M ©  4_1TN) .
We denote by |dÿ| its norm at a point x e M , induced by the metrics 
g and h , namely the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the linear map d$(x) [31].
Definition 1.1
The energy density of ♦ is the function given by
(1.7) a(6) - 1 |d*|2 - t Trace **h .
omit g and h in the notation 
to include them.
, d$ , aa a section of the bundle 
bundle 4 *TN , i.e.
If M ’ is a compact domain in M then the Dirichlet or energy integral
4of 6 over M' , E($,M') , is given by
(1.8) E(*.M') - [ e($)dVM
where dVu denotes the Riemannian volume element of M . n
Before introducing the notion of the second fundamental form of ♦ , 
we shall now give the variational definition of a harmonic map.
Definition 1.2
A smooth map +:M N is harmonic if for each compact domain M* 
of M , $ is a critical point of (1.8) with respect to all one parameter 
variations of $ supported in M' .
Now $ *TN is equipped with a pull-back Riemannian structure with 
connection V* TN , and let T*M ®  ♦_1TN be equipped with the tensor 
product structure with tensor product connection acting on sections:
(1.9) 7* : C(T*M ®  ♦~lTN) -*• C ( © V m ©  ♦_1TN)
2
(here, ® denotes the second symmetric product).
Definition 1.3
With respect to (1.9) above, we shall call 
V*d* e C i o V * ) ® * “1™ )
the second fundamental form of 4 , given by
(1.10) Y*d*(X,Y) - V* lTV Y  ~ <H(v£y) 
where X,Y e C(TM) .
Definition 1.4
Let t (+) denote the trece of (1.10) i.e.
(1.11) T(f) - Trece V*d* - E V*d*(X.,X.)
i-1 1 1
where {X^} i ■ l,....,m , is e local orthonormal frame field for M . 
Then t (4) is known as the tension field of 4 *
Proposition 1.5 (see [31], [32])
Let 4:M -*• N be a smooth map between the Riemannian manifolds M 
and N . Let t (4) be the tension field of t . Then f is harmonic 
if and only if t (4) S O .
1.3 Complex vector bundles.
Assume that the smooth vector bundle in (1.1) has fibres of even 
dimensions. A complex structure on V , is a smooth section J of 
V * ®  V M , that as an automorphism of the fibres, is such that 
J2 - -id . We shall endow each fibre with a complex vector space structure 
via the assignment iu ■ /-lu • Ju , for u c V . In this way, V -*■ M 
becomes a complex vector bundle of rank k , where k is the dimension
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[of the complex vector space of each fibre. We write V » 
for the complexification of V .
Given a complex structure J on V , we can extend it by complex
clinearity to an endomorphism of V ; we shall also denote this by J .
oSince J ■ -id , we obtain eigenspaces V  and V" corresponding to 
the eigenvalues +i and -i respectively. It is customary to write 
Vl,° for V  and V0 ’1 for V" , i.a. V1’0 - (Z « V* s JZ - iZ) 
and V0’1 - (Z e V* : JZ - -iZ) .
Proposition 1.6 C563
Let V1*0 and V0*1 be as above. Then
i) Vl,° - {X-iJX;X « V) and V0’1 - {X+iJX;X e V} .
ii) Ve ■ V1'0 • V0’1- (complex vector space direct sum).
iii) The complex conjugation in V* defines a real linear isomorphism 
between V**° and V°'* .
Let (V*)C be the dual of V* . Then there is a similar decomposition 
which in turn induces decompositions of the various tansor product bundles, 
and the exterior product bundles, vist
(1.12) Ar(V*)C - I <V*)p,q •
p+q-r
When we take V * TM , the corresponding decomposition to ii) in the
- 7 -
above proposition, is written ss
(1.13) T*fc - T'M • T"H - T1,0M • T0,1M .
In this esse, J is known ss sn almost complex structure on M , and 
we say that M is an almost complex manifold. The vanishing of the 
torsion tensor
i TJ (X,Y) - [JX.JY3 - CX,Y] - J(CJX,Y3) - J([X,JY3)
where X,Y e C(TM) , is equivalent to the intenrability of the slnost 
complex structure [573. When this is the esse, then we say that M is 
a complex manifold: henceforth, we shall assume that M and N are 
complex manifolds.
Let -V M be a complex vector bundle; then in 
accordance with (1.12) we can decompose Ar(T*M)C to obtain
Ar( T * M ) * ® V -  I AP , q T * M ® V  
p+q-r
inducing the decomposition of the vector space of r-foraa
Ar - l Ap,q where Ap,q » C(Ap,qT*M® V) is the vector space of 
p+q-r V(p.a)-forms on M with values in V . Relative to V , we have the 
associated exterior differential operator diA •+ A with its decom­
position d - 3 + 3 where 3«Ap,q •+ Ap+1,q and 5iAp,q ■+Ap,q+1 [863.
and let and denote theLet 4tM •+ M be a smooth map
- 8 -
(integrable) almost complex atructurea of M and M respectively. 
Then we say that 4 ia holomorphic (♦ holomorphic) if and only if
(1.14) d* o j" • j" o d» .
On the other hand, if
(1.15) d+ o J1* - -j* o d+ ,
then we say that 4 is anti-holomorphic (- holomorphic).
An Hermitian inner product on a complex vector space E is a 
function <,> : E * E a which for v,v',w,w' A E and X,X' t C , 
is linear in the first argument, i.e.
<Xv ♦ X'v',w> - X<v,w> ♦ X'<v',w> ,
possesses the Hermitian syometry property <v,w> • <w,V> , and is
anti-linear in the second argument, i.e.
<v,Xw ♦ X'w’> • X<v,w> ♦ r*<v,w'> .
In most esses, we shall take E
<v,w> • £ v V  .
i-1
- Ik for some k ; for v,w « ,
<<v,v> ,We write |v| and we say that two subspaces E and r of
- 9 -
fk are orthogonal if <v,w> ■ O , for all v c E  . w c F ; for thia 
we write E A F .
Let V M be a complex vector bundle. An Hermitian metric g
on V ia an aaeignment of an Hemitian inner product <,>x to each
fibre Vc of V , z e M , auch that for any open net U c M and
( Cjj(V) , the function <i,n> s U C » given by <E,n>(*) ■
- <e(*),n(*)>. , ia smooth, s
When V ia equipped with an Hermitian metric» we aay that V ia 
an Hermitian vector bundle. When V admits a smooth connection
(1.16) D - DV : C(T*M) * C(V) C(V)
denoted by (X,o^) -*■ , such that
(1.17) X<°1*°2> “ <DX°1’°2> * <0i »d -°2>
where X e C(T*M) . ^  a*»d °2 * Civ*> • th*n w  '*7 that V is
endowed with an Hermitian connected structure or V ia Hermitian 
connected. In accordance with the rule in (1.17)» D is said to be 
compatible with the Hermitian metric. When such a V - TM , then we 
say that M is an Hermitian manifold, with Hsrmitian metric g .
The decomposition in (1.13) induces a decomposition of Dx into
(1,0) and (0.Departs by restricting X to T'M and T"M respectively. 
If W is a complex subbundle of an Hexmitian connected bundle V , then
10 -
W inherits an Hermitian metric by restriction and an Hermitian connection 
by
third map j , ii induced by orthogonal projection.
Remarks.
1. If 6:M + N is a smooth map and E -*• N is an Hexmitian connected 
vector bundle, then we can define an Hermitian connected structure on
2. When the Hermitian fibre metric is indefinite (see Chapter V), 
then V as above has an indefinite Hermitian connected structure.
Assiane now that V ■*> M ia a holomorphic vector bundle [86]. If 
V is equipped with an Hermitian metric,then V is known as an Hermitian holo­
morphic vector bundle. A (smooth) connection D on V is compatible, with 
the holomorphic structure, if the (O.l)-part of D coincides with the 
3-operator of V [86]. Thus o e Cy(V) is holomorphic if and only if 
D^o ■ 0 , for all c « C(T"M) . There exists a unique connection on any 
holomorphic vector bundle V with Hermitian metric, which is a metric
(1.18) oJjCyiW)
where X c Cy(T*M) . The first map i is induced by inclusion and the
♦ -*• H consisting of the pull-back metric and connection of E
connection [56] and which is compatible with the holomorphic structure; 
this is known as the Hermitian connection of V [86],
11 -
1.4 Kahler manifold« and harmonic map».
Let M be an Hensiclan manifold. The Kahler form uM of H , 
it defined by wM (C,n) “ <C,Jn> for C,n c T*“M . We say that M is 
a Kahler manifold when du** • 0 .
Example« 1.7
1. The following are example« of Kahler manifolds appearing in this thesis:
Complex projective space of n dimension«. CP° , with its Fubini-Study
metric [57]; the complex n-ball Bn (or complex hyperbolic space CHn)
with its Bergman metric [57]; the complex Euclidean space Cn with its
N NEuclidean metric: the Grassmannian of complex k-planes in C . V *  > •
Any algebraic variety of some CPn is Kahler since as an embedded complex 
submanifold of CPn , it is endowed with a Kahler metric induced by that 
of CPn (see 2. below). Any compact Riamami surface (or algebraic curve) 
with an Hermitian metric is Kahler. The classical bounded symmetric 
domains in Cn are endowed with a Bergman metric which is Kühler [48]
[58],and this metric is preserved under the action of certain discrete 
groups [59].
2. Any complex submanifold S of a Kahler isanifold N , is Kahler with
metric induced by that of M .
•• ”3. If H1 and N2 are Kahlsr, then Nj « Nj is Kahler with respect to 
the product metric.
12 -
Definition 1.8
Let M be e complex menifold end let v e T^M , x e M , be e 
tengent vector of unit length. The holomorphic sectionel curvature 
determined by v , is defined to be
(1.19) R(v,Jv,v,Jv)
where J is the (integreble) almost complex structure of M .
Theorem 1.9 [57]
A simply connected complete Kahler manifold of constant holomorphic 
sectional curvature c , is holomorphically isometric to CPn, Cn or Bn(CHn) 
according to whether c is, > 0 , c ■ 0 or c < 0  respectively.
Having mentioned some examples of Kahler manifolds, let us now 
return to harmonic maps. Given a smooth map +:M H of Hermitian 
manifolds M and H , let us consider the decomposition of their 
complexified tangent bundles t S i - T'M • T"M and T*N - T'N • T"H , 
respectively. Then for such a map, there exists a decomposition of the 
C-linear extension d%«T*M T*N of d4:TM -► TN , into 4 maps [31]:
9+ :T'M ■* T'H , 94«T"M T'N
(1. 20)
84 - 84:T'M T”N , 94 • 54:T"M T"N .
He shall asstane for the rest of this section that M is compact (otharvisa 
the following results ars true over a compact domain in M ).
- 13 -
The energy density e(4)(x) “ | |d4(x)| decomposes into s sum 
of the (1,0) end (0,1) energy densities, e'(4)(x) - |d4(x)|2 and 
e"(4)(x) ■ |34(x)|2 respectively:
(1.21) e(4)(x) - e' (4)(x) ♦ e"(4)(x) .
Their integréis,
(1.22) E '(4 ) - f  |34(x )|2Vm (x ) E"(4) - f  |»4(x)|2VM (x)
M M
are known as the (1,0) and (0,1) energy integrals of 4 , respectively. 
With respect to (1.20), 4 is holomorphic if and only if I4 s 0
Similarly, 4 is -holomorphic if and only if 44 = 0 .
M N 11If w and <i> denote the Kahler forma of M and N reapectively, 
then an easy calculation yields the relationship:
(1.23) <«M,4 *wN> - a '(4 ) -a ,,(4) .
(See e.g. [32].)
Proposition 1.10 [64]
NLet 4:M -*■ N be a smooth map between Kahler manifolds M and N .
Then:
i) E’(4) - E"(4) depends only on the hoaotopy class of 4 .
ii) A ± holomorphic map $:M N , it a harmonic map of minimum 
energy in i f  homotopy d m .
ill) The map + it harmonic if and only if 4 it e critical point 
of E' , if end only if 4 it e critical point of E" .
1.5 Bundles over e Riemtnn turfece end maps from a Riemenn turf ace.
In thit tection we take M to be a Riamann aurface (i.e. a 1- 
dimenaional connected complex manifold) which may be cooq>act with genua p 
(written Mp) or non-compact (otherwise said, cloaed and open respectively). 
By a chart U ■ (U,s) of M , we mean a non-empty open set U of M 
equipped with a complex co-ordinate *:U C , written x t(x) , for 
x e M .
Let E be a complex vector bundle on M with connection D .
With respect to a chart U - (U,x) of M , we shall represent the (1,0) 
and (0,1) parts of the connection D by D'i-Dg^) *nd D"^"Da/is^ 
respectively. We shall write D'^ for D'o....oD' (k times) and sat 
D'° ■ identity map; similarly for D" . We shall also set d' m i/ii 
and 3" • a/ar .
If E is an Hermitian connected bundle with connection D over M , 
then there exists a unique holomorphic structure on E compatible with 
D [60]. Then E is an Hermitian holomorphic bundle (as in Section 1.3), 
and thus a « C„(E) is holosMrphic if and only if D"o ■ 0 .
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We shall say that a subbundle F is IT-dosed. If on all charts 
D • D"(Cd (F)) c Cy(F) . Similarly, we have the notion of F being
D'-closed. The orthogonal complement of a D'-closed bundle is D"-closed. 
In the case that E is an Hermitian holomorphic bundle, a D”-closed sub­
bundle of E is simply a holomorphic subbundle.
Mow take N to be a Kahler manifold (possibly endowed with an 
indefinite metric), and let 4:M N be a smooth map. Taking 
9+ e C(T M ®  4 1TN) we may then represent such a globally defined 
section by a locally defined section
(1.24) 9'4 - 940/80 e ( ^ “V n ) .
Similarly for 94 , we have
(1.25) 9"4 - 94(9/91) e C0(4_1T'N) .
Then we may state the following:
Proposition 1.11 [91] [92]
Let M be a Rlemann surface and M a Kahler manifold. A smooth 
map 4:M «*■ N is harmonic if and only if on any chart of M
(1.26) V"9'4 » 0 or equivalently. 7'9"4 ■ 0
where V is taken to be the connection on 4 *T'N and 7',V" are the 
(1,0) and (0,1) parts of V respectively.
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Ue write V ' %  “ V'(V,# for a ■ 2,3,... end similarly, we define
V " %  . For a,B " 1,2,..., set
(1.27) n « - < V % , v " V Na, p
N -lwhere <,> denotes the metric on 4 T'N .
Definition 1.12
Let 4:M N be i smooth map. By the order of isotropy oi 4 ,
we mean the greatest value y < {1,2..... «} such that on each chart
of an open cover of M , n a = 0 for all integers t 1 with01 9 p
o ♦ M  Y •
A smooth map has order of isotropy of at least one. A map is weakly 
conformal if and only if its order of isotropy is at least two [91].
A smooth map with an infinite order of isotropy is known as an isotropic 
map. It is this last class that is of principal interest in this thesis.
1.6 Riemannian submersions.
In this section, we shall use freely some of the basic notions and 
tarminology from the theory of Lie groups; we refer to [48] for further 
details. Firstly, we shall introduce the notion of a Riemannian sub­
mersion and then proceed to relate this to certain homogeneous fibrations.
Dsfinition 1.13
Lat s:P N be a smooth map of maximal rank, of Riemannian manifolds
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P and N , such that for all y e P ,
da(y) s TyP T„(y)N ««P* the subapace T^P
of tangent vectors orthogonal to the fibre ir *{w(y)} , isometrically
onto T_/ VN . Then such a map ir is known as a Riemannian submersion, if (y) ---------------------
The subspace T^P i. referred to as the horiaontal eubapace of a
at y , and its orthogonal complement, the aubspace of tangent vectors
to the fibres (- ker dif(y)) , is referred to as the vertical subspece.
Definition 1.14
A totally geodesic map i:P Q between Riemannian manifolds P 
and Q , is one for which Vd( = 0 . Equivalently, i maps geodesics 
of P linearly into geodesics of Q . When P happens to be a sub­
manifold of Q , then the above map i is regarded as the inclusion 
of the totally geodesic submanifold P in Q .
Example 1.13
The Hopf fibration S2n+1 -*• Cp" is a Riemannian submersion with 
totally geodesic fibres. This fibration characterises the Fubini-Study 
metric on EPn (see [57]). We shall discuss the analogous fibration 
for CHn in Chapter V.
We now propose to discuss how a particular class of Riamannian 
submersions arises in the setting of homogeneous space fibrationa. This
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discussion is sdaptcd from Che paper of L. Berard-Bergery [7 ].
Let C be a connected Lie group and H , K two closed subgroups with 
H C K  . We shsll denote their corresponding Lie algebras by £  ,& 
and V  respectively. He assume that ad_(K) is relatively compact
G
in GL(£) which implies thst adc(H) is also relatively compact in 
GL(£) . He have (\- invariant under adg(H) and X invariant under 
adg(K) (and also adc<H)) .
Suppose that X has an ad^iK)-invariant sums and £  in ^  ,
and d  has an adQ (H)-invariant summand 'Vw in V  . Than 
is an adG (H)-invariant summand for (\ in £  .
Let g^ be a G-invariant metric on G/K ; this can be described 
by an ad^CK)-invariant metric on J  and T^G/K ■ J> . Thus there 
corresponds to g^ , an adgCK)-invariant inner product < ,>^ on . 
Similarly, let g2 be a K-invariant metric on K/H , with a correspond­
ing sdQ(H)-invariant inner product «,>2 on IfL .
We construct the inner product <,>3 on vis the restrictions:
(1.28) <t>3 - <,>2 on t*L and
(1.29) <,>3 - <,>j on J  ,
with < J i ^ 3 - 0 .
This gives an inner product <t>3 that is ad^OO-invarisnt on ^  
with a corresponding G-invariant metric g3 on G/H .
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For G,H,K,gj,g2 and g3 as above, the canonical projection
(1.30) irsG/H C/K
is a Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic fibres (K/H, gj) , 
of (G/H, g3) onto (G/K, gj).
Proof
We outline the general idea. Since the metrics g^ and g^ are 
G-invariant and w commit es with the action of G , it suffices to 
consider the identity coset eH of G/H where the tangent space of 
G/H may be identified with J> - J  •'>VV. Then 'V*- may be identified 
with the vertical subspace of 7C and accordingly, y  may be identified 
with the horixontal subspace, aince it is orthogonal to rWV (with respect 
to the metric). But it can be seen that dH at eH is identified with 
the projection of |8 onto J  parallel to '"V .
We deduce that a typical fibre of (1.30) is (K/H, g2) • The 
inclusion of K/H in G/H is totally geodesic by general considerations 
(see [57, p.234;]). □
Let us take a look at a particular example which will feature again 
in Chapter IV.
Example 1.17
We introduce the twistor fibration
Proposition 1.16 C 73
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(1.31)
which lies at the heart of the Penroae transform theorey Cl] [2].
It is known that the Lie group Sp(2) is the group of automorphisms
Thus (1.31) can be expressed as a homogeneous fibration as
(1.32) Sp(2)/U(l) x sp(l) •* Sp(2)/Sp(l) x sp(l)
with fibre Sp(l)/U(l) - CP1 .
Generalising, let HPn denote the n-dimensional quaternionic 
projective space. The canonical twistor fibration is
(1.34) is a Ricmannian submersion and is such (up to • constant) with
of this fibration and preserves the natural metrics on CP"* and s'
3 3Its action is transitive on CP and thus we can express CP in 
terms of the coset space representation CP ■ Sp(2)/U(l) * Sp(l) .
Also, we have S* ■ SO(5)/SO(4) ■ Sp(2)/Sp(l) x Sp(l) , where the
4 1latter represents S as the quaternionic projective line HP
(1.33) CP,2n«-l -*IHP,n
which as a homogeneous fibration is
(1.34) Sp(n+1)/U(l) x Sp(n) Sp(n+1)/Sp(l) x Sp(n)
with fibre Sp(l)/U(l) - CP1 . In accordance with Proposition 1.16,
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respect to the Fubini-Study metric on CP2n+1 C80].
1.7 Composition principles for harmonic maps.
Generally, the composition of two harmonic maps does not yield a 
harmonic map, this being contrary to the case of holomorphic maps. 
However, there are cases when the cosiposition of two harmonic maps is 
a harmonic map. He thus proceed to discuss two noteworthy composition 
principles for harmonic maps; these will play an important role in our 
work. The first relates to the Riemannian submersions which were dis­
cussed in the last section. Firstly then, a definition:
Definition 1.18
Let <|»:M -*■ P and w:P -*■ N be smooth maps of Riemannian manifolds 
M,N and P . Further,, assume that for each s e M , dt|»(s) maps T(M 
into the horizontal subspace of « . Then we shall say that the map ♦
ia r-horizontal.
Lemma 1.19 (Smith's Leasna) [82]
Let M,N and P be Riamannian manifolds, 4:M P a harmonic map 
and s:P ■* N a Riemannian aubmersion. Furtharmora. assuma that 4 il 
ir-horiiontal. then 4 ■ (wo4):M -*■ N , is a harmonic map.
Proof
The tension field of the composed map 4 “ *°4 » i* •••*> to I*
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■
(1.35) t (*) - dwoT(^) ♦ E Vdw(«H>(e.),d*(e.))
i-1 1 *
where (e^) is an orthonormal basis for T^M (x e M) . Clearly, the 
first term in the second member vanishes, since t|i is harmonic. Following 
[72], we have Vdw(e',e') - 0, e’ e T**P . Since each vector diKe^) is 
horizontal, then the second term also vanishes and the result is proved.
□
Remark
If we replace 'Riemannian submersion' by '7d» vanishes identically 
on horizontal vectors', then clearly, the same end result is obtained 
(see Lemna 1.21).
Prior to taking traces in (1.35), the following lemma is easily 
proved and this is our second composition principle:
Lemma 1.20 [32]
Let M , N and P be Riemannian manifolds ^¡M ♦ P a smooth map 
and iiP N a totally geodesic map. Then + ■ (io<|»):M H is harmonic 
if ÿ is harmonic.
Most of the constructions of harmonic maps that are described in 
this thesis, involve fibrations of the type (1.30). However for certain 
specified metrics, these fibrations may not always be Riemannian sub­
mersions, e.g. for Kahler metrics on flag manifolds [78] (Example 1.22 
below is such a case). We will, however, be mapping into the space of 
horizontal vectors, and the following leans is well worth recording:
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1.21 C78]
Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra <| . Let K be e closed 
subgroup with Lie algebra \  ^  . Suppose there ie e summand j  for \
in ^  with AdK(j) e j  and [jt<y] c \  . if H is e closed subgroup 
of K with an Ad-H invariant summand for its Lie algebraand G/H and 
G/K are given indefinite Riemannian metrics such that ^  is the space 
of horizontal vectors at the identity coset in G/H , to the natural 
fibering wsG/H -*■ G/K , then the second fundamental fora of w , Vdw , 
vanishes on horirontal vectors.
Example 1.21
The G/H G/K fibration appearing in [35], affords an example.
Here G -  U(n+1), K - U(l) * U(n) and H - U(l) * U(r) K U(s) , with 
r+s - n (see also (2.34)). With the above notation, jp ■ C° at the 
identity coset, and this is further identified with the space of horisontal 
vectors in the above fibration.
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CHAPTER II
HARHOHIC MAPS TO COMPLEX PROJECTIVE SPACE
2.1 Holomorphic curve» in complex projective «pace.
Our discussion here follows from the relevent sections of [35]
*[62] [93]; we refer accordingly for further details. Henceforth,
M will always denote an open or closed Riemann surface. A holomorphic 
curve in CP° is taken to be an abstract Riemann surface M together 
with a holomorphic map
(2.1) fsM *Pn .
Definition 2.1
Let f :M ■+■ CPn be a holomorphic map. Then we shall say that f is 
full (or non-degenerate in [93]) if its image is not contained in a proper 
projective subspace of CPn .
Let Ç be a local lift of f over an open set 0 in M and 
consider the derivatives of Ç up to a certain order a say.
U
* Up to Chapter VI inclusive, unless otherwise stated
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Definition 2.2
For 0 S a S , the ath order (augmented) peculating space
6 (x) “ 6 (f)(x) of f at x e M , ia defined to be the a a
(2.2) span(CY (x) : 0 i y s a) where tY ■ .
This may be seen to be independent of the lift and the chart chosen.
Following [35]» we know that if f ia full, then at some x e M , we
have dim 6 (x) - n+1 . Let A - {x « M:dim 6 (x) < n*l) . For any n “
integer a (0 £ a s n) we define
(2.3) fa t M-A *  Ga+i<*n+1) 
by fa (x) - 8a (x) .
For x 4 A , we then consider the following multivector (or 
Wronskian)
(2.4) w 1 U A°+1 Cn+1-{0)
given by the holomorphic map w(x) ■ ((x )a(^(x )a ,,.*{ (x ) ( t 0) .
U m m  and definition 2.3 [35] [93]
There is a unique extension of fa in (2.3) to a holomorphic map
(2.5) f# l M ♦  Ga+l<eI,+1) eff(A<*+1 ,n+l) *
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We shall oil this map, the ath eeeocieted curve of f .
We note that fQ ■ f end f_^ ie eet equal to the-Uw.~«J map
Remark
The classical geometric meaning of f# (x) is that of the unique 
a-plane in CPn having contact of order at least a+1 with f(M) at x .
At this stage it will be worth noting that for 0 S k S N 
(k,N integers), there exists a bijective correspondence between smooth
The correspondence is obtained by setting the fibre of the subbundle of 
each x e M , equal to <i(x) .
Note that when is holomorphic, the induced bundle is a holomorphic 
vector bundle. With some abuse of notation we shall denote the subbundle 
by that same letter used for the map. Hence corresponding to the 
associated curve f in (2.5), we have the induced holomorphic subbundleGi
f over M , which is a subbundle of rank a+1 of C . a ’ ”
Definition 2.4
Given a full holomorphic map fiM ■+ CPn , we shall defina an 
associatad map g ■ s M •+ CPn known as the polar (curve) of f •
We may regard this aa the composition
and smooth subbundles of rank k of the trivial 
over M ; we shall denote the latter byN-plane bundle H * C
f
* Cji*"*1) - *Pn(2 . 6) M 1
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Lemma 2.5 C35]
Let fsM tPn be i holomorphic nep.
e) If f ie full, then ite polar g ia full end ie antiholomorphic 
(-holomorphic). If C end C ere the local lift» to *" M O )  of f 
end g respectively, then we have the following (isotropy) relations 
between f and g .
(2.7) 0 ,0C , 3”ec> - 0 for all o,0 A 0 , a+0 s n-1 {
(2.8) <3,a5(x) , 3”ec(x) ># 0 for some x c M for ell
a , M  0 , a+6 ■ n , where <,> denotes the usual Hennitian 
inner product.
b) Conversely, if giM CPn is a smooth map satisfying (2.7) and
(2.8) for some a,0 * 0 , a+8 “ n , then f end g are full, and g 
is the polar of f .
Remarks
1. The proof in C35) shows that the set of points x where
dim span{3'aC(x)} < n+1 and dim span{3,,6c(x)} < n+1 , are the 
same set A , as previously described.
2. As we did for f , we may form the associated (-holomorphic) 
curves of g and obtain the corresponding (-holoawrphic) sub­
bundles of over M .
2.2 Some Riemannisn neometry of holomorphic curve»
Let Nn(c) be a complete, simply connected Kahler manifold of 
constant holomorphic sectional curvature c . We will take N to be 
one of CPn , tn or CHn in accordance with Theorem 1.9.
If f:M— *N ia a holomorphic iamersion, then in terms of a local 
co-ordinate s • u+iv on M , we can express the metric induced by 
f as
(2.9) ds2 - 2P|da|2
where F is a certain real analytic function [18].
In terms of the operators
It “ * (fc"* !? )  *nd ¡ j " * (fe+1 h )  •
the Lap lace-B eltrsm i operator of t h is  m etric  may be w ritte n  as
... . 2 d  3
(2.10) A ” F  3* 31 *
and the induced (G aussian) curvature of t h is  m etric  i s
(2.1D * -  - f k h lo* F *
Lemma 2.6 [18] [19]
Let f be as above, and further ass that f(M) i s  not contained
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in any proper totally geodesic submanifold of N . Then « sequence of 
functions »ay be defined iteretively. by setting
For 0 S k S n , li i 0 end venishes only et isoleted points.
The succeeding function Ffc+1 is defined by (2.12) awsy from these 
points and extends to e reel analytic function on ell of M . The 
function Fn+1 is identically aero. Conversely Riven (2.9) and the 
above sequence of functions, then there exists a unique holcoorphic 
inmersión of M into N .
With this in mind we note the following interesting observation. 
Proposition 2.7 (94)
Let M be a holomorphic curve in a Kahler manifold N(c) as 
above with c * 0 . As sime that M has constant curvature with respect 
to the induced metric. Then M has strictly positive curvature.
that K is a nagative constant« then on substituting (2.11) into (2.12)« 
one sees that P j cannot be sero, thus yielding a contradiction. o
Corollary 2.8 (Blaschke's theorem, see e.g. [413)
( 2 . 12) with Fq - 1, Fj - F
Proof
The Poincare metric (l-|s|2)”2dsds on the unit disc (or hyperbolic
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plane) cannot be obtained by an iaometric embedding into some *Pn .
Information concerning the higher order jets of the immersion is 
contained in the intrinsically defined functions F^ in (2.12). In 
fact following [62], we have for each k ,
(2.13) Fk "
2|tA{1A...ACk |2
Ul2k+2
For each k , 1 £ k * n , we can define curvature functions
(2.14) *k-
F F rk*l k-
F F. * 0 “ !
It may be seen that 1^ i 0 and for k < n , ^  - 0 only at isolated
points (K = 0) . From (2.10) and (2.12) we obtain n
(2.15) ^  - I (A log Fk ♦ (k*l)c) ,
and the following recurrence relations
(2.16)
' * A lo» *k ‘ *k*l * *k-l ‘ 2*k * *
I 6 logikj....^) - (2n-l)K0 - nKj -
2 * 0 - * (the Ceuss equation of the raion)
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Example 2.9 [62]
The holomorphic curve f:CP* CPn given by
(2.17) (W0,W1)-# (wj./n .... /i>'i~kwi.... Wl)
has constant Gaussian curvature 1/n . The curvature functions are 
given by ■ ^i^.(n-k) . The kth associated curve ffc has 
constant Gaussian curvature equal to l/(k+l)(n-k) . The above non­
degenerate curve f is the only such one with these properties.
2.3 Ramification and Plucker formulae.
Definition 2.10
Assune M is compact with genus p (this we denote by Mp) and
f:M ■* CPn is a full holomorphic map (or a non-degenerate holoamrphic P
curve) expressed in terms of Euclidean co-ordinates by f (i).... fn (i) .
The ramification index Bq (*q ) °* * at , is defined to be
»f[ gj®
the order of vanishing of tha Jacobian matrix (y—   .... yj—) at aQ
i.e.
(2.18) “ BlB<orii0 (ls"^ *
Following the scheme outlined in [A2], we may choose a suitable ayatM of
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co-ordinates in Cn+* auch that in a neighbourhood of Zq , we can 
express the nap f in the fora :
(2.19)
C0 (z) - 1 ♦ ...
1+al^(z) - z *♦ ...
cn(*) “ *
n*a,+...+a i n
This is known as the notaal fora of f at zQ and the raaification 
index Bk(zQ) of the kth associated curve at zQ is given by
(2.20) Bk (z0) - ok+1 .
Accordingly, we define the total raaification of fk (0 i k i n , f^ ■ f) 
at
(2.21) \ m 1 V ' o *  *
*0tH
Exaanlas 2.11
i) If f:*Pl *Pn is given by f(z) • (l,z,a2,...,zn) , than f
and its associated curves era unramified.
If f«*Pl tP2 is given by f(z) • (l.tafl)* l,st) i < t
than wa have ■ i“l •
Ü)
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Topologically, the kth associated curve ffc defines a homology 
class (cycle) in Gfc+1 (Cn+1) , that is homologous to a positive 
integral multiple of the fundamental 2-cyde of Ck+1 (*"+1) . This 
integer which we shall denote by , is known as the degree (or order) 
of f^ . Ve shall let ■ d ■ deg f . Geometrically, it is the 
number of points of the curve at which the osculating spaces of dimension 
k intersect with a generic linear subspace of dimension n-k-1 in CPn . 
Along with , we can assign a differential - geometric meaning to d^
Proposition 2«12 [62]
Let be the kth curvature function as defined in (2.15), then
(2.22) ^  /JM Sc “  *
(2.23) "k ‘ ‘ M L  ‘ S  “  ’
We are nbw in a position to establish the following classical formulae.
Theorem 2.13 The Plucker formulae (see also [42] [62] and [93]
(2.24) ^  ~ 2 « ^  ♦ \ _ 2 “ 2 P -2 -V 1  ‘ (d_x - 0) .
Proof
We consider the first relationship of (2.16) and apply (2.22) and
(2.23) along with the Gauss-Bonnet formula [57], □
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Remark»
1. The remarkable feature of (2.24) ia that it ralataa a topological 
invariant of M , namely ita Euler-characteriatic X(M) ■ 2-2p , 
to quantitiea depending on the map f .
2. An analogoua formula exiata for holcmorphic curve» in a complex 
torua (aee [61] and [73]).
2.4 The Eella-Wood conatruction.
The diacuaaion of the laat »action provided example» of map» M ■* CPn 
that are harmonic by virtue of Propoaition 1.10. However, we are partic­
ularly intereated in a somewhat special class of maps, namely those which 
are harmonic but not ± holomorphic. The construction of Eella-Wood 
[34] [35] which we now describe in brief, provides a process of construct­
ing such a class of maps. Before outlining their main result, we will 
establish some definitions.
where i is an inclusion and j is given by orthogonal projection
Consider first of all, the universal line bundle
(2.25) L CPn .
We have a resulting exact sequence of complex vector bundles over CP .
(2.26)
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are Hermitian holooorphic bundles with Hernitian metrics and connections 
induced from Cn+A .
Tensoring (2.26) with L* and pulling back via a (smooth) map 
4:M CPn , yields the following exact sequence over M :
(2.27) 0 ♦-1(lAl.) ♦_1(l.*®tf,+1) -j-> ♦~1(i-VA) -*■ 0 .
We note that 6 l(L% L) is trivial with constant section M M * C 
given by x -*■ (x,l) , which we denote by 1 . We also note that 
4 A(i*® L1) is isometrically isomorphic to 4 1T'CPn i.e. the pull­
back by 4 , of the holomorphic tangent bundle of CPn .
Definition 2.14
We define the universal lift * of 4 to be the canonical section 
i(l) c C(Hom(4“li,Cn+1)) , defined by *(x) - inclusion map of 
into c"*1 . If 4jjSU *n+1-(0) is a local lift of 4 over an open 
set U in M , then 4y stay be written in the form *op , where 
p c Cu(4_ll-) .
Let D denote covariant differentiation in the bundle Horn(4 lL,Cn+1) . 
Then D has a splitting into (1,0) and (0,1 ) complex types, denoted 
by D' (- Dayjs) *nd »"(■ respectively. The harmonicity of the
smooth map 4 is given by [35, Proposition 4.6]I
DmD'4 ♦ |D'4|24 - 0 (or D'D”4 ♦ |D"6|24 - 0 ) .(2.28)
Let us outline the proof of this: we have a connection preserving 
isometry h:4~lT'CPn B o . For 8'4 as in (1.24), 
the relation h(d'4) ■ D'* is obtained [35 Proposition 4.5]. Let 
E denote the bundle 4 *T'CPn and H denote the bundle Horn(4 1L,Cn+*^ . 
Now consider (1.18) with W and V replaced by E and H respectively. 
With this in mind, the following relationship is established,
h(DE"a'4) - D"D'4 - j(D"D'4)
where the j of (1.18) is induced in this case, by the j of (2.27). 
Following (1.26), 4 is harmonic if and only if (DE)"3'4 “ 0 . But
this is true if snd only if j(D,'D,4) ■ O . By the exsctness of (2.27), 
this is true if and only if D"D'4 ■ F* where F is a smooth function 
on U . This is found to be equal to |d ’4| . The other equation is
similarly obtained.
Definition 2.15
Using the Hermitian inner product <,> we say that 4 i* isotropic
if
(2.29) <D,04, D"®4> » 0 for all 1 i a+B , a,0 * 0 .
We are now in a position to give a statement of the main result of Bells 
and Wood.
Theorem 2.16 The Classification thaorea [34] [35]
Clvan an integer r (0 * r * n) and a full holomorphlc map fiM CPn
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where M ie • Biemann surface. then the — p ^¡M CPn defined by
(2.30) 4(x) - f^_1(x) n fr(x)
(2.31) - (f^ix) ♦ *S_1(*))J' x e M , r+e - n
ie e full, ieotropic harmonic map.
The correspondence (f,r) -*■ 4 ie bijective. The inveree trans­
formation ie given by aetting r equal to the maxinnm dimension of the
a
aubapace spanned by D" • and f ia obtained from 4 by a procedure 
similar to that giving 4 in terms of f .
At this stage we do not intend giving a detailed description of the 
methods used in proving Theorem 2.16, but as mentioned in the introduction, 
the geometric nature of this work may be modified to construct and classify 
similar harmonic maps to indefinite complex hyperbolic space. This will 
be the aubject of Chapter V, and we shell elucidate the underlying 
geometric principles. However, we will now deacribe one particular 
aspect of the construction that will be used several times in this thesis.
In particular, we look at (2.31), i.a. the construction of 4 from the
«, Mi(r-l)-associated curve of f and the (e-l)-associatad curve of g .
Before making a further analysis of the construction of the map 
in (2.31), we shall need, for technical purposas, to look at the tangent 
space to a Crassmannian. For any V e <^(1° ^) , tha holomorphic tangent 
space T ^ i C ® * 1) may be identified with HomiV.V1) via a complex linear 
isometry
(2.32) hsT^G^*1141) HomiV.V1) •
We describe h as follows: Let w c G^iC11**) and let v e V .
For v ■ 0 , we set h(w)(v) ■ 0 . Otherwise let 4:U (^(C ) be
a smooth map from a neighbourhood U of a point x e C with 4(x) “ V 
and 3' + (x) • w . We extend v to a smooth map v:U Cn+1-{0> such 
that v(x) « 4(x) for all x e U . Then h(w)(v) ■ projection of 
9'v(x) onto V1 .
Definition 2.17
For 0 s r,s s n end r+s ■ n , define
(2.33) H - {(V.W) « G (Cn+1) x C (Cn+1) i V l W )r, s r ■
- U(n+1)/U(r) x u(s) « u(l) .
Including 0(r) x u(s) in U(n) in the standard way, we obtain the 
homogeneous fibration
(2.34) w:« - U(n+l)/U(r)xU(s)*U(l) CP° - U(n*l)/U(n)xU(l) ,
*»•
with
(2.35) w(V,W) - (V+W)X  .
The following lease from C35, L a m  3.9] will prove to be important in
this work and wa will exhibit a proof of the analogous result for the
indefinite case in Chapter V (Leans 5.24).
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(2.32) hsT^G^*“*1) Hom(V,V‘L) .
We describe h ee follows: Let w e Tÿ Gk (Cn+1) end let v c V .
For v - 0 , we set h(w)(v) ■ 0 . Otherwise let 4:U (^(C11*1) be
e smooth map from a neighbourhood U of a point x e C with ♦ (x) “ V 
and d'+(x) » w . We extend v to a smooth map v:U Cn+1-(0} such 
that v(x) c + (x) for all x e U . Then h(w)(v) ■ projection of 
3'v(x) onto V1 .
Definition 2.17
For 0 £ r,s £ n and r+s - n , define
(2.33) H » {(V.W) e G (*n+1) » G (*n+1) : V 1 W)rf 8 r ■
- 0(n*l)/U(r) « U(a) « u(l) .
Including 0(r) " U(s) in U(n) in the standard way, we obtain the 
homogeneous fibration
(2.34) wiH - U(n+l)/U(r)xU(s)xU(l) •*•*?“ - U(n*l)/U(n)xu(l) ,
*»•
with
(2.35) *(V,W) - (V+W)-4“ .
The following l w a  from [35, Lemma 3.9] will prove to be important in
this work and we will exhibit a proof of the analogous result for the
indefinite case in Chapter V (Lemma 5.24).
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(2.32) t u T ^ i c “*1) *■ Hom(V,VA) .
We describe h as follows: Let w e (Cn+ )^ and let v e V .
For v ■ 0 , we set h(w)(v) ■ 0 . Otherwise let f:U -*■ Gk(Cn+*) be 
a smooth map from a neighbourhood U of a point x c C with +(x) " V 
and 9'4(x) * w . We extend v to a smooth map v:U Cn+1-{0) such 
that v(x) e + (x) for all x c U . Then h(w)(v) ■ projection of 
8'v(x) onto V1 .
Definition 2.17
For 0 $ r,s s n and r+s “ n , define
(2.33) H - {(V,W) « G (Cn+l) x G (Cn+1) : V 1 W)If 8 i B
- U(n+1)/U(r) x u(s) « o(l) .
Including U(r) x u(s) in U(n) in the atandard way, we obtain the 
homogeneous fibration
(2.34) w:H _ - U(n+1)/U(r)xu(s)xu(l) U(n+l)/U(n)xU(l) ,
with
(2.35) w(V,W) - (V+W)-4“ .
The following lena from [35, Lemma 3.9] will prove to be important in
thia work and we will exhibit a proof of tha analogoua result for the
indefinite case in Chapter V (Lemma 5.24).
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Lemma 2.18 [35]
Let ua define a map ip:M ^ by
(2.36) *(x) - (fr_i(x),,«_l(x)) .
Then the map 4> ia horirontel to (2.34) in the aenee of Definition 1.18. 
Having eatabliahed thia lemma we can now bring into play Lemma 1.19.
Propoaition 2.19 [35]
Let H EPn be a full holomorphic map and r an integer (0£r<n) . 
Define +:M -*• CPn b£
(2.37) 9(x) - f£_j(x) n fr(x) 
or equivalently .
(2.38) *(x) - ( f ^ x )  ♦ «..i«*))1 .
where g ia the polar of f and r+e ■ n . Then + ia an iaotropic 
harmonic map.
Proof
We endow H with the (real) aubmanifold metric induced from *»•
Gr(fn,fl) x Ct(*n+l), r+a - n . With thia metric, (2.34) ia a Riemannian 
aubmeraion (aea [39]).
Now the map p ia the composition p “ wop . The map p is 
harmonic, since as a map into Gr(Cn+1) X  (Cn+1) , its components 
are 1 holomorphic. Also, by Lemma 2.18, p is w-horisontal.
Hence by Lemma 1.19, 4 is harmonic.
The isotropy of p follows from the mutual orthogonality of 
fr-1 and gj_1 , determined by the isotropy relations (2.7) existing 
between f and g . g
Remarks
1. As a flag manifold [50], H is endowed with a Kahler metric 
and thus we could appeal to Lemma 1.21 to conclude that p is 
harmonic, given that p is w-horisontal.
2. Rank conditions relating to horixontal maps to homogeneous 
fibrations such as (2.34), have been investigated in [76].
Consider a smooth map P :M^ CPn . By the degree of P (denoted
deg p) , we s u n  the degree of the induced map in 2n<* cohomology; 
setting N - CPn , it is given explicitly by
d*« ♦ " iM
(c - 4 in [35]).
Prom the main results of wc that for n k 2 t
41
i) there exist nontholomorphic, harmonic nape from M to CPn ,P
of all degress greater than p ;
ii) there exist nonfholomorphic, harmonic maps of (i.e. CP or S )
and Mj (the torus, or elliptic curve) to CPn of all degrees 2 0 .
To see how deg 9 is cosiputed from the construction in Proposition 
2.19, the formula (2.24) is sumsed for 1 S k £ r . For , we obtain
(2.39) deg ♦ - d - d .r r-i
r-1
(2.40) - r(2p-2) - I 0 ♦ d .
a - 0  °
The resulting energy, E(9) , is given by
(2.41) E(9) - w{dr ♦ d ^ }
r-2
(2.42) ■ it (deg 9 ♦ 2(rd+r(r-l)(p-1) - E (r-a-l)B )) .
a-0 “
The expression in (2.42) is obtained by deducing from (2.24) that
k-1
(2.43) - (k+l)d ♦ k(k+l)(p-1) - E (k-d)Ba (OSkCn , dQ - d, dn - 0)
a-0
A wide range of examples msy be constructed by maps arising from 
compositions of the following type. Consider the composition
(2.44) M — -— > CP1 — — — > CPD n 2 2P
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where h is a holotnorphic map (and therefore a branched covering map
of CP*) and f' is a full holomorphic map. If y denotes the degree
of h , then y will be controlled by the Riemann-Hurwitz formula
([42], see also Chapter VII). The construction of h is by no means
3unique: for example a Rietnann surface with p - 8 in CP , can be 
expressed as a holomorphic branched covering map of CP1 of degree 5 , 
in 14 distinct ways [42].
With the Eells-Wood construction in mind, we may take f “ f'oh 
as our 'generating' holomorphic map. The following results were also 
obtained independently in [23].
Proposition 2.20
Regarding the composition of (2.44) above, let be the
ramification indices of the kth associated curve of f and f' 
respectively (0 s k s n) . Further let 4 and ♦' be the respective 
isotropic harmonic maps constructed by (f,r) and (f',r) according 
to (2.30), then we have the following relations:
(2.45) l) ^  - v6£ ♦ 2(y+p-l)
(2.46) li) dag 6 - y (deg 6' - 2rp) 
ill) £(♦) - w{deg6+y(*(6’)-deg4')+(p-l){r2(l-y)-2r+l-y}-r(r-l))(2.47)
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Proof
i) We substitute “ yd^ into (2.24) and then apply (2.24) again 
for genus equal to 0 .
ii) Substituting i) into (2.40) for deg 4 » we deduce that
r-1
deg 4 - d-2ru-y( I B¿) .
k-0 *
Then taking (2.40) for dag 4' and multiplying by V , we obtain
(2.46) by eliminating the susssation of the g£ . iii) This result 
from: a) taking (2.42) for E(4') and multiplying by v ■ b) sub­
stituting for by (2.45) and c) elimination of on considering
(2.42) for E(4) . Q
From these relations we can conclude that the isotropic harmonic
CM
maps generated by holomorphic maps f ■ f'oh'r have arbitrarily high 
energy since f  may be chosen such that E(4') itself is arbitrarily 
high.
Remarks
1. In [35] it is assarted that for n 2 2 , there exist harmonic,
non-holomorphic maps •* CPn of all degress u i p+1 as wall as d ■ 0 , 
by considering compositions such as (2.44). (This is falsa for n ■ 1 , 
since any harmonic map CP1 of degrees 2 p is holosnrphic [31].)
2. In principle, a study of the moduli space of holomorphic curves in 
CPn will yield information concerning tha harmonic maps manufactured by
thenthe Eells-Wood theory. For example, if p 2 (n+l)(p+n-d) , 
the family of full rational maps f:Mp -*• CPn , depends on at least 
((n+1)(2d-n+l)-l-2np) real parameters, up to global SU(n+l) action 
[22]. Here the degree of f is the degree of any effective divisor on •
Mp [42]. A concise account of the moduli space is given in [46].
2.5 Some constructions from algebraic geometry.
To supplement those in [35, 18] we shall mention two further 
examples that have their origins in algebraic geometry.
Example 2.21
Let A^,... »Ajjj be 2n vectors in Cn that are linearly independent 
over R  , end let A be the lattice consisting of all linear combinations
of [A1.... A^} * 7110 lattice A acts nsturally on Cn by translation
s + A+t , for A c A . We define the equivalence relation x w with
respect to A if i ■ w+A for some A e A . Let CTn - Cn/A be the 
set of equivalence classes with respect to A . Endowed with the usual 
quotient topology, CTn is a complex manifold with universal covering 
space Cn . The space CTn is known as the n-di»ansional complex torus. 
It is known that all CTn are Kahler [86].
Again, let be a compact Riemann surface of genus p .
Associated to M is a period matrix 0 which we shall proceed to 
describe. We firstly consider the basis of 1 cycles in
M , for the group . Correspondingly, let «j.... wp be a basis
for the space of holomorphic Informs on H i.e. the group
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(notation as in [42]). The matrix 0 is defined to be the p « 2p 
matrix
The
and
<°ij) " <Ja “j> • 1 s i S 2p ,
column vectors II. ■ [I I u ]
1 *6i 1 6i P
the 2p periods generate a lattice
1 s j s p .
are known as the periods
in CPP.
The Jacobian variety J(M) (or Albanese torus) associated to M 
is the complex torus CP/A . Taking a base point xQ in M , we 
obtain the associated holamorphic map Jac :Mp -*■ J(M) given by
(2.49) Jac(x) - (J* Wj,..., j wp)
It is known that the corresponding Causa map
(2.50) C:M -*• C.(*P) - *PP"1 P l
coincides with the canonical curve i„tM_ •» CPP 1 [42]. Here G ■ d(Jac)— — — — — —  K P
is given by
(2.51) s (w./dZ, /d>)1 p
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The pull-back of translation invariant 1-forma by^2.U9) establishes 
a bijective correspondence
translation invariant 
1-farms on J(M)
holoaorpbic differentials
u on M
Thus commencing with a holomorphic map f given by (2.51), we can
defined by (2.30).
Example 2.22
Now for our second example. This relates to the theory of elliptic
functions; we refer to the discussions in [42] or [47] for details.
Let A be a period lattice in C . We can construct a non-degenerate
2holomorphic map f:M^ CP as follows:
We introduce the Weierstrass P-function which is an elliptic function 
defined by
The map f is then given by f(s) ■ [1, P(s), P'(s)] , the image of
curve g is given by g(s) - [P(s)P"(s) - P'(s) , -P"<s) , P'(s)] .
2The resulting isotropic harmonic map ■*> CP constructed from (2
is given by
construct a particular class of isotropic harmonic maps Mp ■* CPP_1
(2.52)
Its derivative is also an elliptic function
♦ («) - (P’(*> P*'(e ) -P(e )P'(e) , P'(E)(|P'(E)|2 - 1)
“P*(e)P(e )P"(e) , -P"(s)(l * |P(e)|2) ♦ P(e)P'(e )2) .
Since f it a non-singular curve of degree 3 (BQ - 0) , we apply 
formula (2.AO) for p ■ 1 and r ■ 1 , whence we obtain deg ♦ » 3 .
2.6 Total isotropy.
We consider a full holooorphic map
(2.53) fsM-*CPN_1
£along with the standard C-bilinear symmetric inner product ( , )
.M .on C 1. e.
N
(2.54) (u,v)® ■ £ u*v* u,v « I® (<u,v> ■ (u,v)®) .
i-1
Definition 2.23
We shall say that f in (2.53), is totally isotropic if f a n d  
f. are ( , )^ -orthogonal for all a,0 i 0 , o+B * N-2 . In terms ofP
a local lift C of f , this means that
(2.55) 0 ' aÇ,a,$Ç)* 5 0 for M ^ O ,  a+0 i N-2 .
Hence we see that f is totally isotropic if and only if its polar 
curve is f . A subspace E of C** is said to be totally isotropic 
if it is ( , )®-orthogonal to its conjugate Ë There is a definite 
restriction on holomorphic maps of this type:
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Lama 2.24 [18] [35]
If N ia even, then there ara no full, totally iaotropic holo-
M.1morphic mapa f:M -*■ CP .
Example 2.25
He obtain from [26], an exaaiple of a full, totally iaotropic holo- 
1 A 1morphic map f:CP -»-CP . For z e CP , this is defined by
f(«0 “ (Cr.... C5) where ^  - 2/3(l+*4) , C2 - -12r2. C3 - 2/3i(l-x4)
- /3i(-A*-A*3) , *5 - /3(-Ax+A»3) .
On setting N ■ 2r+l , r 2 1 , we have:
Proposition 2.26 [35]
Let f:M CP2r (r i 1) be a full, totally isotropic holoswrphic 
map then
(2.56) #(x) - (f^jix) ♦ fr_ 1 (x))A x c M ,
defines a harmonic step 4:M ♦ D P  (the real projective apace of 
2r-dimenaions).
We note that the above manufactured harmonic map is isotropic in
so far that the composition M ^ > HtP2 r ---> CP2r is isotropic (see
[35, Leonui 5.7]) where the last map is the (totally geodesic) inclusion
2f 2rof SP as real points of CP The above construction may be seen
by taking g ■ f and r ■ s in (2.38).
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The apace , the totality of totally isotropic r-dimensional
2r+l f\fsubspaces of C , has coset space representation - S0(2r+1)/U(r) . 
It is regarded aa a totally geodesic submanifold of  ^ via the 
inclusion V (V,V) . Accordingly, when we restrict (2.34), for 
r ■ s , i.e.
_ - u(2r+l)/u(r)xu(r)xu(l) ♦ gp2r - u(2r-M)/U(2r)*U(l)* »*
restricted to , we obtain the restricted fibration for which we shall 
retain * to denote the projection:
(2.57) w:Hr - S0(2r+1)/U(r) -*-*P2r - S0(2r+1)/S(0(2r)x0(l)) .
Choosing the metric on as in Proposition 2.19, (2.57) is a
Riemannian submersion. Thus, as observed in [35], Proposition 2.26 may 
be rephrased as follows:
Proposition 2.27
2rLet f:M CP be a full, totally isotropic holomorphlc map.
then for ir as given by (2.57), the map defined by
(2.58) ♦(*) - sofr_1 (x) ( x e M . O S r S n )
2ydefines an isotropic harmonic map ♦ :M -► HP 
Proof
If f is totally isotropic, then following C35], the subspaces
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ir.j(x) » x c M , are totally iaotropic. The u p  of (2.58) aay than 
be seen to be the composition
(2.59) M — -r~1---» Hr --------> * P 2r .
The map la »-horizontal and the harmonicity of 4 follows
from the argument in Proposition 2.19. The isotropy of 4 follows
2irfrom the fact that, as a map into CP , 4 is isotropic. q
2rTo construct an isotropic harmonic sup 4:M S , we replace 
ir in (2.59) by
(2.60) w:«r - S0(2r+1)/U(r) -► SO(2r+l)/SO(2r) • S2r .
Here we choose an oriented basis (e^ ,) °* ®  such that W  c
is spanned by (Sj ♦ lc^.... ♦ ie2r} ^  “ ^“D  • Than w is
given by w(W) ■ *2r-fl * We ,ha11 generalise this construction to the 
real oriented Grassmannian in section 3.4 of Chapter 111.
Imposing the condition of total isotropy on the holomorphic curve 
f in Theorem 2.16, leads to a recovery of Calabi's theorem [18] C19]s
Corollary 2.28
Theorem 2.16 restricts to alva a biiectiva correspondence between
A 2rfull, isotropic harmonic maps 4:M HP and full, totally isotropic
2rholomorphic maps fiN IP
These harmonic maps all lift to harmonic maps into the double
* This is the fullness of the map into CP2r on taking the totally 
geodesic inclusion.
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2r 2rcovering S of 1RP . Thus one also recovers the principal result 
obtained in [43 [18] [19] [25] and [26]:
Theorem 2.29
There exists a 1:1 correspondence between arbitrary pairs of full. 
isotropic harmonic maps ±4:M -*■ S2r , and full, totally isotropic holo- 
morphic maps f:M *P2r.
2.7 Isotropic harmonic maps to S2r inducing constant curvature.
The totally isotropic holomorphic curve given by Definition 2.23, 
was classically known as the 'directix curve'. In [26], Chern considers
the case r ■ 2 explicitly, by constructing a class of minimal immersions 
2 4of S into S (unit radius). Restricting his attention to a
particular class of rational curves (of which Example 2.9 is an example),
2 4he constructs an example of a minimal immersion S -* S of constant
Gaussian curvature 1/3 (recall that the Gaussian curvature is tha
curvature induced by the pull-back of the metric of the immersion). The
2isometric harmonic maps (i.e. isometric minimal inanersions of S into 
S2r(c) , where c denotes the constant curvature, that induce constant 
Gaussian curvature c , are given by spherical harmonic polynomial maps 
[4] [13] [18]. These induce constant Gaussian curvature c - 2c/r(r+l) , 
as well as giving the minimum allowable energy, 2«r(r+l), when c ■ 1 . 
Generally, tha minimal spheres obtained by the previous constructions are 
of non-constant Gaussian curvature.
We now turn our attention to the case where H is taken to be the
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hyperbolic plane with its Poincare metric of constant negative curvature. 
The following result is partly suggested by Proposition 2.7 and Corollary 
2.8. We shall make use of the fact that the Plucker embedding of G (C2r+1) 
into CPK , K - (2rJl) - 1 , is an isometric embedding [AID.
Proposition 2.30
There exists no isometric embedding ♦s*H2 -*■ S2r (r > 1) where + is 
a full, isotropic harmonic map inducing constant negative curvature on KH
Proof
Assume that such a map 4 was given, then with respect to (2.60)
♦ “ * where f^j is the (r-l)Ch-associated curve of a full,
totally isotropic, holomorphic map f * H 2 fP2r . Following CAD, the
maps 4 and l are isometric and induce the same constant curvatures
with respect to their pull-back metrics. Since 6 is isometric, there
exist no points x e XtH , such that d4(x) ■ 0 , and by the construction
of 6 , the same is true of f^_^ . In particular, f^^ is an
2r+lisometrically embedded holomorphic curve in Gr(C ) and via the
Plucker embedding, is an isometrically embedded holomorphic curve in 
KCP where K is given as above. But by Proposition 2.7, such e holo­
morphic curve f^j (or any of the associeted curves f^ , O i k s  r-1 ) 
inducing a metric of constant negative curvature, cannot exist. Hence 
4 cannot exist.
□
CHAPTER III
HARMONIC MAPS TO GRASSMANNIANS
3.1 The Hermi.ti.Ti symmetric «pace».
We start thia chapter by discussing the Hermitian synmetric spaces. 
We intend using freely, some notions and terminology from the theory of 
Lie groups; thus we refer to [48] and [57] for this purpose.
A Riemannian symmetric space is a connected Riemannian manifold N 
such that given y e N , there exists a globally defined isometry sy 
for which y is an isolated fixed point, and s^ has differential -I 
on the tangent space TyN at y . In this case, sy is known as the 
symmetry to N at y . The synnetry Sy is unique.
Let N be an Hermitian manifold. We obtain a Riemannian manifold 
by taking the underlying real manifold and the real part of the Hermitian 
metric. If this Riemannian manifold is symmetric and if the symnetries 
are Hermitian isometries, then N with its Hermitian metric is called 
an Hermitian symmetric space (HSS). An HSS is always Kahlerian [57].
Let N be an HSS, then N decomposes as a product
(3.1) R • NQ » Kj * ..... Nk .
Here N0 is the quotient of a C-vector space with a translation
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invariant metric by a discrete group of translations. Such an HSS 
is said to be of Euclidean type. Each IT (lsiik) is a non-Euclidean 
irreducible HSS (not locally isometric to a product of lower dimensional 
Riemannian manifolds).
Remark
If N is a simply connected (globally) Riemannian symmetric space, 
then this is well known(see for example [57, p.246]). In the case that 
N is an HSS, simply-connectedness is not required.
The factors N. (ij*0) in (3.1) which are compact are the irreducible 
compact symmetric Kahler manifolds as classified by E. Cartan in [203.
In fact they are all known to be simply connected, rational projective 
varieties (i.e. they admit embeddings as submanifolds of sane CPn) .
The non-conpact factors are bounded synmetric domains in C1* for 
the appropriate value of n .
If there is no NQ factor and all the are compact (non-compact),
then we aay that N is a compact type (non—compact type, respectively).
From now on we shall use I to denote a compact type and D to denote 
a non-compact type.
In all, there are six classes (Types I to VI) of HSS. Each class 
has its compact Jcrm. Y with corresponding dual, non-compact form D [21] 
[48]. For example, the non-compact dual Hermitian space to CPn , ia 
CHn (complex hyperbolic apace). The dual fora D is in fact one of 
a finite nuisber of open orbita of a certain Lia group action on the
compact forma. The remaining open orbits are endoved with indefinite 
Kahler metrics, following the work of J.A. Volf in [88] and [89].
We will briefly discuss this in Chapter VI.
For the remainder of this section we will state the compact form 
for each of the six classes, together with a brief description. The 
non-compact dual forms will be discussed in Chapter VI.
Let us comnence with some general considerations. Let G be a 
connected simple Lie group with trivial centre. Given an involutive 
automorphism 8 of G , let K denote the identity component of the 
fixed point set of 6 . In order that the irreducible synmetric space
G/K be Kahlerian, it is necessary and sufficient that:
a) K be cosipact;
b) the centre of K is a circle group whose element of period 2 has 
6 as its adjoint representation on G .
We now take G to be compact and K of maximal rank. The group 
of all complex analytic transformations of the cceipact complex manifold 
Y • G/K , is the cosplex extension G® of G , for which G is a 
maximal compact subgroup. The above discussion characterises the 
irreducible HSS of compact type. We shall follow Cartan's classification 
[20], and use Roman numerals to denote the type with the corresponding 
complex dimension indicated in the brackets following.
IZEi-ip.q <P9>
(3.2) Y1 - U(p+q)/U(p)xU(q). This is holomorphically equivalent
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to Gp(Cp+<*) , the Gras smarm i an of complex p-planes in .
Type II|k (Jn(n-l))
Let J' be a fixed non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on 
•^n (n i 1) . Then
(3.3) Y1 1 ■ {n-planes w e 1^° t J'(w,w) “ O) “ S0(2n)/U(n) .
Type llia (JnCn+1))
Let J" be a fixed non-degenerate, anti-aymmetrie bilinear form 
on C^n . Then
(3.A) Y1 1 1  - {n-planes v « *2n : J"(v,v) - 0} - Sp(n)/U(n) .
Typ« (“>
n+2Let B be a fixed non-degenerate aynsnetric bilinear form on C
Then
(3.5) YW  - {v e CPn+1 t B(v,v) - 0) - SO(n+2)/SO(2)xSO(n) .
This is holomorphically equivalent to the non-singular n-dimensional
complex quadric hypersurface c CPn+1 , n * 1 , and is real
analytically isosiorphic to the real Crasamannian C® ® 11 ^) of raal
n+2oriented 2 planes in 1  .
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Type V (16)
(3.6) YV - E6/Spin(10) x S0(2)
Type VI (27)
(3.7) YVI - E?/E6 x S0(2) .
Remark
The following isomorphisms reduce the list of distinct ones. 
These are also valid for the corresponding non-compact types:
I - I  , I, , - II. - Ill, *1* ___ - IV-p.q q.p i.i 2 1 1
%IV3 - III2 , IV4 - «2.2 • " 6  1 II* •
ll,3
To simplify the notation, we shall remove the subscripts in each case. 
Types I to IV inclusive are known as 'classical'. The 'exceptional' 
types V and VI, do not lend themselves to a straightforward geometrical 
realisation and we shall put them aside. Types II and III are totally 
geodesic in their ambient Grassmsnnian Gn(*2n) ; this is a consequence 
of the following more general result the proof of which will be outlined 
in the appendix:
Let (G,K,0) represent s Riemannian symmetric space N - G/K 
with involutive automorphism 6 . Let (G',K',e') represent a symmetric
subspace of (G,K,0) i.e. N' - G'/K' is such that G' is a e-invariant 
connected Lie subgroup of G , K' ■ G'r\ K snd 0' " 0 .
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Theorem 3.1 [57, Theorem 4.1, p.234]
Let (G,K,6) and (G',K’ ,8') be as above. Then S' ■ G'/K' embedds 
naturally aa a totally geodesic aubmanifold of N " G/K with respect to 
the canonical connection of G/K . The canonical connection of N 
restricted to N' coincides with the canonical connection of N' .
3.2 The construction of isotropic harmonic maps to a complex Grasamannian.
In this section we shall be interested in constructing a certain class 
of non-trivial harmonic maps.
(3.8) ♦:M-^Gk(CN)
where M is a Riemann surface (open or closed) and 0 s k S N . The 
construction we are about to describe is due to Erdem and Wood [39] and 
generalises the construction discussed in the last chapter. We will 
later show that this construction may also be used to study analogous 
harmonic maps to Types II, III and IV compact HSS. The non-compact 
types will be discussed in Chapter VI, where we shall make several modi­
fications to this construction. We will use freely some of the ideas and 
terminology of Chapter I and II and proceed to establish the necessary 
details and results from [39] that will be required.
Definition 3.2
A map AiM Gk(*N) is said to be full if the only subspace of
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N NC containing each subspace +(x) , for x « M , is C itself.
Definition 3.3
Let (V,X) be a pair of holomorphic subbundlea of Ç** with
a) V c x b) rank(X)-rank(V) - k , c) 9'C(V) c C(X) .
nThen we call such a pair a S'-pair of Ç  of rank difference k .
nIf A is a vector subapace of C then a subbundle of the 
form MxA , is called a constant aubbundle of C*1 . Vith this in 
mind we have:
Definition 3.A
A 3*-pair is said to be full if
i) the only constant aubbundle of JEN containing X is CM itself;
Nii) the only constant aubbundle of £  contained in V, is the aero
aubbundle O ■ M* {0} .
Let L -* G^(CN) be the universal k-plane bundle . We have an exact 
sequence of complex vector bundles over G^iC*) which generalises that 
of (2.26):
Given a smooth map d:M Gk <*N) , we may take its universal lift
N{i v j - a section of the bundle Hom(4 1,1 ) on M . If D denotes
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covariant differentiation in thia bundle, then D has a splitting
into (1,0) and (0,1) types, denoted by O' and D" respectively.
ot 6We nay consider the iterated derivatives, D' ♦ and D ,p6 of all 
orders o ,6 2 0 ; these are systematically derived from:
Lemma 3.5 [39]
For any V e Cl)(Hom(6 1 L,CN)) , p « Cyi* lL) ,
(3.9) (D"V)(p) - 3"(V(p)) - V(D” (p))
- 3"(V(p)) - V(PO"(p)))
where P:C^ -*• + denotes orthogonal projection and denotes the
connection on + . A similar formula holds for D'V .
Let U be an open set in M ; then taking the smooth section 
W e Cu(Hom*"1 L,*N)) , we shall denote by Im(Wx) , the image of the 
linear map
O . 10) V 1« , )  * *" •
We shall write
(3.1 1 ) 1m W - U((x) * Im(W )) c u * CN .
xeU
Lemma 3.6 [39]
A smooth map +:M -*■ Gk(*N) is harmonic if and only if in any chart U ,
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Xm(D"D'») c Im(#)
or equivalently. Is^D'D"*) = Im(4>) .
Lemma and Definition 3.7 [393
MA smooth map +:M -*■ G ^ d  ) i£ (strongly) iaotropic if and only 
if
Im(D,a#) X Ib (D"6») V o,B 2 0 , a+B k 1 .
For a smooth map +:M 
aubbundlaa [39], 4 ^  
for all x e M
V * " >  • 
♦(.)
we have the (unique) aaaociated 
Ntt , for each a i 1 , auch that
(3.12) (♦(a))x * •pan(lm(Dor*)x : 1 s y s a)
(3.13) " ■P*n(lm(D,,69)x t 1 S 6 S B>
where the span takes its maximum dimension in each casa. This span is 
indapendent of tha chart chosan for the definition. The augmented 
associated bundle of ♦(•)^(»)^ to
(3.14) ♦ ♦ (respectively, ♦ ♦) .
THEOREM 3.8 [39. Th. 1.1]
Thera exists e biiactive correspondence between full >'-pairs (V,X)
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of rank difference k , on M , and full, iaotropic harmonic nap»
♦ :M -*■ C. (•**) given by
(3.15) 4(x) - V* n Xx 
for all x e H .
Converaely. given auch a 6 , the pair (♦(„j^'.,)) ia a full
9' -pair (V, X ) .
Example 3.9
The following example will aerve as a model for several constructions 
to follow.
N—l
Consider a full, holomorphic map f:M CP along with its
associated curves f . and f , 0 £ r s N-l . Recalling from Section r-K r
2.1, the bijective correspondence between holcoorphic maps M G£(CN) 
and holomorphic subbundles of ^  of rank t on M , and setting
(3.16) V - fr_k and X ■ fy , k » l  ,
we thus obtain a full a'—pair of rank difference k • For x < H ,
(3.17) 6(x) - f ^ x )  n fr(x)
defines a full, isotropic harmonic map +tM Gk(«M) in accordance with 
Theorem 3.8.
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He view the conetruction of 4 ee follows:
Let FN - {(V,W) c G (CN) x G <«N) : V X W}
- U(N) / U (iij) * U(n2) x u(n3)
3
where n - N - (n.+n,) (di«_F*J • I<N2 - I n?)) .3 1 2  C i>i»n2 ¿»i *•
We have a natural fibration rMs«F G <CM) induced by the
nl,n2 n3
natural inclusion of U(n^) x 0(n2) in U(nj+n2) . We shall set
n^ ■ i—k+1 n^ ■ M-r- 1 and n3 ■ k . The b mp ♦ F* given by n.,n
4(x) ■ (Vx,X^) can be shown to be harmonic end »-horizontal [39].
We can endow F** with its Kshler metric end then appeal to Laimna
nl*"2
1.21, followed by Lemma 1.19, to conclude that 4 - *o<|> is harmonic 
where w(V,X ) » VA n X .
On taking k • 1 and M - n+1 , we recover the construction 
outlined in Proposition 2.19.
Remark
F* could equally well be endowed with other metrics to ensure
nl,n2
that 4 is harmonic (sea [39]).
3.3 Real Crassmannians.
In this section and in the next,we shall consider the case of the 
real Crassmannians (non-oriented and oriented). Many of our considerations
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arc straight forward generalisations of the real cases exanined in 
[35] and C393.
Corollary 3.10 [39]
The assignment (3.15) reatricta to give a bilactive correspondence
corresponding 3'-pair (V,X) in this case, is obtained by sotting
V ■ f . and X - f . W e  racall that tha appropriata lift of 4 to r"i r
H was obtained by V • f , alone. This suggasts that for certain r r-i
valuoa of M and k<* 1) , Corollary 3.10 could be re-phrased in tanas 
of a suitable V satisfying certain conditions. This is indaad possible, 
but firstly, a leans:
between the sat of full 3'-paira (V,X) of of rank difference k
on M , satisfying the 'total isotropy' condition
(3.18) X - V,x
MThe fullness and isotropy of the nap is that of the nap into G^iC )
||via tha totally geodesic inclusion of G^CR ) into
Setting M “ 2r+l and k ■ 1 , we recover Proposition 2.28. On
2rtaking a full, totally isotropic holoaorphic nap M RP , the
mLet (V,X) be a 3*-pair of holomorphic subbundles of C on 
M . Assume that V and X satisfy the total isotropy condition (3.18); 
then (pointwise) V satisfies the conditions
' V c VA
(3.19) .
. 3*C(V) c C(VA)
Proof
The first condition follows from condition a) in Definition 3.3 
and from (3.18), i.e. V c X - VA .
By condition c) of that same definition, we have 3'C(V) <= C(X) 
and on taking (3.18) into account, we have 3*C(V) c C(X) ■ C(VA) , 
which is the second condition. q
Since (v,w) - <v,w> for v,w e C , then the inclusion V c V
c cis equivalent to V being isotropic for ( , ) , i.e. (V,V) ■ 0 .
To make these conditions more explicit, we note that since V is a 
holomorphic subbundle of of rank t say, on M , it corresponds
to s holomorphic map p:M G^(C*S ; in which case (3.19) is interpreted
ss (*(x),*(x))C - 0 and (*(x) ,3'*(x))C - 0 respectively, for x e M .
Given s V sstisfying the conditions in (3.19), we seek sn extra 
condition to ensure that the 3'-pair (V,X) satisfying (3.18), is full
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in the sense of Definition 3.4. The condition is that V should satisfy 
condition ii) in Definition 3.4, namely, the only constant subbundle of 
* contained in V , is the zero subbundle 0 ■ M *{0} . Since
. I UX » V c M x C , it then follows that the only constant subbundle 
of CN containing X , is *N itself.
Observe that apart from the case k and N-k both odd, any 
N 2r+kGrassmannian ) may be expressed as G^il ) , for some r i 1
(note that Gk(l^r+k) ■ G^iC^1*11)) . For reasons that will later become 
apparent, we shall restrict our attention to ) •
Taking into account conditions (3.18) and (3.19), we see that in 
this case, the correct choice of ranks for V and X (N - 2r+k) , is
f Rank V - r
Rank X - r+k
s (Rank X1 - r)
2t^1cFollowing the construction in Example 3.9, the map ♦ sM r
defined by *(x) - (Vx,Xx) (- <VX .VX)) . i* harmonic and is s-horizontal 
to the fibration
(3.20) ir«F2r*k G.(t2r+k) , r g r k
induced by the inclusion of U(r)*U<r)in U(2r) . However, the conditions 
in (3.18) and (3.19) imply, that for x e M , the subspaces Vx and
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( , )* . Their totality ia a certain quadric Graaamannian [74], that
2r+itwe shall denote by S c g (C ) . This has coset space repreaent- Kf r r. t
ation 0(2r+k)/U(r) * 0(k) ;» (  in particular S, _ ■ H . As in thex . mi,r r
case of Hr *
2r+kthe space S r is regarded as a subspace of F^ r via the,r r r,r
totally geodesic inclusion V -*■ (V,V) . The space S. will be the receivingKtr
space for our map 4» , as constructed above.
Retaining « to denote the restriction of (3.20) to S. , we
which as a homogeneous fibration, ia given by 0(2r*k)/U(r) x 0(k)
0(2r+k) /0(2r) x o(k) for which the fibre is 0(2r)/U(r) . The inclusion 
associated with (3.20), induces the inclusions U(r)*-*0(2r)«-*0(2r) x 0(k) . 
We can now establish the following:
Proposition 3.12
Let V be a holotnorphlc aubbundle of I of rank r (r i 1) on
M , satisfying the conditions in (3.19). For x « M and * as in (3.21), 
the map +:M + 0 ^ ®  ) defined by
obtain the induced fibration
(3.21) a:Sk v  Gk(R2r*k)
(3.22)
is a harmonic map
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Proof
2 r l L •The nap <»;M •* f defined by ♦(*) ■ (V^.V^) ia harmonic
and v-horizontal with respect to (3.20). Because of the conditions
on V , this map has image in S. which is totally geodesic inKtr
2r+lrF , and is v-horizontal with respect to (3.21). Hence 4 ■ iroV ,*»*
is harmonic in accordance with the composition principle of Lenina 1.19.
□
Example 3.13
Here is an example for r ■ 1 and k ■ 3 . We take V to be the 
1 4holomorphic map fsCP CP as defined in Example 2.25. Regarded as 
conditions on the map f , both conditions in (3.19) are satisfied, as 
a straightforward calculation shows. We obtain a 3'-pair (V,X) of 
rank difference 3 , by setting X ■ f1 ■ f3 , the 3r<*-associated 
curve of f (Rank X - 4) . The pair (V,X) satisfies the total isotropy 
condition in (3.18), and from (3.15), the map ■* G^Qt^) defined by
4(x) - fA(x) n f3(x) , is an isotropic harmonic map.
We now proceed to rephrase Corollary 3.10 for the case of isotropic 
harmonic maps to <X^r+'t) .
Corollary 3.14
There exists a bijective correspondence between full. Isotropic
o-al 2r+khsrmonic maps 4«M ) and holomorphic subbundles V of C
of rank r on H , satisfying conditions (3.19) and the additional
condition that the only constant subbundle contained in V , is the
sero subbundle.
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Proof
The condition* satisfied by V , together with the relationship
2y+ic(3.18), imply the existence of a holomorphic subbundle X of £  
of rank r+k on M , such that (V,X) is a full a'-pair of rank 
difference k .
The step 4 is defined by (3.22), and in the inverse assignment,
V is set equal to b'j.j > once we have taken the inclusion into
2i*xtpG. (C ) , in accordance with Theorem 3.8. 
k □
We shall now justify our restriction to the Grassmannian 
Gk(e2r+k) - G2r(*2r+k) .
Corollary 3.15
For p airi q both odd, there exist no full. Isotropic harmonic 
maps +:M ■* Gp0Rp+q) (- Gjj<*p+q)) .
Proof
Assume on the contrary that such a map exists. Then by imposing 
the condition (3.18) on the corresponding a'-pair (V,X) obtained in 
accordance with Theorem 3.8, we would have
Rank X - Rank X » (p+q) - Rank V and 
Rank X - Rank V - p .
But for p and q both odd, this would lead to impossible data.
□
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Remark
The case p ■ 1 , q odd, was settled by Calabi in [18] (see also 
[35]).
3.4 Real oriented Grassmannians.
The Grassmannian ^(R^r+k) of oriented k-planes in R^r+k , 
is a simply-connected Riemannian symmetric space with coset space 
representation SO(2r+k)/SO(2r) x S0(k) . It is the orientable double 
covering of Gk<*2r+k) <- S0(2r+k)/S(0(2r) x 0(k))) , for which the 
covering projection (that forgets orientation)
(3.23) G°<*2r+k) -► Gk0R2r+k) ,
is a local diffeomorphism.
Lenina 3.16
Let fsM -*• ) be an isotropic harmonic map. Then 4
lifts as a harmonic map _to Gk< R )  .
Proof
We have seen that such a map 4 has an associated lift *:M -*• Sk r 
that is harmonic and w-horisontal with respect to (3.21). For 
W - 4(x) € r , we choose an oriented orthonormal basis (e^) of 
H 2r*k , such that W is spanned by * *•••2r-l+l#2r* (i - /-l)
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This choice of an oriented basis automatically sets V in the space
S® - S0(2r+J0/U(r) * SO(k) . Once again we have a homogeneous Ktr
fibration
(3.24) *sS° - S0(2r+k)/U(r)xS0(k) -► G ° » 2r+k) - SO(2r+k)/SO(2r)xSO(k) K,r k
induced by the inclusions U(r)*-** S0(2r)*-*S0(2r) x SO(k) ; explicitly, 
*(H) " e2r+l A* " A *2r+k *
The nap p remains harmonic and is «-horizontal with respect to
(3.24). By the previous arguments, the map “ woip is a harmonic map
, w _0^,2r*kxfrom M to G^QR )
By choosing a basis with the opposite orientation to that of the 
first, we may repeat this procedure to produce another lift of 4 •
The two resulting maps and ^  **7* cover the map 4 to = k ®  )
Remark
The twistor space r associated with ^) has also been
listed in Bryant's classification [163.
He shall say that a map >iM G°<*2r+k) is isotropic if 
f:M G ^ ® 21**1) is isotropic, whsre we take ) to be the lift of 4 . 
Similarly, we assign tha notion of fullness of J , when 4 itself 
is full. Thus combining Corollary 3.14 and Lemma 3.16, we have«
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Corollary 3.17
Corollary 3.14_____ift^cucs a 2:1 correapondance between full
isotropic harmonic maps $:M G®0R2r+lt) and holomorphic subbundles V 
of c^r+*t of rank r on M , satisfying the indicated condition» in 
Corollary 3.14.
For 2r«n and k"2 , the above corollary classifies full, isotropic 
harmonic maps M ■*> - C^QR1“*2) . For n odd, we must take the
equivalent representation G^®ln+2) , i.e. aet r ■ 1 and k ■ n .
As a result of Corollary 3.15, ve also have:
Corollary 3.18
For p and q both odd, there exist no full, isotropic harmonic
maps M - G°0RP+q) <- G°<*P+q>) .— p q
Remarks
1. Setting k - 1 , we recover from Corollary 3.17, Theorem 2.29.
H»Here, we regard V as being equal to the (r-l)-aaeociated curve
2vof a full, totally isotropic holomorphic map f:M ■* *P
2. For p - 1 , the result of Corollary 3.18, was also obtained in 
[18] : there exist no full, isotropic harmonic mapa to Sn for
n odd. In fact, for p and q both odd, the aaaociated twistor
space is empty [16].
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3.5 The Hermitian symmetric «pace« of Type« II and III.
We shall restrict the main part of this discussion to
II ill IIY1 - S0(2n)/U(n) ; that for Y1 is similar. We recall that Y
is totally geodesic in G (C2n) (as is Y***) , and thus we commencen
2nby considering 3*-pairs (V,X) of holomorphic subbundles of C of 
rank difference n . For a working definition, let us say that a map 
4;M + Y1 1 is isotropic if the map io+:M -*• Cn(*2n) is isotropic,where 
i is the totally geodesic inclusion map. The fullness of 4 is tsken 
to be that of io4 . Likewise, we may apply this terminology to 
analogous maps into Y ^ ^  .
Typically, for 1 £ k S n , we consider 3'-pairs (V,X) with 
rank V ■ k and rank X - n+k (and hence Rank X 1 • n-k) . Assuming 
that we have such a 3'-pair, we can construct a map 4:M -*• »
defined by 4(x) - (vx»X*) • 7110 map 4 is harmonic and is «-horisontal
with respect to the homogeneous fibrstion
ir:F?n . - U(2n)/U(k)xU(n-k)*U(n) - Gn(C2n) - U(2n)/U(n)xOCn) ,Ktn-K *•
induced by the inclusion U(k) x |J(n*k)H U(n) .
We thus look for conditions on V and X 1  such thst the restriction 
of w to the receiving space R say, of the above map 4 , projects 
(V,XA) from R into Y1 1 .
Now J' can be taken to be the synsetric C-bilinear form as given
2n
by (2.54) (on setting N - 2n) , and thus for v,w < C , we have
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J'(v,w) ■ <v,w> . From (3.15), we have, for x c M, d(x) ■ VA n Xx , 
and in accordanca with (3.3), we require + (x) to be a (maximally) 
n-dimensional J'-isotropic subapace of C^n , i.e. J'(+(x),+(x)) “ 0 . 
Pointwiae, thia ia equivalent to
VA n x - (VA n X)A - V ♦ XA ;
hence, V ♦ XA ■ (V + XA)A . Thia laat equality ia equivalent to 
V ♦ XA alao being maximally J'-iaotropic, i.e. the fibrea of V ♦ XA
2q ^are n-dimenaional J'-iaotropic aubapacea of C . We have rank (V ♦ X )-n, 
and the J'-iaotropy of V ♦ XA ia aquivalant to
a) J'(V,V) - 0
b) J'(XA,XA) - 0
c) J ’(V,XA) - 0 .
Conditions a) and b) say that V and X1 are isotropic for J' 
respectively. Condition c) says that V and XA ara J'-orthogonal 
to each other.
Similar conditions ara obtained for J" . Thus wa posa tha following:
Problem
Find full 3'-pairs (V,X) of rank diffaranca n , where V and X
2nare holomorphic subbundlas of I on M , such that conditions a), b) and
c) are satisfied for either J' or J" .
Having found such examples, wa can tharafore proceed to construct full, 
isotropic harmonic maps to Y*1 or Y*** .
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Note that in the case of J' , V end X cannot be realised 
as holonorphic subbundlas of C2n corresponding to the (k-l)th 
and (n+k-l)th associated curves respectively, of a full holonorphic 
nap f:M CP2n_1 that is totally isotropic (i.e. - 0 ) ,
since such naps f do not exist (Lease 2.24).
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CHAPTER XV
THE CONSTRUCTION OF A CLASS OF HAKMONIC MAPS TO QUATERHIONIC PROJECTIVE . 
SPACES AND CRASSMANNIANS
4.1 Quaternionic projective »pace.
Let 1H denote the dlviaion ring of quaternion», that i*, the four 
dimensional real vector space with basis (l>i»j»k) such thati
(4.1) i2 - j2 - k2 - -1 , ij - k - -ji , etc.
Letting q elH be such that q - a ♦ bj , where a,b c C , we obtain 
the identification H  - C ♦ Cj . We generalise this to (n+1) quatern- 
ionic dimensions to obtain the identification ffln+* ■ In  ^♦ Cn *j .
Let
(4.2) o«C2n+2 - C2n+2
be the conjugate linear sap induced by left multiplication by 
is given by
j This
where v e g2n+2 , and J is a (2n+2) * (2n+2) symplactic matrix with 
j - (® "*) . Following [80], the n-dimensional quaternionic projactiva
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•pace BPn - Sp(n+1)/Sp(l) x Sp(n) , may be viewed ee the paraaetriaation 
of complex projective linea in CP2*1* 1 that are 'real' with reapect to 
the aymplectic structure induced by left oiultiplication by j in ® n+1 
This is the underlying principle for obtaining the canonical twistor 
fibering
(4.4) r:*P2n+1 MPn 
with fibre CP2 .
If v e lHn+1 - (0) , we shall lot vC and vlH denote the 
complex and quaternionic line respectively, spanned by v . We see 
that vC c v B  , and (4.4) is given by the assignment v* vlH .
More explicitly, if (*0 ,. ..,*2n+1) are *M»°8«neous co-ordinates in 
CP2n+1 , then (4.4) is given by
(4.5) <*o* ••••*2n+l^“ *  ^ *0+*l^*.... *2n+r2n+l^
This construction generalises that for the formulation of the Penrose 
transform CP2 •* (■ HP2) (sac e.g. C13).
2n 2^Let < , > denote the natural Harmitian inner product on C 
Then we define a non-degenerate anti-syvetric inner product S for 
vectors in C2n*2 ■ H n+1 , by
2n+2(4.6) 8(x,y) - <x,oy> for x,y c C
We may find a basis of * 2n+2 such that 8 may ba identified with J
in (4.3).
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2n+2The Grassmaimian (C ) may be regarded as the complexification 
of HP" , since the former parametrises all the linear CP^'s in 
^p2n*l , proj*ctively, this is written as Gj(CP2n+*) • G^d^11*^) .
Thus, by the above definition of HPn , we obtain a (totally geodesic) 
embedding of lHPn in , as those complex 2-planes that are
'real' or fixed under the action of o in (4.3). On replacing n+1 by 
N and adjusting the above data accordingly, we may generalise this 
characterisation of H P n to the case of the quaternionic Grassmannian 
G^iH*) ■ Sp(N)/Sp(k) « Sp(N-k) characterised as complex 2k-planes 
in C2N that are fixed by a . This defines an embedding of G^(3H*®)
2iiinto C2k(C ) , which is a totally geodesic embedding (in the appendix, 
we shall discuss this embedding in the light of Theorem 3.1).
4.2 Harmonic maps to quaternionic Grassmannians.
In this section wa shall draw freely on the terminology established 
in Chapter III for maps into G^d*) . In what follows, we shall say 
that a map +:M G|(( H M) is isotropic, if io+ is isotropic into
G2k(C2N) , where i is the totally geodesic inclusion map. If this 
inclusion yields a full map into C2k (C2M) , then we say that 8 ii 
full. For brevity, wa shall write * for io+ . We recall the con­
siderations of the last section and replace n+1 by N .
Proposition 4.1
2MLet (V,X) be a full a'-pair of holomorphic subbundles of C 
of rank difference 2k , on M (1 i k i M) . Further, essume that
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V and X ««titty the condition
(4.7) oX ■ V 1 or equivalently. X » oV1
where o i« the conjugate lin««r nap d«fined by (4.3). Then th« 
assignment (3.15) define« « full i»otropic harmonic map + :M M  ) .
Proof
By Theorem 3.8, the ««signment (3.15) define« a full isotropic
onharmonic map from M to C2k(( ) • Imposing condition (4.7), we 
have ♦(») ■ oX^ n X^ , for x e M . Thu« ♦(*) is ’real' with
Nrespect to the action of a in (4.3), and thus 4 haa image in (^(B )
□
Remark
We observe the similarity between (4.7) and the 'total-isotropy' 
condition (3.18).
Again, for such a 8'-pair (V,X) , we have V c x and hence
i-
oV e oX ■ V1 . But from (4.6), this implies that V c v where l8 
denotes orthogonslity with respect to 8 . Thus V is isotropic with 
respect to 8 . Furthermore, by condition c) of Definition 3.3, wa 
see that
o8'C(V) c oC(X) - CiV1) .
Thus Proposition 4.1 can be restated in terms of a holomorphic subbundla
V of C* of rank M-k on M , such that V satisfies the conditions
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(4.8)
V c y
- oa'C(V) eCiV1) .
Observe that these are analogous conditions to those in (3.19). For 
x c M and C c C(V) , the above conditions may be re-stated as 
S(V Vx) - 0 and S(c(x),3'c(x)) - 0 respectively (cf. remarks 
following Lanas 3.11). We shall exemplify these conditions for the 
case k ■ 1 and N ■ 2 , in Section 4.3.
Once again, if we ass«ane that tha only constant subbundle contained 
in V , is the sero subbundle, then on account of (4.7), we can construct 
a full d'-pair (V,X) of rank difference 2k (Rank X ■ N ♦ k) .
L“  F“ *.«, ■ «'•«> « V k « “ > » W ,2,> ■ F * «>
- U(2N)/U(2k) x U(N-k) x U(N-k) .
Again, wa obtain a natural fibration
(4.9) c2H** N-k,H-k S ,«” >
given by including 0(2k) x u(N-k) x u(M-k) into U(2k) x u(2N-2k) in 
the standard way; explicitly, w(F,Q) " (P+Q)A •
Since we have in mind a map ^iN ♦ ^N-k,N-k defined ^7 ♦(*) ‘ (vx<^)
with V and X1 (N-k)-dimensional isotropic subspaces with respect to
2n
S , we seek to determine the receiving space contained in ^H_k(N_k •
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Learnt* 4.2
2NThe totality of (N-k)-dimensional S-i»otropic eubepecee of C , 
2Ncontained in ^  , hae the coeet »pace representation
(4.10) Sp(N) / Sp(k) x U(N-k) .
Proof
It auffices to consider the tangent space to the identity of 
^N-k N-k * *nd caaDel>ce £ron> the Li* elgehra of Sp(M) given by [48]:
: Xl# %2 are
Hennitian and X2 symnetric
The subalgebra fixing a 
in block form by:
P
N-k
0 0..... 0 0
N -k A : :
eee
6 : :
e
0
0e • e eO e ) k  0..... 0 T
0... .0 e e 0• 0ee e e e • » A
ee
e • e e e e
8
6 0
0# • • eO -b 0..... 0 I
I .
complex M x N matrices, with X^ skew 
) •
complex (N-I^plane ■ CN ^ is represented
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where A ell(H-k) and a,b el*1 . From this we deduce that the 
corresponding subgroup of Sp(N) is Sp(k) x u(N-k) . g
We shall denote the apace described in Lenssa 4.2 by .
The space N_k is totally geodesic in F* ^ ^  , and the 
reatriction of « in (4.9) to Rfc , yields the homogeneous
fibration
(4.11) * 1 ^  ^  - Sp(H)/Sp(k)xU(H-k) •+ ^ (JH*) - Sp(N)/Sp(k)xSp(N-k)
with fibre Sp(N-k)/U(N-k) . For N ■ n+1 , k - 1 , we obtain
(4.12) R. ■ Sp(n+l)/Sp(l)*U(n) -+IHPn - Sp(n+l)/Sp(l)xSp(n) 
with fibre Sp(n)/U(n) . and for N ■ n+1, k ■ n , we obtain
(4.13) R . - Sp(n+1)/Sp(n)xU(l) •+ C ( B n+l) - Sp(n+l)/Sp(n)*Sp(l) -HP®fig i n
with fibra CP1 - Sp(l)/U(l) and R„ . - CP2n+1 . For n - 1 , theseflgl
coincide and we recover the celebrated fibration CP3 ■+ S4(* H P 1) .
2n+lLet us denote R, by T . The spacas T and CP are twol gii n n
twiator spaces for MPn and they will each apply to two different types 
of harmonic maps M •+MPn , as will be apparent later.
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Theorem A.3
There exists i bijective correspondence between fall, isotropic
N 2Nharmonic msps +:M -► G^C M  ) and holomorphic subbundles V of I
of rank N-k on M , satisfying conditions (4.8) and the additional
condition that the only constant subbundle contained in V , is the
zero subbundle.
Proof
Given such a V , we can construct a full d'-pair (V,X) of
rank difference 2k , by virtue of the relationship in (4.7). Here,
Rank X “ N+k and hence we obtain Rank X1 • N-k . Thus we can procesd
2Mto construct a ir-horizontal harmonic map p:M -*■ defined, as
usual, by setting <>(x) ■ (V^.X^) for x e M .
The conditions (4.8) snsure. that the map * has imaga in
Rk , since V and XX are now isotropic for S . But tha map ♦
to the receiving space M_k can bs provided by V alone, whan we
* 2Nregard the latter as a holomorphic map M CM fc(C ) and taka into 
account the conditions satisfied by V .
Choosing the natural homogeneous space metrics on and
Rk N_k , s (in each case) is a Riamannian submersion. Bancs for x t M , 
♦ (x) ■ woV^ defines a harmonic map +>M G^i M 1*) that is full and 
isotropic into .
Conversely, given such a 4 • the inverse assignment is achieved
by setting V ■ ^  and X ■ in accordance with Theorem 3.8.
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Since 4 ■ 4"^ n ^  is a nap into G^( B 8) , 4 ia real with
respect to the action of a ; we have n * 4  , and we
deduce that ■ 4'^ • But this implies condition (4.7) on the
full S'-pair (V,X) and hence implies the conditions (4.8) on V .
□
Corollary 4.4
For k ■ 1 and N ■ n+1 , Theorem 4.3 classifies full, isotropic
harmonic msps 4:M ‘►UP 11 in terms of holomorphic subbundles V of
2n+2C of rsnk n , on M , satisfying the Indicated conditions.
Note that in this last case, rank 4'^j ■ n , whereas if we con­
sider the esse k • n , N ■ n+1 , we obtain a holomorphic map to
R , » *P2n+l determined by V , and the resulting harmonic map to n,l
Gn( M 11*1) - npn , is such that rank 4'^j ■ 1 (since rank V - 1 ) .
Thus «iharess T can be regarded as the natural twistor space for the n
2n+lisotropic hsrmonic maps in question, CP is the appropriate twistor
spsca for harmonic s»ps 4*M -*■ MPn satisfying the inclusive condition 
[33] [96], nsmely, that ^  (T*M) should be contained in a one-dimensional 
quaternionic subspace, for x c M .
4.3 The special case of the quaternionic projective line.
3
We shall now sat k • 1 and N - 2 , whence and CP coincide
and U P 1 - s* . We have then, the following system of fibrationst
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3 * Sp(2)
CP - --------
U(l) * Sp(l) 
w
(4.14)
i i\, i i\,S - 1HP -
+
Sp(2)
p4 * U<4>
1,1  0 ( 1) * 0 ( 1) * 0 ( 2)
4
0(4)
Sp(l) * Sp(l)
c2(c4) -
0 (2 )  x 0 ( 2 )
where the horizontal maps are totally geodesic inclusion naps. Let 
B P 1 be covered by open sets V^, where the homogeneous quaternion 
coordinates (q^q^) are respectively non-aaro.
On VjOfj) the quaternion (respectively, q^ j/qj) defines
a local co-ordinate correaponding to a point u e H P 1 . With reapect 
to the standard basis for H  (■ C ♦ Cj) , namely (l,i,j,k) , we have
as before
U - y ^  ♦ y2i ♦ y3j ♦ y4k y£ « »  .
We express u as u ■ u^ ♦ Ujj where
ui * *i ♦ y2i * u2 " V * 4 l *
A
Consider the point a c CP with homogeneous co-ordinates (Sq ,b ^,s2,s3) , 
and as in (4.5), let a be mapped to the point in 1HP1 with homogeneous 
co-ordinates (q^iq^) where q^ ■ *Q ♦ Sjj , <l2 • *2 + *3  ^ *
(1^), i - 0,1 ,2,3, be open sets giving the standard affine covering of 
CP^ where s^ i 0 | then ■ (Sq /s^,...,Sj/s^,..,Sj/Sj) where
denotea omission.
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We shall work in the co-ordinate system UQ , and the end result,
(4.24) may be seen to hold for the other cases. Let then wfc - z^ z0 * 
k - 1,2,3 . For u - Qq /Qj ■ uj ♦ *»2j , we have
(4.15)
w„ ♦ W,w,m _2 3 1 W2W1 " W3
Ul " |w 2|2 + |w 3|2 ’ “ 2 ' | w /  ♦ |w3|2
We now intend to determine explicitly, the conditions of ir-hori*©ntality 
for a holomorphic map ♦ :M CP and show that these are none other than 
the conditions in (4.8).
Proposition 4.5
The complex vertical distribution V(* ker *A) is spanned by the 
(1 ,0) vector field
(4.16) (1 ♦ w ^ j f c  ♦ (W2W1 - *3'8w„ <w3*l + W2>8w.
Proof
In terms of complex tangent vectors of type (1 ,0) and (0,1 ) 
have the canonical decomposition of V :
\) m I m g y^*® *
c c V , than ( may ba written as
C -  a . —  ♦  a , —  ♦  a , —  ♦  » , - i -  ♦  a2 4 "  ♦  *3 -4 ”
1 8wj 2 8w 2 8w 3 8wt 8w 2 8w 3
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where tj « I . Given the explicit description of t 1 1 in (4.15),
we proceed to determine an element of ker », (the kernel of the
3differential) at a point a , say, in CP . Thus from the system
(4.17)
¿
1 8ul 8ui 8ul 8U1 8ul
8wl 8w2 aw3 3* 1 8*2 aw3
8u2 3u2 au2 8u2 8u2 8u2
8wl aw2 8w3 8* 1 8w2 8=3
*“ 1 8Ï1 8S1 8“l 8S1 8=1
8wl aw2 aw3 8* 1 a52 8*3
aG2 aS2 a**2 8“ 2 8“ 2 a**2
8* 1 aw2 8W3 3W1 8=2 aw3
(0)
we obtain the following system of four equations:
(4.18)
V V ' l W l *  " W2<a2Ur * 3 U2) " 0 
*3<=*V=3«2> + *2U r * 2 u2 " V l ) ‘  0 
"S(ar a* V as“i > '  w2(a25 r a3U2> " 0 
* 3 <a2 « l'a3“2) + V V W ’V l *  " 0
Clearly,the laat two are redundant. Thus lotting bj - •i"‘42u2"a3ul 
and bj - ajUj-ajüj , the system in (4.18) reduces to
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(w3bl - W w„b_ ♦ w" w2b2 “ 0w3b2 + W2bl “ ° ‘
Since « j ^ O ,  we see that * 0 and hence
f * l "  *2U2 * *3U1
(4.20) 1
1 a.u. ■ a.u. .2 1 3 2
Now we can easily deduce fron (4.20)• the relational
(4.21) • -  -  —  * i  . «o ■ —  * i
where k - luj2 ♦ |«2 |2 - (1 ♦ IwJ 2)/(|w2|2 ♦ |w3|2). Thua we nay 
write
C - a k”l(k -2— ♦ u. ♦ u. ) ♦ a.k 1(k -3— ♦ u, “ ♦ “1 “I”) 1 ' 3«! 2 3w2 1 8w3 1 2 »i2 1 8w 3
It is clear then, that V is tha complex vector space spanned by (4, 
The coefficients h ^  of the Fubini-Study metric on *P3 are 
computed by
hjj - (1 ♦ M 2)«^ - v » j
16) . □
l.j - 1.2.3
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On setting Uj ■ k , v2 " uj » **3 " ul * the dual (l,0)-£otm
corresponding to (4.16), calculated by t h..(dw*)y. in this
j i3 3co-ordinate system, is given by
(4.22) (1 ♦ |w|2) 2(dw1~w3dw2+w2dw3) .
Let then - (♦* .♦1,♦*■,♦* ) be a holomorphic map M -*■ CP2 . For 
a - 0,1,2,3, ve aet
f* - ♦*/*° - w. (w0 - 1 ) •
Then from (4.22), <|> ia «-horizontal when
(4.23) (Xf1) - f3(Xf2) ♦ f2 (Xf3) - 0 , X e T'M .
Back subatituting for f* , (4.23) becomes
(4.24) ♦‘’(X*1) - *1 (X*°) ♦ *2(X*3) - *3(X*2) - 0 .
He can, of course, regard * as a holomorphic line bündlet its 
components, nmnely the sections ♦ ° , . . . , * 3 of this line bundle, define
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3the holomorphic map into CP . 
conditions in (4.8), we note that
0 - 1  0 0
for J ■ 1 0  0 0
0 0 0 - 1
0 0 1 0
(4.25) S  j  - o
To sea the relationship with the
(4.24) can be written as
which shows that the second condition in (4.8) is satisfied for the 
case n ■ 1 ; the first condition in this case is oa.tomai'ic,
Given that M  is connected, let Cj and C2 be meromorphic 
functions on M , with Cj non-constant. Then a class of naps 
satisfying (4.25) are those for which
(4.26) ♦ - (1, - 1/2 C2(dC1 /dC2), C2, l/2(dC1 /dC2))
or
(4.27) *° - O»1 , *2 - or i>° - *3 , ** - X»2 , etc.
The lattar claarly satisfy S  J ♦ « 0 , and their images lia 
in (horisontal) linear CP*s in CP^ .
To our point thon, lat us look at tha classical formulation
3of tha Ponrosa transform. Lat x,y ba distinct points in CP with
homogeneous co-ordinatas Xq ,...,x 2> 7q .... 7j » raspactivaly. Tha
point p c CP5 with homoganaous co-ordinatas P^j ■  ^K J •
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is uniquely determined by the line xy end eetiefies the equetion
P01 P23 “ P02 P13 + P03 P12 * 0 *
Vie the eseignment xy ■* p , we obtein the Plucker embedding of 
G^(CP^) “ G j d S  into CP* . Note thet in eccordence with the list 
of isomorphisms of the HSS, in section 3.1, we heve G2(C4) » .
If we consider the homogeneous co-ordinetes x.,...,x^ of CP* given 
by
X0 " P01 + P23 * *2 “ P13 + P02 * X4 “ P03 “ P12
X1 " P01 “ P23 * x3 “ i(P13_P02) * x5 “ i(P03 + P12) *
2 2 2then the equetion for 2^ is xQ “ Xj ♦...+ , end we obtein the
identificetion
S4 - 0* n (x c CP5 » x - x) .
Thus in the light of Corollary 4.4, applying the usual composition
principles to ♦ and (4.14), ve may obtain a full isotropic harmonic
map to G2(C4) - , that has its image isotropic in S4 -1HP1 .
Conversely, given such a map 4 , with rank (+(,.)) * 1 * w* w y
3recover the holamorphic map p to CP .
Remarks
1. Proposition 4.5 was also obtained by Bryant in [15] and (4.26) is 
his result.
2. 4 2In C51], Hitchin has proved that S and CP arc the only two
••compact Riemannian 4-manifolds admitting Kahlerian twistor spaces.
3The tvistor speces in question are CP and the flag manifold 
Fj j ■ U(3)/U(l) x o(l) x u(l) respectively.
4.4 Examples of horirontal curves.
Example 4,6
3It is known that the v-horisontal holomorphic curves M -*■ CP 
(otherwise said, the 'integrals' of (4.22), in a more classical vein) 
are those for which the curve and its tangents lie on a linear line 
complex in CP3 [263 C 53]s by this we mean a three-parameter family 
of lines in CP corresponding to the intersection 0^(1 ) n H , 
where H is a hyperplane in CP3 . This reflects the conditions (4.8) 
imposed.
Amongst these holomorphic curves are the rational cubic curves in
1 l 3CPJ , and more generally, the W-curvcs ♦«CP ♦  CP of Klein and Lie
(as discussed in C26] [53]). These are given by ♦ (*) “ [l,asa ,bsn ,csp]
m,n,p e 7L and a,b,c c f . When we set m “ n+p and a(n+p) “ bc(n-p) •
than the curve 4* is e-horizontal, in accordanca with (4.23).
1 3For example, the holomorphic curve ♦ :CP -*■ CP given by 
<i(s) - [1 ,s3,/3s 2,/3s] , is easily seen to satisfy tha above conditions
and givasrisa to a full, Isotropic harmonic map fsCP^ **1HP defined by 
4(z) - wo*(s) • (1 ♦ s3j, /3(s ♦ s2)j) and ***“>•• i* the projection
of the Veronese curve in CP [42].
Example 4 .7
The above example can be generalised to give a holomorphic map 
1 2n+l♦ ¡IP CP that ia n-horizontal with reapect to the fibration
» ¡ C P ^ ^  -»HP*1 in (4.4). The following example ia taken from [96] 
to which we refer for terminology and further detaila. Moat of the 
facta atated below, are proved in [80] to which we alao refer for a 
detailed account of the twiator spaces of certain quaternionic manifolda.
Firatly some ramarks on notation. He ahall take tj(k) and U(p) 
to denote the complexification of the Lie algebras of the Lie groups 
Sp(k) and U(p) respectively, and take Sr( ) to denote the rth 
symmetric (tensor) product. Recall that the fibration in (4.4) is given 
as a homogeneous fibration by
(4.28) *:Sp(n+l)/U(l)xSp(n) •*> Sp(n+l)/Sp(l)xSp(n) .
Let L ■ C , H ■ C2 and E - C2n denote the respective basic rep­
resentations of the subgroups U(l) , Sp(l) and Sp(n) of Sp(n+1), in
(4.28) . He have the following relationships [80]«
(4.29) ft}(n*l) - S2(E#H) , Sj(n) - 82(E) , sj(l) - S2(H) j
note also that H • L • L and 8 (C ) ■ C ■ *
On lHPn we have globally dafined bundles associated to E and H ; 
we shall retain E and H respectively to denote these. With the ssbm
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use of notation, tha hyperplane auction bundle on lP2n+1 is identified
with L , and the raatriction of L to each fibre, CP1 , is the Hopf
i 2bundle; furthermore, T'CP ■ L . (Note, in our previous notation, 
we took L to denote the universal line bundle on CP2n+1 and hence 
L_1 would denote the hyperplane aection bundle in that notation.)
Following [80], we have
(4.30) (THPn) * - E ® cH
Setting Z - *P2n+l , for tha sake of simplicity, and taking h and v 
to denote horisontal and vertical coaq>onents respectively of T'Z , with 
respect to a , we deduce from (4.29) and (4.30) that:
1(T’Z)h - E ® L  v <v 2(T'Z)V - I. .
Consider now another copy of U(l) and let n ■ I be tha basic 
representation of the subgroup 0(1) of Sp(l) . We define an inclusion 
Y:U(1)<-» Sp(n+1) via the assignsents
(4.32) , 2n+l L ■ n e # h - e * l * £ s  82n+1(n • n)
Where S2n+1(n • TO ■ n2"* 1 • n2n_l n2” " 1 • fl2” * 1 .
Relative to the standard inclusion iiU(l)** Sp(l) , tha basic 
representation of Sp(l) on C2 decomposes as n • n . Tha nap t 
is seen to factor through i to give a map
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4 Aj 5 nA 1 Aj*:*P - Sp(l)/U(l) ♦  EP*n 1 - Sp(n+1)/U(l) K Sp(n) .
Now con*id*ring the complexified Lie algebras, we heve
sy(l) “ u(l) • (n2 • n2) » end decreeing T*CP1 « n2 , we heve
2<|<A(n ) C 1 0 E  . This implies thet ÿ is holomorphic end «-horizontal 
with respect to (4.4), end whose imege is the (generelised) Veronese curve 
in tP2n+1 .
Now consider the fibretion ir:T -*■ HPn in (4.12). Becell thet esn
e homogeneous fibretion, this is:
(4.33) t:Sp(n+l)/Sp(l)xU(n) Sp(n*l)/Sp(l)*Sp(n) .
We regerd L,E end H ee before end teke K - En to denote the besic
representetion of the subgroup U(n) in (4.33). Note eleo thet E ■ K • K
If we now set Z » T , we egein deduce from (4.29) end (4.30) thet n
1 (T* /-»'Z)h - K ®  H(T'Z)V • S2K
In e similar way, the eseignment
(4.35) n - I . E « H - K * K « H *  82l,+1(n • n)
defines e «-horizontal holomorphic mep ♦iW^ ♦  . In both esses
these mops project under s to define hemonie maps ♦IIP11
CHAPTER V
A CLASS OF HARMOHIC MAPS TO INDEFINITE COMPLEX HYPERBOLIC SPACES
5.1 Indefinite Hermitian inner product«.
Let K be one of XI, C, K, the real, complex and quaternionic
We shall frequently abbreviate this to Q^OO and say that QpOO is 
an Hermitien inner product of signature (p,q) . Effectively, this means 
that we can take a vector space V over 1R with a right K-module
structure, such that for an orthogonal basis (e^) (i“l.... P+q) of
V over K , we have
How for some points of convention and notation.
We shall say that QpOO is positive (respectively, negative) 
definite and write Q^OO »  0 (respectively QpOO «  0) if q - 0 
(respectively p ■ 0 ) , and indefinit^ if p > 0 and q > 0 .
we define an
Hexmitian inner product by
P
k-p+1
1 1 s i S p
(5.2) Qp(K)(ei,a1) - '
1 p+1 s i s  p+q
Mote
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that when K ■ IR and p,q > 0 (respectively, q ■ O) , we obtain the
p+qindefinite (respectively, definite) synmetric inner product on K  
We shall write K1P+<* for (KP+,,Qp(K)) i.e. Kp+<* endowed with
Qp(K) and KP*q will denote the trivial (indefinite) (p+q)-plane 
bundle. If 1^ denotes the unit matrix of order k , then we shall
set
I 0 ‘ ■ 0 I - oooHp n p, J - and B “ 0 - 1 0 0
0 1 ■oH
* n
_1n 0
p.q q
0 0 1 0  p«d • a o o 0 1 ML **J
Following C48], we define the Lis groups U(p,q), SO(p,q) and 
Sp(p,q) as follows:
1. U(p,q) : The group of matrices g in GL(p+q,C) that presarve
V*> l -  ‘“ W * '  •
2. SO(p,q) : The group of matrices g in SL(p+q, IR) that
preserve Qp<W i.e. *«(1^ ) «  ■ Ip>q •
3. Sp(p,q) : The group of matrices g in Sp(p+q,C) that
preserve Qp«) i.a. ‘«(“p,,)* “ Bp ,q *
Orthogonality with respect to Qp(K) will be denoted by ip .
When q - 0 , we shall simply write i . Since a large part of our 
study entails dealing with the particular case K • C , we shall adopt 
the convention of writing simply Qp for Qp(C) and restore C should 
any confusion arise.
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5.2 Indefinite complex hyperbolic and projective »paces.
In what follows, we shall use freely the notation and terminology 
of the last section. For integers n,p with 0 S p S n and a fixed 
real nunber c > 0 , we set
(5.3) H2p+l(_c/4) - (a « B®+1 : QpU.s) - -4/c) 
and
(5 .4) ®2p+1(c^4) " <* « *“+1 * %♦!<*•*> " * / c i *
For brevity, we shall drop the ratio in parenthesis, since no confusion 
will arise.
We define an equivalence relation ^ such that w **» s , if and
only if w ■ eie* for some 6 « *  , and then sat CHp ■ H2p+1^* and
CPn - S ? ~ 1/* • We shall call these spaces the indefinite complexP 2p
hyperbolic space and the indefinite complex projective space of n 
dimens Iona, respectively. We regard CH® and BP® as the space of 
lines in *®+1 for which Qp has signature (0,1) and (1,0) 
respectively, i.a. negative definite lines and positive definite 
lines respectively.
Letting p+q - n+1 , the cosat space reprasantation of CHp is 
given by!
(5.5) CH® ■ U(p,q)/U(l) * U(p,q-1 ) .P
Following [893 (sea also C3D), wa obtain BPj by tdking CH®^ and 
reversing its metric. The cosat spaca representation of CFp is given byt
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(5.6) CPj - U(p+l,n-p)/U(p,n-p) x 0(1) .
Following the descriptions of (5.3) and (5.4), the conplex space forms 
(5.5) and (5.6) have constant holosiorphic sectional curvature equal to 
-c and c respectively.
Let us note that following the above representations, CHn isn
complex hyperbolic space (with positive definite metric) and CP° 
is the usual complex projective space. Let us focus our attention on 
CHn for a moment. Ve have already mentioned that CHn is the non­
compact Hermitian apace dual to CPn . In fact following [87],
CHn - is e C° : |x| < 1) occurs, as one of two open orbits of the 
action of the group U(n,l) on CP° , as the orbit of negative 
definite lines with respect to . The other open orbit is that of 
positive definite lines with respect to , and this is the indefinite
projective space CPn , . There is one closed orbit, the orbit of n-i
isotropic lines with respect to (i.e. (v c •Pn :Qn(v,v) ■ 0)) ;
_e
this is seen to be an 8 . The space *Pn_j has the property of
fibering holomorphically over CPn 1 as a unit disc bundle.
This last property is indeed common to all the spaces IP” , they 
are holomorphic deformation retracts onto a CPP . We may see this as 
followsi Let us take *PP to be the subspace of CP° e *Pn defined by
<* " («o.... *n>< *n+1 « «p+1 " *p+2 * ••• * *n " 0} • T h M  th* mbov*
mentioned deformation retract is induced by the map
7i(s c tn+l«Qp+1 (s,s) »  0} x [0,13 «“+l-(0)(5.7)
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given by F(z,t) - (z0,..,zp , <l-t)*p+1 #...,(l-t)*n) , with 
F(ez,t) “ a.F(z,t) for all a « C* . We way conclude that CP” ia 
homotopically equivalent to CPP , and note that IP° ia therafore 
•imply-connected. We ahall return to CP* in Section 6.6.
5.3 An indefinite Hopf fibration.
n 2n+1We ahall now conaider the atructure of *Hp . Taking H2p aa
2n+iin (5.3), we determine the tangent space at a e H2p to be
(5.8) T, ^ p +l “ « *“+l * ** Qp<**»> " 0) *
The horizontal tangent apace at z is given by
(5.9) ij - tw c Tt H2J+1 i Re Qpiiz.w) - 0)
- iw e c” * 1 i Qp(z,w) - 0) .
As we stated above, the identification spaca of tha circle group acting
fraaly on H?n+1 is EHn . Recalling tha positive constant c , we 2p P
define
(5.10) hpUj.Cj) “ - ^  Qp<«!*«2 1
0»
where « T® . This defines a metric’for which tha projection
map
(5.11) “ J
ia an (indafinita) Riamannian submersion, and ia tha only such one with 
totally geodesic fibres [65].
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H 2n+lSince i le a complex structure on T^ H2p , we may define an
almoat complex structure J on CHn by J(v) ■ ir^ (iw) if Tî^iv)* w,
n 11 2n+lv e T . .CH and » « r  H, . This almost complex structure is P * ‘P
integrable, so that CH is a complex manifold. The metric h_( , )P P
in (5.10) is an indefinite Hermitian metric and hence CHn is anP
n-dimensional indefinite Hermitian manifold. The complex structure J
of CHn “ U(p,q)/U(l)*U(p,q-l) may be seen to be parallel with respect P
to its canonical connection which is compatible with (5.10), (see 
[57] for a discussion of these points). The space CH® is endowed 
with an indefinite Kahler metric and thus it is regarded as an indefinite 
Kahler manifold of constant holomorphic sectional curvature equal to the 
negative constant -c .
Similar considerations apply to CP^ by replacing (5.3) by (5.4)
and reiterating the above construction. The case where p ■ n i.e.
CHn - CHn is also discussed in [57 Chapter XI]. Here ha n TH_,2n*l
V 2n
is positive definite and defines on CHn , the Barman (Kahler) metric 
of constant holomorphic curvature -c . In terms of the co-ordinate
system s. in l this is given by
(l-Isa;o>(rds0dsa)-(£s0ds0)(Isadso)
(5.12) d. 2 - k- - 2 ------2--------JL------------
<l - 1 “a*o>a
where tht summation la taken over a ■ l»2,e»s*,n •
The above Riemannian submersion may be seen to be analogous to the
Hopf fibration w:S2n+1 ■* *Pn which charactarisas the Fubini-Study metric
of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c on CPn . More generally,
we may thus regard the indefinite Riemannian submersions H?n+* ■* CHnZp p
and S2p+* ® p  1 1 indefinite Hopf fibrations. These also exist for 
the indefinite quaternionic hyperbolic and projective spaces. A 
generalised formulation of the Hopf fibrations over the projective spaces 
KPn may be found, for example, in [8, Chapter 33.
3.4 Some preliminaries.
In this section we camence the process of constructing and classi­
fying certain harmonic maps from a Riemann surface M to the spaces
CHn and CPn . We shall concentrate on CH° , since it will be P P P
possible to derive from Ch” , the corresponding results for CPp ;
we shall discuss this at a later stage. The underlying idea is to modify
the general geoaMtric nature of the Eells-Wood construction [353, for
these spaces. Firstly, some points concerning the particular cases of
CHn and CPn , , occurring in CFn as open orbits of the group U(n,l) .
It is well known that CHn is a contractible Stain manifold [103 and
hence will only admit trivial holomorphic vector bundles. The construction
of [353 would therefore degenerate soornwhat under such a trivialisation,
and the lifts of maps over local charts could be extended to global lifts 
throughout. On the other hand, CP”_X admits no non-constant holomorphic
functions but • WsUwwrP^c line bundles over IP®_i can be obtained by
' n-lpulling back powers of the hyperplane section bundle over CP The
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full generality of the Eells-Vood construction would apply in this case
without such over-trivialisation. The sane considerations apply to
CHn and CPn respectively.P P
Let
(5.13) L ------- - CPn
be the universal line bundle on BPn . He shall take a line bundle over
CHn to be the restriction of L to CHn which appears as an open orbit P P
of CPn under the action of the indefinite unitary group U(p,q) (p+q-n+1) . 
He shall denote this restricted bundle by L i.e. L ■ L| . Since LCHn
1  * Pis a holomorphic subbundle, we can endow L " with an holonorphic
 ^n n-flstructure via the identification L r ■ I /L . These are both endowed“P n*lwith the indefinite Hernitian metrics induced from JC . A s  remarked
A Pin Section 1.3 there exists a unique metric connection on L and LA
which is compatible with the holomorphic structure; thus L and L P 
are regarded as indefinite Hermitian holomorphic vector bundles. (Generally, 
by replacing a definite metric by an indefinite metric, the relevant 
definitions in Chapter X taka their indefinite metric form.)
Analogous to (2.32) we have a connection preserving biholomorphic 
isomorphism
(5.14) hiT,«Hn Hom(L,L p)P
which sands the m etric  to i t s  negative fo r  0 < p < n and bacosMS an
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bundles 4 *T'CH
isometry for p
F
admit unique holomorphic structures compatible with their connections. 
Hence they too are regarded as indefinite Hermitien holomorphic vector 
bundles on the Riemann surface M . The isomorphism h in (5.14), 
remains ss such on pulling back by ♦ ; we shall retain the letter h 
for this case.
5.5 The orthogonal projector.
The following discussion is based on the notes in C 79] concerning 
harmonic maps psM-* Gjt(*n+1) where M is any smooth Kiamannian 
manifold (which we shall assisse H to be, for this section only). Here, 
we shall replace ln+  ^ by ®p+* (i.e. Cn+  ^ endowed with an indefinite
Hermitien form , in accordance with the convention adopted in Section 
5.1). He consider the case k ■ 1 .
Let +:M ■* *Hn be a smooth u p .  He may characterise 4 in terms P
of an (n+1) x (n+1) matrix-valued function P on M , as follows:
Dafins:
(5.15) P:«{+1 T 1!*
to be orthogonal projsction from *p+* onto ths lino ♦ (*) e •
p* ■ P ■ p2 , «hare * denotes the adjoint with respect to , and
x c M , on which Qp has signature (0,1) .
The projector P has ksrnal #-lL p and the property that
Mi
l 
•
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4(x) ■ Range P(x) . He eay also regard P aa a aection of the bundle 
Hom(Cn+*, Cn+1) i and aa such, its image is 4 1L and (1-P) has_.TP “P
4 L p as its image. Now the connection in T'CHn coincides with theX P i
connection in Ham(L,L p) arising from the connections in L and L ,
by projecting the trivial connection in - L • L P . Furthermore,
the pull-back of a connection obtained by projecting a connection,
coincides with projecting the pull-back of the connection. Observing
n ^these facts, we see that the pull-back connection V in ♦ T'CH "_ x P
Horn (4 H.,4 XL p), is the connection in this bundle arising from the 
connections in 4 and 4 *I^P , which are obtained by orthogonal 
projection of the trivial connection in . These are given by
VjjP - PX(p) X e C(TM)
(5.17) Vxo - (l-P)X(o)
If A c  C(Hom(4“lL,4_1L p)) , we can extend A to an (n+1) * (n+1)
matrix valued function by making it aero on 4 p ; thus we have
A € C(Hom(*n+1,Cn'fl)) and A - AF - (l-F)A . For p and A as above, 
“ P “ P
we have
(5.18) ( V ^ p  - Vx (Ap)-A(Vxp) - (l-F)X(Ap)-AFX(p)
- (1-F)(X(A)p ♦ AX(p)) - AX(p)
- (1—F)X(A)p ♦ AX(p) - AX(p) - (l-F)X(A)p .
Thus the formula for the pull-back of the connaction on Horn(4 h.,4 lL p)
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is given by
(5.19) VjA - (1-P)X(A)P .
Given e smooth msp #:M CHn , we shall consider its lift ♦„ overP u
an open set U in M
For x « M , let us fix a non-sero v e 4(x) and taka as a suitable 
open set, the neighbourhood of x given by U ■ {y « M:P(y)v i 0}
«»here P(y)v is orthogonal projection of v onto ♦ (y) . Thus we have 
for y c U , ^(y) ■ P(y)v , and for X « C(TM)
d*(X) - « » d ^ G O  - %X(*U> - w*X(P)v
and henca
(5.21) d+(X) - (l-P)X(P) .
Leassa 5.1 [793
Lat 9«M •* Ch” be a smooth map, than the tension field of 4 1»
given by
(5.22) t<4) -  -(1-P)A(P)P .
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Proof
We recall Che expression (1.10) for the second fundamental form 
of 4 • Letting (x^) 1 - 1 , 2  be an orthonormal basis for C(TxM) *
x e M , and tracing (1.10), we obtain
(5.23) T(4) . 1 7 ,  (d+(X,)) - d4(V X.)
i *i 1 *i 1
- E(l-P)Xi(d4(Xi))P-(l-P)(VXiXi)(P)P .
On applying (5.21) this becomes
E(l-P)X.{(l-P)X.(P))P-(1-P)(V_ X.)(P)P 
i 1 1 Xi 1
- E(l-P)(l-P)Xl(Xl(P))P+(l-P) X i(l-P)Xi(P)P-(l-P)(Px^Xi)(P)P
- -(1-P)A(P)P - E(1-P)X.(P)X.(P)P .
1 1 1
From the relation (l-P).P - 0 , we have XjO-P)? ♦ (1-P)X1(P) - 0 . 
Hence we obtain
(5.24) (l-P)Xl(P) - Xi(t)P and
(5.25) PXt(P)P - 0 .
From (5.24) we deduce that E ( 1 - P ^  (P)X£ (P)P - E Xl(P)PXl(P)P and 
from (5.25) this is sero, and the result follows. □
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Remark«
1. Aa a computational artifice, the projector P baa alao been used 
in C 273 and C 40] to atudy harmonic maps from a Riemann aurface to
V « - - 1. •
2. Following [27] [79], we can form complex derivatives of P ,
iteratively, by setting
pt 3p"
(5.26) P’ . - —  P , p" t p  , k ■ 0,1,....n ,
k+1 ds * 1 as
and defining P¿ - P - P£ with PP^  - 0 - PP” , for all « * 1 .
5.6 The harmonicity equation.
We now return to smooth maps 4*M CH^ where M is a Riamann 
surface. As in Definition 2.14, we may define a universal lift 9 of 
4 and so regard 9 as a smooth section of the bundle Hon(4 *L,C^ 1) 
with the analogous properties.
We take D to denote 
Let V € CyOtomU"1! . « ^ 1»  
chart U ■ (U,s) of M ,
D" (- Da/8;> i* 8iv*n by
covariant differentiation in Horn(4
and 0 i p c Cy(4 lL) . Then on taking a 
the formula for the (0,1) part of D ,
(5.27) (D”V)(p) - 9"(V(p)) - V(P(8"(p)) .
where i" denotes the (0,1) part of the trivial connection 9 on
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C • 1.«. 3" - 3/3 s . Similarly, we obtain an axprasaion forP
the (l,0)-part of D ( D'(» 3 ) ^ f) •
Proposition 5.2
For any X « C^dSi) , the local section D^* c (Horn (4 lL,c|j+1))
-Xis 'horisontal' in the sense that it has image in 4 l . Thus D_4
_1 1
is regarded as a local section of 4 l(Hom(L,L **)) under (5.14) and
(5.28) h(3'4) - D'4 , h(3"4) - D"4 ,
where we recall from (1.25) that 3'4 “ H ( j j ) and 3 "4 “ 94(j|) •
Proof
Let x e U and p « (4_lL) . We need to show that D_4(p) lies
A„in (4*>1L p)x . If p - 0 , this is trivial; otherwisa, we extend p 
to be a smooth no-whara saro saction of 4 on U . Using (5.27), we 
obtain
(5.29) *>X*(P) " »X (*<P)> * 4(P(3x (p)))
■ horisontal component of 3x(4(p)) .
Since 4(p) is a local lift of 4 . it follows that h(3'4(x)) - horisontal
component of 3'(4(p)) ■ D'4(p) , and likawise for 3" . □
As an analogue to (2.26), we have the following exact sequence of
vector bundles on IH* tP
(5.30) 0 L -£■* f“+1 — i-> L P 0“P
where i ie the inclusion map end j is given by orthogonal projection, 
with respect to , along L . Tensoring with L and pulling back 
by 4 (noting that L ®  L is trivial), we get an exact sequence 
over M :
(5.31) 0 ♦-I(L«L) 4 ♦”l(L*®c£+l) 4 ♦“1 (L*»L P) ♦  0 ,
where i and j are the pull-backs of those in (5.30) .
We now proceed to establish the harnonicity equation for 4 .
Proposition 5.3
! • • •
If 4:M CH® is a smooth map, then 4 is harmonic, if and only
if. in any chart U
(5.32) D"D'4 ♦ p'4 - 0 
or equivalently t
(5.33) D'D"4 ♦ p"4 • 0
for smooth functions p' , yM on Ü .
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Proof
We shall prove (5.32), the proof of (5.33) is similar. Let
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(5.30) 0 -*■ L «£+1 — i-> L P 0
where i is the inclusion map and j is given bp orthogonal projection, 
with respect to , along L . Tensoring with L* and pulling back 
by 4 (noting that L ®  L is trivial), we get an exact sequence 
over M :
(5.31) 0 ♦“l(L%L) i ♦“1(L*«^+l) ^ r la W  P) ♦  0 ,
where i and j are the pull-backs of those in (5.30) .
We now proceed to establish the hannonicity aquation for 4 .
Proposition 5.3
! • • • 
if *sM -*• CHn is a smooth map. then 4 is hamonic, if and only — • p
if, in any chart U
(5.32) D"D*4 ♦ p'4 - 0 
or equivalently t
(5.33) D'D"4 ♦ u"4 - 0
for smooth functions p' , p” on U ,
Proof
We shall prove (5.32), the proof of (5.33) is similar, let D#
Ill
denote the connection on ♦ *Hom(L,L p) end let 
on E ■ ♦ *T'CHn . By virtue of (5.28), we haveP h(3’4) - D'#
7 denote that
and since h is connection preserving
(VE)"8'* - Dj D'4 - j(D"D'♦)
Now by Proposition 1.11, 4 is haxmonic if and only if (VE)"3'4 • 0
hence if and only if j(D"D'*) ■ 0 . But by the exactness of (5.31), 
this holds if and only if D"D' • • u* , where y is a smooth function.
From [79], we deduce for this indefinite case, that 11' - 2e'(4) ;
The following is a general result (see e.g. [32]):
Lemma 5.»
If Ej and Ej are vector bundles on M with respective connections 
D1 S i  D2 *nd curvatures Rx , Rj , than the curvature R of the 
connection D of the bundle HoatEjtEj) is given by:
Setting v' “ -11 , the result follows □
thus using (5.28), we have
-1 Inmetric on 4 Hom(L,L . Similarly, we obtain
(5.34) <«<fl.fi>v>» •
where V c C(Hom(E1,E2)) and p c C(Ej)
.1 .xlitor_an£_chart> 0 , andjfor V c C^(Hom(4 L,C^ )) we have
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(5.35) (D,D"-D"D')V - FV
where F:U -*-IR is e emooth function given by
F(x) - $ (D'»(x),D'»(x)) - ?Jp(D,,*(x),D,'*(x)) .
Proof
Following Lemma 5.4, we set ♦ *L and
Since the latter ie trivial with the flat connection [56], then 
R2 = 0 . Uaing the fact that M is a Riemannian 2-manifold, we have
(D’D"-D"D')V - »<fpf-)V - -V(R1(|I .|I)) .
Determining the second member of (5.35) follows by an argument similar 
to [35, Lenma 4.7]. □
Lemma 5.6
Let +iM -*■ CHp be harmonic. Than for any point x in any chart U , 
we have
a) DM(D,a6)(x) has values in span (D,Y#(x )iO i y i a-1) for any a * 1
b) D'(D"®*)(x) has values in span {D"66(x)«0 i 6 i E-l) for any M l
Proof
We shall prove case a); case b) is similar. For a ■ 1 , this is
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■imply (5.32). For a i 1 ,
D"(D,a+1*) - D'D"D,a*- FD,a*
where F is as in (5.35). The result follows by an induction argument 
similar to that of [35, Lemma 4.83.
Remark
From the relations (5.26), the following relations [793 are deduced
(5.36) F' - D,a* , PV - D"P* .a P
5.7 Osculating spaces of a smooth map.
The following definitions and lemmata are adapted from (35, Saction 53, 
to the case of smooth maps ^sM -*■ IH° . The proofs of the lemmata are 
essentially the same as those for smooth maps to CPn , and are not 
reproduced.
Definition 5.7
For any integer a(l s a s ») and x c M , the ath-order reduced 
D*-osculating space of ♦ it x , is the subspace
(5.37) e'(x) - e'(6)(x) - span(D,Y*(x) i 1 S y i o)a ol
Definition 5.8
For any integer o(l * o * •) , the ath-order augmented D*-osculating
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■pace of ♦ it » , it the subapace
(5.38) fc'(x) - 3* (♦)(*) - apan{D'Y*(x)sO S Y s o) •a ol
Similar definitions hold for the D" derivativea with the obvious
notations 6'' and .P P
Definition 5.9
For any integer a(l st a £ •) end for any local lift ^  of ^ , 
the qth augmented 8'-osculating space of 4 at x , is the 
subspace span{3,Y^(x),0 S y < a) , for x « M .
Lemma 5.10
The a**1 augmented 3'-osculating space is the ath augmented 
D*-osculating space.
A similar statement holds for the 3" and D” derivatives. 
Definition 5.11
Let q be an integer (0 i q < •) and 
full complex osculating space of 4 at x ,
(5.39) span{3,°3,,69u (x) t 0 s a+0 * q)
where e.,:U -*■ *n+1-{0) is the local lift of 9 over a chart U u p
containing x . This is indapendent of the choice of lift.
x c N . The qth order 
is the subspaca
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Lea—  5.12
If 4:M *■ «Hn is harmonic then for any q(0 i q £ •) and x c M ,—  p -------------------------------------------
(5.40) apan{8,a3"%y(x) : 0 s a+0 s q> - £ ’(*) ♦ •
Definition 5.13
Let ♦ be the universal lift of the smooth — p -*• Ilf •
We shall say + is (complex) Q^-isotropic if
(5.41) Qp((D'a*)(p).(D,,B*)(p)) 2 0
for all a,0 i 0 , a+B * 1 . where p e C(+ 4.) .
Remarks
1. We see that 4 is Q^-isotropic if and only if, for ell x a M , 
the D' end D''-reduced osculating spaces at x end the complex 
line +(x) ere mutually Qp-orthogonal.
2. In terms of P , (5.41) may be written as
(5.42) P"*P' s 0 for ell a,0 Ss 0 , a+B * 1 .a p
At this stage we will introduce the reel indefinite hyperbolic space
*Hn . Firstly, for K - »  or C , let P
P n+1 ^ _n*l
(5.43) Q^OO(u,v) - iI1uivi ” i r+1“jVj wh*r* u,v * * •
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be the symetric K-bilinear indefinite inner product. For integers 
n,p with 0 S p £ n , we set
(5.44) Hp - (x « R “+lsQ^(*)(x,x) - -1) .
The reel indefinite hyperbolic space, . is obtained from (5.44)
by identifying 'antipodal' points (x,-x) . For the case p ■ n , we 
get the usual (projectivised) real hyperbolic space IRH” " lRHn .
Definition 5.14
Let 4:M -*■ KH^ be a smooth map and -► Hp+1-tO) -*• ^(O)
the local lift with (♦„.♦„) - - 1 I then we say that 4 
(V-isotropic if
(5.45) ^(»'“♦u,»'%0) £ 0
for all a , 6 2 0 , a+B 2 1 .
In fact we have:
Lesasa 5.15
A smooth map +:M K h” is Q^-isotropic if and only if
(5.46) io+:M — *---- BfflJ-------►
is 0 -isotropic.
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Proof
This is similar to [35, Leosna 5.7].
If we let k and 7 denote the metric and the connection on the . P
bundle ♦ *T'*Hn , pulled back from those on T'CHn , then we have:P P
Leans 5.16
Let 4:M •* *H* be a smooth map, then i i£ Q^-isotropic if and 
only if
(5.47) E (V'%,V"B*) = 0 for all t,( M  .P
Proof
This is similar to [35, Proposition 5.8].
5.8 Manufacturing harmonic maps from holomorphic maps for the indefinite 
case.
We recall the features of the holomorphic curves in CPn and 
their associated curves, as discussed in Section 2.1. For constructing 
harmonic maps to CH° , we shall need to construct a different kind of 
polar curve.
Definition 5.17
Let f iM * CPn be a full holomorphic map with U(p,q) acting on 
CPn (p+q-n+1) . Assume that 0 is non-degenarate with constant
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signature, on the subspaces fn_^(x) , for all x e M . The Q^-polar 
(curve) of f is defined to be
(5.A8) g(p> - f P : M — — --- > G (*n+1) ---- CPn .n-i n
If 0^ does not satisfy the above conditions on fR_^(x) , we 
may still define the Qp-polar, but gp(x) may lie in f ^ ^ x )  for 
some x e M . Note that g^n+1  ^ is the polar of Definition 2.4. Just 
as in the definite case, we SMy form the associated curves of to all 
admissible orders.
Definition 5.18
We eay that a map 9sM *h” (respectively, CP®) is full if its 
image is not completely contained within a proper subspace of CH® 
(respectively, CP”) .
Leasna 5.19
Let f:M «* CP® be a holomorphic map.
i) If f is full, then its Qp-polar g(p> 
full. Furthermore, for local lifts C,n
(5.49) Qp(»,°C,8"en) s 0
for all a , 8 * 0 , e+8 < n- 1 and
is antiholomornhic and 
of f and respectively!
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(5.50) Q (8,0e(x),a"®n(x)) i 0 for »one x c M
for « 11 0.8 * 0 . q+g ■ n .
ii) Conversely, if g ^  sM CPn is a smooth>ot  map aatiafying (5.49) 
n , then f end ereend (5.50) for sane a.B i 0 . o+B “ 
full end js the Q -polar of f .
Proof
This is similar to [35, Lenina 3.7).
Remarks
1. We shell cell (5.49) end (5.50) the Q -isotropy relations.
dimension of the spen(D'a9(x):1 s o * •) .
The P*'-order is similarly defined. The map 9 has D"-order 
(respectively. D'-order) zero, if and only if 4 is holomorphic 
(respectively, enti-holomorphic).
In whet follows, we set s - D'order of 4 end r - D"-order of 4
2. For full holomorphic maps f , g ^ : M  IPD . (5.49) is equivalent
Definition 5.20
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Lean« 5.21
Let ♦ :M -*■ CHp be a full Q^-ieotropic harnonic map. Then
i) r ♦ • ■ n .
ii) At some point x e M , the 1 th reduced D'-osculating epece 
has dimension s .
iii) Let B • ix « M:dim span{D,Yt(x)s1 S y ^ s) < s)
The nap ♦ ’«M-B-► G->( ^ +1) given by ♦¿(x) ■ <*th reduced D*-osculating 
space of 4 at x , »ay be extendad uniquely to a real analytic map.
(5.51) ♦¿sM-*- Ga <*ii+1> 1 S o s s ,
known as the s1*1 reduced D* -associated curve of 4 •
We refer to those proofs in (35, Lenmata 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4) which 
will apply here.
By including 4(x) in (5.51), we define the oth augmented 
D'-asaociated curve of 4 t
(5.52) * * + w T l) 0 < o s s .
£
Similarly, we have the corresponding associated curves for the (D" 4} 
derivatives, with the obvious notation 4£ • $j| for the reduced and 
augmented curves respectively, where 1 g g d r and r+e ■ n .
We shall leave these particular curves aside for a while and return
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to them in the next section when we epproech the atetement of a classi­
fication theorem» this being the principal result of this chapter. In 
order to make our classification theorem as sharp as possible we will 
insist on keeping track of the signature of . It will facilitate 
matters somewhat, if at this stage, we proceed with describing a certain 
homogeneous space construction which generalises, to an extent, that of 
Proposition 2.19.
Definition 5.22
Consider the complex Grassmannian of k-planes in 
For integers *¿»*2 such that O S a ^ S p ,  0 s *2 s N-p 
a^+a^ ■ k , we define the indefinite complex Crassmannian
, 0 s k s N . 
and
6 ( < >  by
V * 2  p
(5.53) G# m (■£) - (aeGk(«®):Qp rastricted to a, has signature (aj.aj)}
- 0(p,q)/0(a1,a2)*U(p-a1,q-a2)
where 0 c p,q S N and p+q “ M .
Definition 5.23
Por integers such that:
( O S  k.,k. s q , ki ♦ k2 " «-•:(5.54) j 1 2
l 0 s tt ,t2 s p , *1 ♦ *2 " P-«
we define the space
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(5.55) K_l**2(t1.k1|ta.kJ> - <(V.W) c G . (**) * G .p»q 1 1 2  2 *19*1 P * 2 * 4 («")
V ip W and Qp la non-degenerate on V and H) . 
We have the (indefinite) homogeneous fibration
(5.56)
U(p,q)/U(a1,a2)*U(t1,k1)xü(t2 ,k2) - Kp|q i(t1,k1*t2 ,k2>
%  - -NU(p,q)/U(al,a2)xU(p-a1,q-a2) - C (^) •
The projection map ir is givan by
(5.57) w(V,W) - (V+W) p .
We now make similar considerations for (5.55) as we did for the
space H (- K1’? _(r,0;s,0) with r+s - n) . We induce a metric r»8 n+i,u
on the space K 4 (t,,k,;t,,k,) as a real submanifold of the productp,q l l < <
manifold 6  - G. v (*") x G (l£) . By Including U(t.,k ) * U(t_,k2) 
tl,Kl P e2,K2 P
in U(p-a1,q-a2) in the standard way, (5.56) is a Riemannian submersion 
for this metric.
5.24
Let fiM -*■ *Pn be a full holomorphlc map.
W -  € (N • p+o - n+1 • «
<p) to denote the
Q f - P »W Cwy< »{•
Let r be an integer 0 * r s n. put 8_?_n_- r., Let 
itg.kg) be integers satisfying (5.5V ) for ■ 0, ag ■ Suppose 
that for ell x < is non-degenerate and of signatures (t^kjh,
(t2.kg) on tx x(x). g ^ ( x )  respectively .
TV\e*. the map <|»:M -► Kp,qit1»k1»t2*k2^ by
(5.58) *(x) - ( f ^ G O . g ^ G O )
is horizontal with respect to (5.56).
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Proof
This is adapted from [35, Lemma 3.9]. It suffices to prove that 
T:M 4 ® horisontal with respect to It:K CH®
where K - {(V,W) e C : dim(V+W) - n and is non-degenerate on
(V,W)) and n(V,W) ■ (V+W) P . It further suffices to prove that 
3'tp and 3"p 4 T'K , are n-horisontal, in which case we shall confine 
ourselves to proving this for 3*♦ .
In accordance with (5.58), sat 
-holomorphic, then 3'p(x) ■ O ' f ^  
subspaca of Tl„ U.K with TAG b¥ ci»*1
(V,w) - *(x) . Since gip) is
(x),0) . Ve identify the vertical
(V+W) c T'G (C“+1) - Hom(V,V P) . » ex**i P
Let C (resp. n) be e holomorphic (rasp, -holomorphic) lift of f 
(rasp. g^p )^ on some neighbourhood of x . Define A c M as in Section 
2.1, end essusM x i A . Then following [35], one can show that
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<a'ae(x) S O S O S  r-1) and 0"®n(x) ! 0 s 0 i s-l) 
are linearly independent with the foraer spanning V .
We have a'a' t (x) “ a' C (x) for all i < r and 
j.
hO'f^^ix)) C Hom(V,V p) , where h is the isomorphism
hsTAG . (*“ X) Hom(V,V p) (see (5.14)), has image in the* p 1
projection of 9,r((x) onto V P .
Now, 3>(x) is horisontal if and only if hO'f^j^x)) e Hom(V,VLp) 
is Qp-perpendicular to Hom(V,W) , i.a. if and only if the projection
of d’C(x) on V , is Qp-perpendicular to W . The latter follows
from the Q^-orthogona1ity of V and W and the Q^-isotropy relations 
(5.49) and (5.50), since {3”®n(x) I 0 i 0 i s-1} spans W . 
Horizontally at the isolated points follows by continuity. □
Consider now a full holomorphic map f:M ■* CPn and its associated
curves f of all ataiaaible orders o . We define the set a
(5.59)
(•l»«,)Ap 1 2 (f)
assigned to f , as follows!
(•l»*«)An integer r (0 A r s n) belongs to Ap * (f) if and only
if Qp is non degenerate with constant signature on fr(x) and haa 
signature (a^ij) on f^^ix) n fr(x) for O s k s r ,  0 *  *¿'*2 * k
»1 + *2 * k •
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We now proceed to e construction analogous to Proposition 2.19 
for constructing isotropic harmonic aaps to CPn .
Proposition 5.25
llimU*- fU e Lemns 5.24 .
for r c A0,1(f) , the nap *:M CHn defined byp p *
(5.60) 4(x) - P
■ £ril<x) n £r<*> •
»
*or x € M , is a Q^-isotropic harmonic nap.
Proof
Again, we sea 9 as the composition toÿ , where ir and f are 
given by (5.57) and (5.58) respectively, and the indicated metric on
chosen, such that i is a Rismsnnian submersion
The map 4 is harmonic, sinca as a map into C , its components 
are ± holomorphic, and 4 is w-horisontal by virtue of t-—  5.24.
By appealing to Lenma 1.19, wo conclude that 4 is harmonic. The 
Qp-isotropy of 4 follows from the Qp-isotropy relations existing 
between f and g'p  ^ . □
Remark
As an indefinite flag manifold, K^itj.k^tj.kj) could also ba
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endowed with ite Kahler metric and once again, we could appeal to 
Lemma 1.21 followed by Lemma 1.19 to conclude that 4 i* harmonic.
5.9 A claaaification theorem.
We will now take a more inatructive look at the map 9 conatructed 
by Propoaition 5.25. But firatly a definition:
Definition 5.26
For the range of non-negative integera aatiafying
(5.54), we ahall aay that the pair (t^.kj) and (t2*k2) i* an admiaaible 
signature pair.
In thia section we set a^ ■ 0 , a2 ■ 1 as before.
Propoaition 5.27
Let f and be as in Propoaition 5.25. Let (t^,k^) and
(t,,k,) be an admiaaible signature pair and let A*0,1*(f) be defined 
2 2 all p
aa in (5.59). Further, aaaane that for* x « H , Qp haa signature
(tj.kj^ ) and (t2,k2) on the aubapacea f ^ O O  «Si *«-i<x>
respectively, for r+a ■ n , and Qp la non-daganarate on both theaa.
Then, for r e A®*1^) , the assignment
♦ 00 - * ¿ < > 0  n *r 00
" <£r-l<x> + •a-l<*)) P
(5.61)
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define« » full Q^-isotropic harmonic men 4:M ■* CH® with r equal 
to the i/*-order of 4 • Furthermore. ie non-degenerate on the
■pace« ^(x),4^(x) and 4^(x) . and haa signature (t^.k^) and 
(tjikj) on 4”(x) and ♦J(x) respectively for all x c M .
Proof
We recall the correspondence between aubbundles of ^ +1 and
the maps f ^ j  * £r * ®s-l * * Th* first two are ♦ holomorphic
(8"-closed) and the last two are -holomorphic (8*-closed). Let
0 j4 p « C(4_1L) , then 4(p) e C^if^) . Following the 8"-closure
of and Proposition 5.2, we deduce that D"4(p) e Cy(f^) . Also
from Proposition 5.2, D"4(p) x^ 4(p) ; hence D"6(p) « Cj(fr) •
Since 8'Cu <£r_1) c £r » we th4t »'1>"*(P> « Cu^fr^ * siBilarlF*
one shows that D"D'(♦) « Cy(g^p )^ . By Lemsa 5.5, the first of these
can be written D"D'*(p) e Cyif^) . Therefore we have
D"D'4(p) « C (f n gfp*) - C (♦) , and on appealing to (5.32), we U r I U ^
conclude that 4 is harmonic. (Nota tha equivalences: frPj(x) n fr<x) 
- fr(x) n g<p)(x) - <*,_!<*> ♦ «*!}<*>A  . tor x c M .)
As in [35], the following relations may be easily deduced
(5.62) fr.j - 4'; . £r « ^  • £.
(5.63) *i!l " K  • •s<P> * ^  • * 
Thus the imposed conditions on fr-l
a ••r-o-l
(p>
6 ^s-0-1
<x) , »j!j(*)
n
)
(0 s a i r)
Ap n ^  (O i I < i) . 
carry through to
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4”(x) and ♦¿(x) respectively, for x e M . Since din 4”(x) ■ r
and 3>” ■ fr , it follows that r " D"-order of 4 and non-degeneracy
on ^"(x) follows by the definition of A*0,l^(f) . r p
The associated curves and lie in Q^-orthogonal
subspaces of , for which has signature (t^,k^) and
(tjtkp respectively. We have also shown that D"®*(p) e 
for 0 ■ 1 and by 8"-closure of fy_^ » this holds for all 0 2 1 .  
Similarly, we see that D,0*(p) e CyCg^J) for all a 2 1 . Since fr_1 
end g^> are mutually Qp- orthogonal, the Q^-isotropy of 4 i> 
proved. Fullness follows by similar considerations as for [35, 
Proposition 5.9]. □
As in the case of isotropic harmonic maps M CPn , we can reverse 
this procedurs to obtain a holomorphic map into CPn , by the followings
Proposition 5.28
Let 4:M ra” be a full. Q^-isotroplc harmonic map such that 
is non-degsnsrsts on ths subspacss 4”<x) and 4,(x) , and has
sianaturas (tj.kj) and (t2,fc2) on 4j(*) SSA ♦¿<*> respectivsly, 
for r+s - n and x « M . Hers r is equal to the P**-order of 4 •
Let
f(x) - n >”<x)
- < ^ x<*> ♦ ♦;<«»Ap •
(5.64)
Then f(x) is complex 1-dimensional and thus dtftnei « napping from M 
into CPn . This map is holomorphic and full. Furthermore 1« non­
degenerate on the subspaces fr(x) , f ^ i x )  *nd B**J(x) for «11 
x « M and has signatures (tj.kj) and (t^kj) on f ^ i x )  and 
g^J(x) respectively. Also, we have 6(x) - fr^(x) A  fr(x) and
r e A<°-1>(f)
Proof
The first assertion follows from the non-degeneracy of on
♦£(x) , for x e M . We shall outline the proof of the holomorphicity 
of f which is essentially that for [34]:
We claim that the subbundle of In+1 is 3”-closed. Thex -p
subbundle corresponding to has the property that 3'p c C0(^_j+t)
for all p e Cytfj^) (a consequence of hazmonicity). Since 4 is 
Qp-orthogonal to , the induced connection ft on has the
property that ft'(p) e ior *11 P , i.e. is ft'-dosed.
Now it follows that the Q^-orthogonal complement of in I” ,
i.e. n D'-closed in . But since is a holomorphic
subbundle, this suffices to show that n is a holomorphic sub­
bundle. Thus f as defined by (5.64) is holomorphic. The non-daganaracy 
and signature conditions follow as before from (5.62) and (5.63). The 
fullness of f is proved in a similar fashion to that in [35, Proposition 
6.7D.
By the way we have defined f and from 5.10, we deduce that
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Q p O ,oe,8"%0) - 0 , for all a,6 2 o , o+P s r-1 j so ^  e C g i / ^ )  •
But by fullness and holomorphiclty of f , we have fr(x) “ ?''(x) ,
A
for all x e M , in particular ^  e Cyi^) 5 ao *(x) - f ^ i x )  0 *rG 0  .
for all x e M . As 4(x) has signature (0,1) , we also have r e A*0 ’1*P
We now propose to combine Proposition 5.27 and Proposition 5.28, in 
order to establish a bijective correspondence between full, Q^-isotropic 
harmonic maps +:M -*■ CH® and full holomorphic maps f:M ■* gPn , 
satisfying the indicated conditions in each case. To help streamline 
matters, we shall make two definitions:
Definition 5.29
For admissible signature pairs (t^.k^) and (t2»k2) related by 
(5.54), with ax - 0 and «2 - 1 . let » <*•*« Cf.r)
where f:H CPn is a full holamorphic map with Q^-polar curve g^^ 
and r e A®**(f) , along with the condition that has signature
(t1,k1) and (t2,k2) on the subspacas f ^ i x )  and g^j(x) (s ■ n-r) 
respectively, for x c M , and is non-dagenerate on these subspacesJ.
Definition 5.30
For the above admissible signature pairs (t^,^) and (t2,k2) ,
1st
>i( fc l!k 1) ( t 2,k a) ■  {£ u l1 * V 1 ,0 tro p lc  h“ monic *'* *  “ I
with r * D"-order of i , 0 s r s n , along with the condition that
Qp has signature (t^.kj) and (t2,k2) on the subspaces +”(x) and
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♦^(x) (■ - n-r) respectively, for x c M , end is non-degenerste
on these subspsces} .
Having established these definitions ve now proceed to the main 
result of this chapter:
Theorem 5.31 (see also [38]) 
tack-For * choice of admissible signature pairs (t^.k^) and ^ 2^ )  
as defined by Definition 5.26, there exists a biiective correspondence
by Definitions 5.29 and 5.30 respectively. The correspondences are
5.10 Real indefinite hyperbolic space.
In Corollary 2.28, we stated the classification thaoram for full,
between the sets AL(0,l)p(t1,k1)(t2,k2) as defined
given by (5.61) (A (0 , 1)P(t1,k
Proof
This results by combining Proposition 5.27 with Proposition 5.28. Q
isotropic harmonic maps +:M -►lRP2r in terms of full, totally isotropic 
holomorphic maps f :M «P2r . Wa regarded * P 2r as the real points 
of CP2r . Likewise, we regard tha 2r-dimensional real indefinite 
hyperbolic space as the real points of To establish an
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analogous result to Corollary 2.28, we need to impose an analogous 
condition on the holomorphic map f . Following [37], k must be 
taken to be even, k ■ 2p say.
Definition S.32
N~1Recalling (3.43), we say that a full, holomorphic map fsM CP 
is totally Q ^ -isotropic if for any local lift C of f s
(5.65) Q£ 0 ,0*,a'BO  S 0 for all a,0 * 0 , a+0 s N-2 .
Note that by similar considerations to [35, Lemma 3.14], only 
(N-l) even is a<taiissible. Thus taking N “ 2r+l say, it can be seen
that a full, totally Q2p-isotropic holomorphic map f:M CP
f as its Q„ -polar curve.*P
2r , has
On replacing p by 2p and n by 2r in Definitions 5.29 and 
5.30, w. shall denote by k ^ , ^ )  • the subset of
A2p(t* k )(t k ) d*fin*d bF £ul1» holomorphic maps fiM -► CP2r 
such that f is totally Q2p-iaotropic with Q2p-polar curve f (note 
that r ■ ■ in this case).
Accordingly, we shall denote by ®2p(t|,kj)(tj.k^) * th* o£
»i0!1* .. . . defined, on setting r - s , by those maps which have2p(t1,k1)(t2,k2)
image in *H2J c CH^J . We also recall Definitions 5.14 and 5.15
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Corollary 5.33 (see also C 373 >
There exists a bijective correspondence between the sets
rwkfor ** choice of edmissible
signature pairs (tj.kj) and (tj.kj) .
Proof
image in .
Conversely, when 4 is real, we deduce from (5.63) and (5.64)
Remark
For p ■ r , we recover the corresponding result for the real
We shall discuss this case again in Section 5.13.
5.11 Complex hyperbolic space and compact quotients.
For the remainder of this chapter, we shall focus our attention
on the special case of CH1® ■ CHn .n
Corollary 5.34 (saa also C383)
For p ■ n , Theorem 5.31 claasifiaa full. Qn-laotropic harmonic
□
hyperbolic space (w ith p o s it iv e  d e f in ite  m etric) R ^ * * * ! ^  c CH2r
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map» CHn , »uch that for x « M and r ■ D”-order of ♦ ,
%  ii- non-degenerate on the »ubapacea , 4^(x) and ♦¿(x) ,
s “ n-r , and is poaitive definite (» 0) on ♦^(x) and ^(x) .
Remark
Observe that if also happens to be non-degenerate on the
rank r subapace (x) , then by the Inclusion of 4 (on which
has signature (0,1)) in this subspace, we would see that ^
has signature (r-1,1) on . He also have of signature
(s,0) on ^(x) . Then by the second relationship in (5.64), and
recalling that r+s « n , we would see that on the consnon (^-orthogonal
subspace, i.e. f(x) , Qn would have signature (1,0) . Hence f
would actually have image in the indefinite complex projective space
CPn , in CPn . He shall ramark on this observation again, at a later n-i
•tag«.
Let Aut(CHn) denote the group of holomorphic automorphisms of 
CHn . It is known that the Bergpian metric is invariant under the action 
of Aut(CHn) and hence is invariant under the action of a discrete sub­
group T c Aut(CHn) . The discrete group T may be chosen such that 
CHn/r is a compact algebraic variety [59] (with constant negative holo­
morphic sactional curvature c ).
The desired properties of such a T , are: 
a) r is properly discontinuous, meaning that any cosq>act sat in D
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intersect« only a finite number of its images under T
b) CHn/T is compact.
c) r is torsion-free and acts freely i.e. only the identity 
element of T has fixed points.
The most suitable such T are the discrete (arithmetic) sub­
groups determined by the arithsMtic method relating to the ring of 
units of an indefinite Hermitian form. The underlying theory supporting 
this technique, it outlined in its full generality in Borel's paper Cl2].
Without loss of generality, we shall assume that T is of this type. 
As a result, the quotient map
(5.66) t :*h" CH“/r
is a local isometry [56]. This implies that the harmonicity and Qg- 
isotropy of the maps fiM CHn constructed via Proposition 5.25 (for
p ■ n) , is preserved. Thus the following is iasMdiatei
Proposition 5.35
Let f :M *Pn be a full, holomorphic map with U(n,l) acting on 
CPn . Let g*n* denote the Q -nolar of f . Furthermore, assume that 
on the subspacas f^ix) . g*“i<x) • %  U  non-dsganarate and »  0 ,
for x < M . Than the b mp defined by
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(5.67) 4(x) - (f^ix) ♦ g^J(*))J'n »od T ,
1» a Q -iaotropic harmonic Map +:M CHn/r
Example 5.36
This example is partly adapted from that appearing in £36].
2 2 Let B denote the unit disc {a e C : |x| < 1) . Then B is
2conformally equivalent to KH with conformal map given by
2 2o(z) - a(xltx2) - (2x1,2x2,(l+a))/(l-a) where a - Xj ♦ x2 , XjXj e XR . 
Let U be the open set in M given by U ■ {a e C : |s| < 1/2^} ;
3we can define a map n:U + C , where for a e U ,
n(a) - ( A  (1 ♦ a4) . H±- (i - a4)),a2) .
✓ 2 /2
2 1We also have a map X:B -*■ U given by X(a) ■ s/2*. We then proceed
2 2 2 2 to define a holomorphic map f: KH -*■ CP given by foa - ironoX:B -*■ CP
3 2where in this case, « is the projection C -{0} -*■ CP . The map f is
a full holomorphic map such that Q2 »  0 , and Q2 is non-degenerate
on f . The map 6't ®H2 CH2 given by ♦'(a) ■ (f(a) ♦ |^2\a)) 2
( 2)is a Qj-iaotropic harmonic amp. Hare the gx polar ia equal to f
2(f is therafora totally Q£-isotropic) and 6' has image in SB
We then compose this example with the totally geodesic inclusion
2 2map ii KH ■* CH . The resulting map, io+' is harmonic and is Q2~ 
isotropic into CH2 by virtue of (5.46). We could then allow a suitable
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2discrete subgroup T of 11(2,1) to act freely on CH and thus we
2 2would have constructed a (^-isotropic harmonic u p  +:1RH -*• CH /V .
As in the case of isotropic harmonic maps ^¡M ■» CPn , the 
(^-isotropic harmonic maps +:M ®Hn/r are examples of branched 
minimal ismtersions in the aense of [43]. We say that x e M is a 
branch point if d+(x) ■ 0 . The determination of branch points for 
the maps constructad by Proposition 5.35, ist
Proposition 5.37
Let t:M CHn/r be the Q^-isotropic harmonic map constructed 
by (5.67). Then x c M is a branch point if and only if 3'f^j^x) ■ 0 
and 3'fr(x) ■ 0 . In particular if M is compact then the number of 
branches is min(®r_1(f),6r(f)) .
Proof
This is similar to [35, Proposition 8.13]. We shall uaa tha fact 
that t :®h" «* «Hn/r is a local isometry. Thus x is a branch point 
of 4 , if and only if x is a branch point of ♦,iM ■*€Hn , whereby 
4 - to*’ . But this will be the case if and only if a'*'(x) ■ 0 and 
»"*'(*) - 0 . By tha way ♦' is constructad (i.a. ♦ '(x) ■ f^jCx) « *,(«))# 
this holds if and only if i'fr_j(x) ■ 0 and 8'fr(x) ■ 0 .
Remarks
Tha map 4 will ha a confprmal immersion everywhere when 
and 3'fr have no ci in saros.
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The potentially most intereating maps are those from a compact 
Mp to *Hn/r (recall that p denotes the genus).
2 nFor p ■ 0 • any harmonic map 4:8 *► CH /r is constant. For 
p ■ 1 • a harmonic map into ttH11 /r is either constant or has image 
a closed geodesic. Both of these facts are consequences of applying 
the Weitrenbock formula [32].
From a topological viewpoint, it is wall known that N “ CHn/r 
is a K(T, 1) (Eilenberg-MacLane) space (its hosmtopy groups ■ 0 , 
for i 2 2 , [83]). Following [83, Th.ll, p.4283 any continuous map 
from Mj to H is seen to be homotopic to a map whose image is a 
circle (here one uses the fact that «^(M) " B  * E  and T ■ w^(N) 
contains no abelian subgroups apart from Z  (953). A holomorphic map 
homotopic to such a map, would be a constant.
For any smooth map ♦iMp ■* lH°/r , p 2 2 , Toledo, in [853, 
proved an inequality on the degree of 4 . On setting H “ ®Hn/T , 
we define deg 4 by
d** ♦ * h  iM
where denotes the cohomology class corresponding to the Kahler
form of N [643.
Taking c ■ -1 , ha proves | * 4w(p-l) , p 2 2 (
alternatively, |dag 4 | sp-1 *
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5.12 Some technical problem«.
We now ask, if given a Q^-isotropic harmonic map ♦ :M -*■ CHn/r , 
can we reverae the construction of Propoaition 5.36 to produce a holo- 
morphic map f:M ■* CPn ? Thera are certain obstacles encountered in 
this case.
Recall that the line bundle L ■+■ CHn was taken to be the restriction 
to CHn , of the universal line bundle L CPn . On dividing through 
by the action of T , we obtain the induced holomorphic line bundle 
E -*• CHn/r . This line bundle E belongs to a well-known class of 
fibre bundles known as flat bundles.which arise from representations of 
the fundamental group ir^ (CHn/r) ■ T (see e.g. [54] for a detailed 
definition and related properties). These are not subbundles of the 
trivial (n+l)-plane bundle , as we would wish, but if U is taken to 
be a simply-connected open set of M , then 4 holomorphically
trivial [443. Therefore we choose a certain open covering (IK)^ j of 
M (where I is an indexing set) by simply-connected open sets for
which the intersections n Dj are contractible, for all i,j c X .
Such a covering is known as an acyclic or Leray covering of M [423.
For any Riamannian manifold M , such a choice of covering is always 
possible, since each point a e M may have a fundamental syatam of 
convax normal balls [48] in which any finite intersection is again 
convex and contractible.
Taking such a covering of M , we have on each 0^ , a Q^iaotropic 
harmonic lift ♦*** of 4 to *h“ . We can then apply the inverse pro-
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cedure (Proposition 5.28) to each to produce a full, holomorphic
map f ^ : I K  CPn with an associated inte~ger r^ (■ D"-order of .
Thus as we run across the covering (IK) , «re obtain a family of
pairs . Besides the problem of 'glueing together* the maps
f ^  to define a globally defined holomorphic map f , we recall that
f ^  may have image in CPn . ■ U(n,l)/U(n-l,l) * U(l) . Now CP® .n-i n-i
has a non-compact stability subgroup and T , whose action is respected
throughout the inverse procedure, may not act freely on (P”_j and hence
the quotient space CPn ./T would not be a manifold (we refer to [69]n-i
for a discussion of these points). Thus it is unlikely that a classification 
theorem can be obtained for this particular case.
5.13 Real hyperbolic space.
For p ■ r , we obtain from Corollary 5.33 the corresponding result 
for full, Q2r~isotropic harmonic maps +:M HH2r , satisfying the 
indicated conditions, in terms of full, totally Q2r-isotropic holomorphic 
maps f:M -► CP2r (see also [36]).
Let us return to Proposition 5.35 and take f to be totally <>2r" 
isotropic. We shall consider a discrete subgroup T of S0(2r,l) having 
the properties indicstsd prsviously. The arithmetic method in [12] also 
covers the real case to determine such a T
Proposition 5.38
Let fiM *P2r be a full, totally *2r -isotropic holosrorphic map
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(2r) - 2r(i.e. g ■ f) with U(2r,l) acting on CP . Furthermore, aaaume
that on the aubapacea and , Q^r ia non-degenerate
and >> 0 , for x e M . Then the map defined by
-i-2r
(5.68) *(x) - (f ^ i x )  ♦ fr-l(x)> "°d r » * « M
ia full. (L^-iaotropic harmonic map ÿ:M -*• RH2r/T , where T ia a 
diacrete aubgroup of SO(2r,l) with the above-mentioned propertiea.
Proof
(*tiThe (r-1) aeaociated curve of f definea a holomorphic map into the
2r+lapace K of totally Q2r-iaotropic aubapacea of C2r that are con­
tained in K ; here K - S0(2r,1)/U(r) ; the proof of thia ia aimilar r,r r
to that for Hr ■ S0(2r+1)/U(r) . The apace Kr haa a totally geodeaic
embedding in K m K?*1.(r,0;0,r) - U(2r,l)/U<r)*U<r)*U<l) . y9t
We conatruct the Q2r-iaotropic harmonic map +:M -*• IRH2r via the 
compoaition
M *T~l----> K - S0(2r,l)/U(r) «----> Kr r»r
B H 2r - S0(2r,l)/S(0(2r)*0(l)) «--- - *H2r
whence the previoua horiaontally argumenta apply. Here * ia taken to be
the reatriction of (C CH2r , to K . Letting T act freely on
’ 2rHHZr we thua obtain a Q2r~iaotropic harmonic map into HtH /T . □
Remark
With regarda to Propoaition 5.37, we aee that in thia caae, x < H 
ia a branch point of 6 , if and only if i ' f ^ U )  “ 0 •
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CHAPTER VI
HARMONIC MAPS TO INDEFINITE CRASSMANNIAHS 
6.1 Introduction.
In this chapter we shall discuss isotropic harmonic maps to several 
classes of indefinite Grassmannians. We have in mind the indefinite metric 
analogues of those spaces discussed in Chapters III and IV. In the 
last chapter we discussed how the results of Sells and Wood may be 
siodified to deal with maps to the indefinite complex hyperbolic space 
CH” . Our approach entails applying these modifications to the generalised 
results of Erdem and Wood. Thus we shall take as our basic model, the
and is endowed with an indefinite Kahler metric. For a special case, we 
shall state the exact number of such open orbits, at a later stage. We
*1**2 p
of the action of the indefinite unitary group U(p,q) on [87],
shall commence by discussing maps to <«J> and derive further
results analogous to those in Chapters III and IV.
i
6.2 Harmonic maps to indefinite complex Crasamanniana
As in Chapter III, if we take L to denote the universal k-plane 
bundle on G^C*1) , then we shall denote its restriction to ^ ( C * )
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by L . We endow L with an indefinite Hermitian metric and connection
as a subbundle of tjj . We induce a holomorphic structure and indefinite
Hermitian metric on L p via the identification L^P - CM/L .P
Just as in (5.30),
G . (* )
V * 2  p
( 6 . 1)
we may obtain the following exact sequence over
-p L P ------ > 0
where i and j operate as in (5.30). Given a smooth map 
the above exact sequence induces an exact sequence over M :
♦ iM -► Ca
1*
(6.2) 0 ■+ Hoa(+~1I.,t~1L) Hom(4_1L,|£) -Î-» Hom(4_1L,4_1l. P)—  —p
-  ♦“V e  (i£) o .
*1’*2 p
These bundles are endowed with the indefinite pull-back connections and 
metrics.
Generalising (5.15), we define the projection P:*jJ ♦ lL to be 
Qp-orthogonal projection from onto the k-dimensional subspace
+(x) c <p > x c M  , on which has signature (a^Sj) *
As in Chapter 111, we consider the 'universal lift' * of 4 ,
and by similar considerations, we can view • as a section of the bundle
Hom(4~1L,CN) . Again, using D to denote covariant differentiation in P
the bundle Hom(+~1L,cj[) , we consider the usual splitting into (1,0)
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and (0,1) part», denoted by D' and D" reapectively. Aa in (5.27), 
we compute the D" derivatives commencing from
(6.3) (D"V) (p) - 3"(V(p)) - V(PO”(p))
for any V £ (^(Hom^ 1L,C^)) and p e Cy (4 ^L) . A similar expression 
holds for the D' derivatives.
We now take Im(Vx) to denote the image of the linear map
V :L -* ■ CN and define lm(V) as in (3.11), on raplacing I® by C** . x x p P
Lemma 6.1
a) We have Im(D'6) 1 Im(*) , and D'6 can be regarded aa a local
- 1  - 1  1section of Horn(4 lL,4 i. P) .
-1 -l -Lpb) There exists an isomorphism between Horn(4 L,4 l P) and
4"1!' G (***) , whereby the section D'6 corresponds to 8'4.
*1**2 p
Proof
a) This follows directly from (6.3). For part b), the isomorphism 
is simply the generalisation of (5.14) (cf. (2.32)) and the last assertion 
follows by the same argusant as for (5.28). □
Lamms 6.2
For any V c Cu(Hom(f ^.l^)) wa have
(6.4) Im((D'D" - D"D’)V) c Im(V)
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Proof
This may be proved directly from (6.3) or by the same argument as 
for Lemma 5.5. □
Lemma 6.3
A smooth map
chart U
♦ iM -► G
*1
is harmonic if and only if in each
(6.5) Im(D"D'6) c Im(6) or equivalently IsKD'DVS) c Im(*) .
Proof
.1 ULet V be the connection on 4 T'G . ( C )  and consider the
*1**2 p
(1,0) and (0,1) parts of V , namely 7' and V" respectively. 
From part b) of Lemma 6.1, the section j(D"D' 4) corresponds to 
V"3'4 , where j is the map in (6.2) and 3'4 is defined by (1.24). 
By (1.26), 4 is harmonic if and only if V"3'4 £ 0 . Using the 
exactness of the sequence in (6.2), the result follows by sn argument 
similar to that for Proposition 5.3. □
Lemma 6.4
For a harmonic map 4»M G_ _ (C?) , we have for each x e M ,---------------  *j,*2 P
and o ® 1|21 • e •
(6 .6) Jm(D"D,04)x c lm(4)x ♦ Jm(D'4)x ♦...♦ ta(D'®“l4>x
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Proof
This is deduced from Leonas 6.2 and 6.3 and generalises Lena 5.6 
(see also [39, Leona 3.53). □
Definition 6.5
We shall say that the smooth map ♦ :M G (CN)
*1**2 p
if the images of the linear maps (V'%)x and (V"%>x 
for all x € M and a,6 ■ 1,2,... .
Lemma 6.6
A smooth map 4:M . <* >  i- Q -isotropic if and only if
* 1**2  **
(6.7) Im(D’°*) l Im(D"P*) V a,6 * 0 , a+B 2 1 .P
Proof
This is proved by induction on a+0 (cf. [35, Proposition 5.8D). □
We shall now formulate a definition, that generalises Definition 3.3, 
in order to construct Q^-isotropic harmonic maps from M to 6^ ^(l*) •
These naps, and the corresponding subbundles of cjj ara regarded as
Nfull in the sense of Definitions 3.2 and 3.4 respectively, with C 
replaced by fjj .
Definition 6.7
Let (V,X) be a pair of holomorphic subbundles of such theti
is Q^-isotropic 
Qp-orthogonalare
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i) V c X  b) rank(X) -rank(V) - k c) 3'C(V) c C(X)
d) Qp is non-degenerate end of constant signature on X .
Then we shall call (V,X) a 3.1-pair of I* of rank difference k .p * ------------- p ■ ................. ■■ —
Remark
Let ua remind ourselvea that we are taking k ■ a^ ♦ Sj ,
*1’*2 * 0 *
Having collected together these ideas, we can now state an analogue 
of Theorem 1.1(a) in C 39]£
Theorem 6.8
Let (V,X) be a full 3^-pair of subbundles of of rank
difference k . Further assume that restricted to the subspace
l
Vxp n Xx is non-degenerate with constant signature (a^Sj) . Then the
map ♦ jM-*’ G _ (***) defined by 
* 1, *2 P
(6.8) *(x) - VxP n Xx , x e H
is a full. O^-laotroplc harmonic map.
Proof
By construction, Im(6) lias in tha holomorphic subbundle X . 
Following (6.3), this is also true of Im(DM6) and banca by Lamma 6.1,
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Im(D"6) also lias in V . Now Xb (D'D”Z) liaa in X aince
3'C(V) e C(X), and hence following Lemma 6.2, we deduce that I«(D"D'•) c x
Repeating thia argiment with (VtX) replaced by the pair (W, Y) where 
W ■ X 9 and Y ■ V v and interchanging the rolea of 3' , 3" , D' and 
D" , we find that In(D'D"*) c Y . Combining theae we aee that 
Im(D"D'4) c x n Y - Im(4) and hence following (6.5), 4 ia harmonic.
To aee that 4 ia Q^-iaotropic, we firat of all aee that Im(D"4) 
ia contained in V , and claim that h(D'^i) ia contained in V for 
all o i l ,  aince V ia 3”-cloeed. Similarly, Im(D'®4) ia contained 
in W . Since V , W and Im(6) are mutually (^-orthogonal, it followa
that 4 ia iaotropic. Fullneaa followa by aimilar conaiderationa to
thoae in [39]. □
To conatruct a harmonic iaap 4 :M -» C atarting from a full
*1**2 P
» jm a
holomorphic map f:M CP with U(p,q) acting on CP , one
followa the aame line of action in proving Propoaition 5.24. Thua we
recall the admiaaible aignature paira (t^.k^) and (*2**2^ of (5.54) 
and the fibration n in (5.56). We ahall re-introudce the Q^-polar
curve of f aa well aa the indexing aet Ap * t aa defined prior 
to Propoaition 5.24. Having re-aetabliahed theae, the proof of the 
following propoaition ia almoat identical to that of Propoaition 5.24.
Propoaition 6.9
Let fiM * .pH-! be a full holomorphic map.
yj. » »1th p+q - N , we let g<p) denote the
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U . . O
Q^-polar of £ . Assume that for r c Ap * (£) and r+s - N-l ,
Qp has signatures (t^k^) and (tjikj) on tha aubapacea f ^ i x )  
and g^j(x) raapectivaly. for all x e M In accordance with (5.54), 
and 0^ ia non-degenerate on these aubapacea. Then the map defined by
(6.9) ♦ (x) - <fr_k (x) ♦ g£}(x))Ap
1
- f ^ i x )  n fr(x)
ia a Q_-isotropic harmonic map ♦ : « *  G (C*S .
---- P ------ ---------------  *1**2 p
To accomplish an inverse transformation, we consider the associated
bundles of ♦ , which ere defined in a similar fashion to
(3.12) and (3.13) respectively. Ue shall again denote their respective
limits by and and accordingly, we define the corresponding
augmented associated bundles and , as in (3.14). We shall
impose the extra condition that Q is non-degenerate and of constant
signature on . The bundles V ) and are d"-dosed and
are thus holosiorphic subbundles of < By 1Lemma 6.4, we see that
i,C(*(.)) c C <^.)> and hence we deduce that <♦<.)•*<-)> iB • a;-p*ir- 
j.
With tha above restrictions we note that n ^  and
claim that tha assignment 4 is the inverse to (6.8).
Moreover, the assignment (6.8) is surjective, (cf. [39, Lemma 4.2]).
The following lemma indicates the conditions for which (6.8) is injective.
Lemma 6.10
Let 4<M -*• C. a (t*J) be a 0 -isotropic harmonic map withP r *
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non-degenerate and of constant signature on . Then
e) eny 3^-pair (V,X) which conatructe ♦ bjr. (6.8), muet aatiafy
*(.) c V c *(1) “ 1 *(.) c * c ♦<-) i
b) if 4 ia full, there is precisely one 3 '-pair (V,X) giving ♦
Proof
a) In the proof of Theorem 6.8, we have Imd)'^**) c V (for all o i l )x
and so c v . Thus e V ♦ ♦ - X . Taking W - X P and
Y •» V p , we see by a similar argtnent, that c w *nd
*<-> « » •
b) Following [39D, we deduce that
both a 3'- and 3"-closed subbundle of I? and is therefore a~P
constant subbundle. Sines 6 is full, this must equal .
Ue deduce that the inclusions of part a) are, in fact, equalities.
sa 6 .1 1
Let (V,X) be a 3^-pair and 6 the isotropic harmonic map defined 
b£ (6.8). Then (V,X) is full if and only if 6 t>
Proof
This is similar to [39, Lemma 4.4], once we observe the condition 
that 0 i* non-degenerate and of constant signature on •
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Before stating our main result, let us remind ourselves that frost
(5.54), we have
{
0 * kl,k2 S q *
0 s tj,t2 s p ,
kl 4 k2 * q_*2
tl ♦ t2 - P-.J .
Theorem 6.12
«WLLet M be a Riemann aurface and let x « M . For t choice of 
admissible signature pairs ( a ^ a ^  , (tj.kj) and (t2,k2) **tisfying
(5.54), the assignment (6.8) in Theorem 6.8 defines a bijective 
correspondence between the set:
(6 . 10) <VVp(t^»kj)(t2»k2. . - (full 3»-pairs (V,X) of f" of rank, _l ---  p * P
difference k - *]+a2 » ,uch that Qp restricted to the 
subspaces Vx , X^p and VxP n Xx is non-dagenarate with 
signature (t1,k1> , (t2,k2) and ( a ^ a ^  respectively. 
for x « M) ,
and the set»
(6 . 11) B y1’ 2 . * ■ (full Q -isotropic harmonic maps
a:M -*■ G («*) such that on the subspacas (♦/-%)_
■j**2 P 'p/
and <♦(„,)>, » Qp 1* non-daganerata with signature (tj,^) 
and (t2,k2) raspaci»vely. for a,0 * 1) .
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Proof
We consider Theorem 6.8 supplemented by the above signature 
conditions. This is combined with the fact that is a
3^-pair such that 4 “ n ^  , and the results of Lemmas 6.10
and 6.11. □
6.3 Indefinite real Graasmannians.
Definition 6.13
Given a 9'-pair (V,X) of holomorphic subbundlea of , we P “P
shall say that (V,X) satisfies the total Q^-isotropy condition if
( 6 . 12) X - V p
-<*1»*2)Let us define the set Vtj.kjHtj.kj) to be th* *uhMt of
A /: r w . . N whereby the condition (6.12) satisfied. Accordingly»
— (®1»*2^
we shall define the set )(t fk ) to b# th# mmpi in
(•l'*2>1 T w . . . that have their images in the indefinite real Pit
Grassmannian G (IR**) ■ 80(p,4)/8(0(a,lt,) * 0(p-a.,q-a,)) .*j»*2 P 1 * * •
Although it is possible to state the following classification result 
in tsms of V alone, as was the case in Section 3.3, we shall restrict
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natters to a statement of the result in tens of d^-pairs (V,X) , 
for the sake of much simplicity.
Corollary 6.14
When the condition (6.12) is satisfied by a full 8'-pair (V.X)■----- -------  P ---
in (6.10), the bijection of Theorem 6.12 gives a biiective correspondence 
between the, aets *nd for a choice
of admissible signature pairs (a^.a^ , (tj.kj) and (t2>k2) satisfying
(5.54).
6.4 Open orbits in the Hermitian symmetric spaces.
Let Y be an HSS of compact type and D its non-compact dual 
[48]. As coset spaces of Lie groups, they can be represented as Y ■ G*/P 
and D “ GQ/K respectively, where G* and are the respective
largest connected groups of complex analytic automorphisms. In fact, 
following [48] and [87]:
1. G® as a complex Lie group is the complexification of CQ .
2. P is a parabolic subgroup of G® and Y is a projective 
algebraic variety.
3. Since CQ c c* , we have X - GQ ft P and thus D has a natural 
embedding as an open GQ-orbit on Y . Every complex analytic 
automorphism of D extends to such an automorphism of Y .
4. Thera exists a natural complex Euclidean space VI * c Y (notation
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of [87]), ««hose complement is a variety of lover dimension in 
Y such that D e W  c Y , and the inclusion of D c W  is a 
canonical realisation of D as a bounded symmetric domain. The 
classical example is
unit disc c c c c u {•} (the Riemaim sphere).
We have already seen in Chapter V that for Y ■ CPn and CQ “ U(n,l),
there are tiro open G^-orbits, namely CHn (■ D) and . The
space CPn , fibres holomorphically over CPn * . In general,n-i
each Gq orbit 4 D , has the property of fibering holomorphically 
over its maximal compact subvariety. The general open orbit is 
endowed with an indefinite Kahler metric; D alone is endowed with 
a positive definite Kahler metric which is a Bergman metric.
For each of the four cases Y^ (A ■ I,...,IV) discussed in Chapter III, 
we shall state the exact ntanber of open orbits and their general realisation. 
The corresponding non-compact dual is known as a classical domain.
Our brief discussion is extracted from the enumeration of the general 
theory [88], and we shall state freely the relevant facts.
In what follows ve shall let M. . denote the space of complex a * b• **> ^
matrices, and for Z e M . we shall write Z for CZ .a,o
2ZEL-S.
Consider Y* • G ( C ^ )  and let w “ min{p,q) . Hare,P
G. - U(p,q)/{al «I a I - 1) and for 0 s t « w, there are exactly <w+l)o p*q
open G.-orbits D1 _ . ,o p-c,t ««here
D ^ - i Z e M  : I -  z*Z has (p-t) positive p-t,t q.P P
end t negative eigenvalues)
• U(p,q)/U(p-t,t) * U(t,q-t) .
For t ■ 0, ■ D is the clessical domain which is the non-compactP
Hermitian space dual to Gp(Cp+q) . Full, (^-isotropic harmonic maps
M -*• D1 . satisfying the indicated conditions, are classified by p-t,t
Theorem 6.12, on setting N ■ p+q t ■ P-t and a2 ■ t .
TyPe 11
Here Y11 c Gn(C2n) *«d G0 " SO*(2n)/{±I2n> . For w - [n/2] ,
there are exactly (w+1) open GQ-orbits D^2t,2t * 0 S t s w , where
DH „ , « { Z c M  i *Z - -Z and I - Z*Z has n-2tn-2t,2t n,n «
positive and 2t negative eigenvalues)
- SO*(2n)/U(n-2t,2t) .
Type III
Here Y111 c Gn<t2n) and GQ - Sp(n,*)/{± l2n) . There are 
exactly (n+1) open GQ-orbits t , where
D111 - {Z e M i *Z • Z and I - Z*Z has n-tn-t,t n,n n
positive and t negative eigenvalues)
- Sp(n, H)/U(n-t,t) .
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The diacueeion of Section 3.5 equally applies to these indefinite
cases which are associated to Y** and respectively. We thus
pose the analogous problem of finding full, 3'-peirs (V,X) of rankn
difference n where V and X are holomorphic subbundles of C^n , 
such that
a) V is isotropic for J'(J”)
b) X n is isotropic for j'(Jn)
c) J ’C v . x S  - o (j"(v,xln) - 0 ) .
Type IV
XV % O n-f 2 %We have Y - G^( 1R ) and CQ “ S0(n,2) . There are exactly
3 open G.-orCbitss DIV - D*V - SO(2,n)/SO(2) * SO(n) , u u,n
D?V . - SO(2,n)/SO(1,1) * S0(l,n-1) and D ™  « - SO(2,n)/SO(2) * SO(2,n-2)ipii-1 z ,
The union u Dj^n_2 n > ^ u ^ as the subdomain of Cn
it « *n i 1 ♦ ^s.sl - 2s*s »  0) and similarly, «'ealised
II ( t < l" i 1 ♦ I1*«*! - 2*** << o) . Tor 0 s t s 2 , we denote
IVa general open orbit by D„ •
Mow let us replace G
1**2
<*") i« ■l»*2>
_(«1
* p ( t j , k j ) ( t j i l j )
by the indefinite real oriented Grassmannian
C” >m (*p) - S0(p,q)/S0(a1,a2) * S0(p-a1>q-a2)
— <*1‘*2)resulting set by OB Z w .  u \ • Then by analogous considerations
and denote the
to those made in Section 3.4, we can extend Corollary 6.14 to yield a 2:1
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where a is defined in (4.3). Thus, let us define the set
«, (2s. ,2s_) (2s., 2s.)
A2p<t1.klX t 2,k2> “  b* th* •"b" t A2,(tl.kj)(t2.k2> "
in eccordsnce with (6.10) (on replacing N , p , end a2 b^ r 2N ,
2p , 28^ and 2a2 respectively). whereby the extra condition (6.14)
is satisfied by a full 3' -pair (V,X) . Mow 1stZp
(2*1.2m2) (2alt2a2)
B2p(;i.k;)(t2,k2) b* th* o£ in B2p(t1.k1)(t2,k2) th*t h*v*
Ntheir inage in the indefinite quaternionic Grassmannian G# a (B^) .
As a further corollary to Theorem 6.12, we have:
Corollary 6.16
When condition (6.14) is satisfied by a full S^-pair (V,X) in
(6.10), the bisection of Theorem 6.12 gives a bijectlve correspondence
(2a.,2a.) . (2a.,2a2) nuk
betwaan the sat., V p i W ^ . k , )  for " choic*
of admissible signature pairs (2a1,2a2) (tj'k ) rnd (tj.kj) sstisfying
(5.54).
Setting Sj - 0 , a2 - 1 , we recover the indefinite quaternionic 
hyperbolic space nm£+<rl and setting Sj - 1 , *2 - 0 we recover tha 
indefinite quaternionic projective space 1 •
Remark
All of the indefinite Kahler manifolds discusssd in this chapter are
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examples of locally isotropic manifold», the general theory of which is 
discussed in [89].
6.6 The indefinite complex projective space.
We now discuss the special case G. _(*n+l) “ CPn , introducedn-p n-p
in Section 5.2. Recall that •Pp__ can be obtained from lHn byn-p p
reversing the metric; the map in question e :8Hn *Pn , is anP P n-p
affine diffeomorphism given by
(6.15) e (a,»• • • •i*p i  p »Vi*** *P+<I^ (a.p+1....*P+q'*l .... *p)
Furthermore. 4:M*- CHn is harmonic if and only ifP
is harmonic. The corresponding classification theori 
is as follows:
e o *:M -*■ ttP®P n-p
Theorem 6.17 [38]
There exists a bilactive correspondence between the pairs <f,r) 
where f :M GP^ 1 is a full holomornhlc map with non-empty set
Apli0>(£) with r 4 * £ < » « >  • *nd full -isotropic harmonic
maps f:M ■* tpj| such that is non-degenerate on the subspaces
♦^(x) for all x c N , where r 1» the D" order of 6 . This
correspondence 1» given by:
(6.16) ♦<») - (x) n fr(x)
and conversely)by
(6.17) f(x) - *J|tf+1(x) n ?£(x) .
Remark
1. For p ■ n , «re recover Che theorem of Ee11e-Wood [35], ae stated 
in Theorem 2.16.
2. In C38] there was leaa emphasis on keeping track of the signature
of on the subspacee 4^(x) and 6”(x) .
3. Harmonic maps to the real indefinite projective space are discussed 
in [37].
To round off this chapter, «re shall briefly discuss some cases «rhere
Qp+J-isotropy holds for harmonic maps to CP” . In the case of CP* as
dealt with in [35], the isotropy condition may be related to the degree
of 6 end the topological type of M . Note that in the case of o Ç  ,
we have no notion of degree since CH“ is non-compact and contractible.P
On the other hand, since CP11 was seen to be homotopically equivalentP
to CPP by virtue of (5.7), «re may define the degree of a smooth map
to CPp , as the degree of the subsequent smooth map to «P* . 
Proposition 6.18
a) Every harmonic map CP° L» Qp+j -isotropic.
b) Every harmonic map of non-ssro degree (the torus) -*■ CPj
is Qp+1 -Isotropic.
Proof
a) Let 6 be the univsrsal lift of the harmonic map 4«M CP® 
On any chart U «re sat, for x c H ,
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Remark
1. For p • n , we recover the theorem of Eella-Wood [35], aa atated 
in Theorem 2.16.
2. In C38] there waa leaa emphasis on keeping track of the aignature 
of Qp+1 on the aubapacea 6*(x) and 6”(x) .
3. Harmonic mapa to the real indefinite projective apace are diacuaaed 
in [37].
To round off thia chapter, we ahall briefly diacuaa aome caaea where
Qp+l~iaotropy holda for harmonic mapa to CP^ . In the ceae of EPn aa
dealt with in [35], the iaotropy condition may be related to the degree
of i and the topological type of M . Note that in the caae of CHn ,P
we have no notion of degree aince CHn ia non-compact and contractible.P
On the other hand, aince CP* waa aeen to be homotopically equivalent 
to IP*1 by virtue of (5.7), we may define the degree of a smooth map 
to CP® , aa the degree of the aubaequent amooth map to CPP .
Propoaition 6.18
2 na) Every harmonic map 6:8 *?“ ia. Qp+i -iaotropic.
b) Every harmonic map of non-aaro degree Mj (the torua) I?”
ia Qp+1 -iaotropic.
Proof
a) Let 6 be the univeraal lift of the harmonic map 6>H IP® .P
On any chart U wa aat, for x c M ,
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(6.18) V e 0 0  “ V i <d,0*<x>,1>,,6*<x))
noting that nQ>1 s n1 0  .
By induction on a+6 , we will show that n . = 0 , for alla,p
a,B 2 0 , a+B 2 1 . If a+B “ 1 , this is trivial. If n a = 0a,p
for a+B £ Y+1 , for some y 2 0 , then as in [35, Lenu 7.2],
y+2n^+1 j da' is a holomorphic section of the holomorphic line bundle
T*(r+2,0)g2  ^ gut such a holomorphic differential vanishes, since this
line bundle is seen to have a negative degree (for the notion of degree
of a line bundle, we refer to the relevant section of [42]). Hence we
have n .. . = 0 . By shifting D' in the definition of n , . ns i*. Y+1,1 Y+l»i
it follows that n a = 0 , for all a+B ■ y+2 , completing the a, p
induction step.
b) Here we observe that the torus Mj is conformally equivalent
to C/A for some lattice A . Each n . is a well-defined globala,p
function on C/A . He consider the induction hypothesis}
(H ) m  * 0 , for all a,B 2 0 , I S  a+B s y Y a, p
and n . is constant.Yi*
Before proceeding, we consider the following result!
Let y be an integer, 1 * y < • , and suppose that s o ,  for
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all o,B i 0 with 1 £ a+6 £ y . Than
(6.19) 8" V i fl<x> " -Ct+DFC«)!^ !<«)
for all x c U , where F(x) ia defined as in Lemma 5.5, on replacing 
P by p+1 . The proof ia essentially that of (35, Lemna 7.2).
Thus, for y ■ 1 , (H^> is true, since by the above result,
3"?). , 5 0 .  This implies that n, , is a holoisorphic function onifi
Mj and is therefore constant.
Suppose now (H^) is true. Integrating (6.19) over , yields
The above integral may be seen to be a non-sero multiple of the degree 
of 6 as charactarised above. Thus if deg ♦ 0 , then we have
a,B * 0 , a+0 ■ y+1 . But by the above result, 8"lVy+iti E 0 * mo
On shifting D' in (6.18), we see that n a ■ 0 for all*»P
that nT+j j is a holomorphic function on ■ C/A . This is theref 
constant, and thus (H .) is true, completing the induction argument.
ore
□
CHAPTER VXI
ON THE GENERALISED RIEMANN-HURWITZ FORMULA
7.1 Introduction.
This chapter is to ba regarded as an independent section of the 
thesis.
Let M and N be compact Ri amann surfaces and let + sM N be 
a surjective holamorphic map, then the classical Rismann-Hurwlts formula 
[42] [93] says that
X(M) - deg ♦•X(N) - r
where X denotes the Euler characteristic, deg 9 is the degree of 
4 (- no. of points in 4-1(y) , y e N) and r is the ramification 
index (- the sum of the orders of the points of ramification). We 
refer to [42] for a detailed account (see also Section 7.4).
Our main objective is to establish, in the smooth category, a 
generalised statement of the above formula (Thaoram 7.1, see also 
[70, Thaoram 1]). Our study involves an axposition of the 'clutching' 
techniques as utilised by Ngo Van Qua in [70]. His approach to the main 
result entails working explicitly with Chern classes and his thaoram 
is statad in terms of these. However, he does remark that his results
can also be stated for any characteristic class representable by 
curvature forms of a connection, and the purpose of this exposition 
is to show that this is indeed the case.
Nearly all of the technical constructions described are due to 
Ngo Van Que. In order to put his results in a more general setting, 
we introduce
a) the notion of the characteristic ring of a principal 
G-bundle, and
b) the Gysin sequence.
We state the main result as a statsment in the characteristic ring of 
two principal bundles E and F* whose structural group G is a 
compact connected Lie group, and show that the theorem is true for any 
of the Chern, Pontrjagin and Euler classes.
Henceforth, we assiane some familiarity with the fundamental elamei 
of algebraic topology; in particular, we grant ourselves free use of 
the basic terminology of homology and cohomology theory. References 
[50] [52] and [83] are suggested for this purpose; for the theory of 
characteristic classes and related topics, [24] [50] and [67] are 
suggested.
7.2 Preliminaries.
a) The 'clutching' technique
The 'clutching' technique is explained in detail in [3] [52] and
* It is to be assumed thst E and F are both with a connection.
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[553. We shall outline this technique following [55]:
Let {Uj} be sn open cover of a topological space M with 
U. a (real or complex) vector bundle over each U. . Let
(7.1) hj£ : E£ |0^ n u - “j n „
j
be isomorphisms satisfying the 'cocycle' condition h ^  |y “ h£j . h!£ 
where V - U£ n Wj n Ufc and h ^  - h ^  |y . h'£ - hj£ |y .
Then there exists a bundle E over M and isomorphisms h£ : E£-* E|y 
such that the following diagram commutes
l«i " Wj
J l«i " uj
The h.£ are usually referred to as 'clutching' functions. Moreover, 
the above bundle is unique in the sense that if E' is another such 
bundle, and h£ : E£ E'|y are isomorphisms for which the following 
commutes.
j |ut n Uj
hj |0£ n Oj
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then there exists s unique isomorphism a t E E' such that the 
following diagram coasautes:
b) Transgression in s principal bundle
The following discussion originates from CllDs
Let M be a smooth, n-dimensional manifold and E a principal bundle 
on M with structural group G (otherwise said, E is a principal 
G-bundle). A principal G-bundle E is said to be n-universal (for G) 
if its homology (or homotopy) groups vanish up to dimension n (except 
for Hq ) . These exist for any compact Lie group and any n , including 
n ■ • . Me shall emit n in what follows.
The base space Bc of the universal bundle EQ for C , is 
called a classifying space for C . It is known that all classes of 
G-bundle structures with a given base space M , are in 1-1 corres­
pondence with the hosMtopy classes of naps f»M *c . Thus to any 
G-bundle over M , there exists a corresponding homomorphism
f* i H*(BC,A) H*(M,A>(7.2)
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known as the characteriatic map of the fibering, the inage of which 
ia the characteristic ring, where A denotes the ring of coefficients.
The characteristic classes of Chern, Pontrjagin and Stiefel-Whitney,
* aappear as images under f of particular elements in H ,
H*(BS0(n)’E ) *nd H*(Bo(n)■ Z 2^ respectively. Ve regard H*(BC,A) 
as the rings of 'universal' characteristic classes for G-bundles.
Let E be a bundle with typical fibre E_ over M (s e M) ,z
with projection p:E M . Then from [11] [84], we have the following 
maps in cohomology:
(7.3) Hq(M,A) Hq(E,A) <—  Hq-1(E .A) , 0 S q S n .
Z
We say that x e Hq_1(E ,A) is transgressive in E if Sx e Imp* .z
The cohomology class y e Hq (M, A) is datarmined by x modulo a 
certain subgroup L(q) say, and tha transgression is the map of tha 
transgrassiva elements of Hq ^(E^,A) into Hq (M,A)/L(q) derived 
from x y . We write y ■ x(x) whenever y is obtained via trans­
gression from x .
Let G ha a compact connected Lie group. Then x c Hq *(G,A) 
is universally transgressive if it is transgressive in Eg . Tha above 
classification theorem says that it is than transgrassiva in all G-bundles.
Let x. , i - 1.... . ba a system of transgrassiva elements, and
let yi - ttx^) ( than generally wa have
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(7.4) H*(BC.A) - ACyj...yn) .
*For example, H ( B y^, Z) is the ring of polynomials in the Chern
classes c.(E) and M (U(n), Z) * Z [ x . ..... . ] , where by1 i n
transgression t (x .) - c. , i.e. H (B_, Z) -Z[c,..... D .i i  u i n
For a given E and corresponding polynomial P_ e A[y,,... ,y ) ,E l n
we shall be interested in the image f*P_ in H (M,A) . We shallE
denote by (or sometimes, <f*Pj,[M]> , which is more coon on),
the evaluation of the cohomology class f*P^ on the fundamental homology 
class of M (in de Sham cohostology this is explicitly represented by 
the integration of a representative form over a representative cycle). 
This evaluation is known as the characteristic masher associated with 
f*PE .
c) The Weil homomorphism
Let E be a complex vector bundle of rank n on a smooth compact
orientable manifold M of dimension m  . We shall denote by T* thec
bundle of complex 1-forms on M . Let V be an Hermitian connection 
on E , i.e. V is a linear differential operator
7 l APT* ®  E ♦ AP+1T* 9 *c c
(sections understood), given by
T(s t  s) a du ®  s ♦ (-l)P«AV(s)
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for every complex p-form w and section s of E on M . The 
curvature operator
0 ■ Vo9 : E -*• A2T* ®  E c
2 *is a section on M of A Tc ®  End(E) . Regarding 0 as a matrix of 
2-forms, we define following [24]:
P(0) - det(I + 6) - 1 ♦ V - ^ r  e> ♦••••♦
where for 1 S i S n , P.O5- ^  ©) *n adjoint invariant polynomial.
For each i , we set c^(0) - 0) ; c^(0) is a real closed
2i-form, known as the ith Chern form of the curvature 0 in E , 
and whose corresponding cohomology class it represents, is the i**1 
Chern class c^(E) e H2i(M,Z) .
Generally, if G is a connected Lie group, then let 1(G) denote 
the ring of adjoint invariant polynomials. By setting w(P) ■ (P(0)> • 
where the right hand side denotes the cohomology class represented by 
the closed form P(0) , for some P e 1(G) , we define a mapping
w:I(C) ---------- - H*r (M, R)
OL.(M, R) denotes the de Rham cohomology ring of H) which is a ring oR
homomorphism known as the Weil l. isomorphism (we refer to [24] for further
details
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When G is a compact connected Lie group, we have the following 
comnutative diagram
where w ia the Weil homomorphism and Wq  is an isomorphism. This 
tells us that the invariant polynomials can be identified with the
question, by closed differential forms constructed from the curvature 
forms of a connection.
7.3 The generalised Riemann-Hurwit* formula.
We now proceed to discuss the generalised Riemann-Hurwits formula 
as proved in [70]. But rather than always work with a particular 
characteristic class, we draw on the generalities and terminology of the 
last section, to describe the results as statements in the characteristic 
ring.
Let G be a compact connected Lie group and 1st B and F be two 
principal G-bundlas of the same rank over a smooth compact orientabls 
manifold M of dimension m , together with a bundle morphism
1(G) ---— > H*(M, K)
G’
cohomology classes of the classifying spaces and the Weil homomorphism 
gives rise to the representatives of the characteristic classes in
E ■> F
M
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‘G*
cohomology classes of the classifying spaces and the Weil homoaiorphism 
gives rise to the representatives of the characteristic classes in
E •> F
M
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Let B(Mj) be a closed tubular neighbourhood of Mj in M
We fora its 'double' .StHj) by taking two distinct copies B.(Mj) , 
i - 1,2 of B(M^) and identifying then along the comnon boundary 
(cf. [49]), i.c.
S(Mj) is a smooth compact manifold without boundary of dimension m , 
and by this construction, S(M^) is an r-sphere bundle on Mj .
On SfM^) there exiats an essentially unique bundle [ , which
we write aa (E,i|<,F) , constructed,by taking reapectivaly on 1^ (11^ ) 
and , the restriction of E and F to B(M^) , and
identifying them on B^Ol^) n ■ dB(M^) , via the tranaition
isomorphism which we regard aa a 'clutching' function [3] (aee alao 
Section 7.2 a)).
Conaidar now the case where G ■ U(n) and E and F are complex 
vector bundlea of the aame rank n . Let Vj be an Hermitian connection 
on E and let B'fM^) be a tubular neighbourhood of Mj contained in 
the interior of B(M}) • By using a partiton of unity, Ngo Van Qua 
definea an Harmitian connection on F , auch that on M-B'(M^) ,
there ia the following comutativ diagram of eheavee of aectiona 
(notation as in [70])t
(7.5) S(Mj) - BjW j) u.l3B(H1)B2iMl)
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1 * *- ----- Tce> e
Id®y
* .> T ®  Fc
Letting 0j and ©2 be the curvature forma of and V2
respectively, he deduces that
c.(6 ) i - c.(e,)| 1 S i S n .
1 Im -bîM j) 1 |m -b (m 1)
With some abuse of notation, we have c.(E) I “ c.(F)| ,
1 |M-B(M1) 1 |M-B(M1)
and in particular, <Cj(E),[M-B(Mj)]> “ <c.(F)»[M-BiMj)]> .
For the principal G-bundles E and F with which we are concerned, 
and satisfying the indicated conditions, the above construction (with the 
necessary modifications) can be similarly described for each case. 
Generally, if ©1 and ©2 are the curvature forms of the corresponding 
connections Vj and ?2 respectively on E and F respectively, we 
have, for some e 1(G)
Pi(ei) Im -b Oîj) " Pi<02)|m -B(Mj) *
Thus if yi(E) and yt(F) denote the characteristic classes represented 
by Pj(0j) and Pj(0j) respectively, we have
(?.») yi<E> yiiF) |h -B(H1)
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We now proceed to the main result:
Theorem 7.1 (The generalised Riemann-Hurwits formula, see also [70])
Let G be a compact connected Lie group. Let M be a smooth 
compact orientable manifold and let be a smooth closed submanifold
of codimension r in M . Let E and F be two principal G-bundles
of the same rank on M , equipped with a bundle morphism ♦:£ -*• F ,
such that restricted to M-Mj , ♦ is an isomorphism. Let S(Mj) be 
the smooth compact manifold obtained by (7.5). Then if ( ■ (E,p,F) 
is taken to denote the bundle obtained by the above clutching construction 
on S(M^) , we have
(7.7) (f*PE - f*PF)[M] - f^CSOlj)]
where f*P_ and f*P_ are defined as in Section 7.1(b).E F "
Proof
For yt(E) « f*P£ , 
yt(E>|
1 |M-B(Mj)
yi(F) e f*PF , we have from (7.6)
- y.(F)I <1 * i * Rank E)
1 iM-BiMj)
where y^E) and y1(F) may be regarded as obtained,via transgression» 
from the transgressive elements x^(E) « H* *(EB,A) , x^(F) c H * 1(F|,A) 
respectively, for a c M .
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Since by the clutching construction, we have
^Ib j CMj) " e |b (m 1) and 5|b2(h 1) “ f |b (Mj
then Xi(C)|B1(M1) " Xi(E)|B(M1) 
xi(t)|B2(M1) “ xi(F)|aCM1)
Thus via tranagression, we have
(7.8)
' yi(°|B1(H1) “ n^lBCHj) 
yi<° | » 2CH1) “ yi(F)|»<M1) .
for yjiO « f • 
Now,
(f*PE-f*Pp)[M] - f^tM-BCMj)) ♦ f^CBOij)]
-  f^ C M -B C M j)]  -  f S p C B O f j ) ]
But by (7.6), we have f^PgCM-BtMj)] “ f PpCM-BiMj)] ,
(f*PE-f*Pp)[H] - f^CBiMj)] - f^PptBiMj)]
- (f*P - fSpUBCMj)] .
hence
Following the restrictions of E and F to B(M^) , the second 
member may be written as<
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f PgCBjiMj)] - £ PyCBjiMj)] - f PgCBjiMj)] ♦ f PpC-BjOlj)]
Now from (7.8) and by Che way that the two copiea of B(M^) are 'glued' 
together, the last expression can be seen to be none other than f P^[S(Mj)] , 
where the minus sign arises from the orientation. □
Example 7.2
Let G - U(n) and A - E  . Let and ©2 be the respective
curvature froms of the Hermitian connections Vj and on E and F
respectively; let c.(6j) and *** t*le respective ifc** Chern
forms. Then as before, we have c^(0j) ■ c^(©2) on M-B(Mj) .
Via the clutching construction on Sftij) , an Hermitian connection V 
is induced on ( ■ (E,<|>,F) from V^ and , such that
0,1 H b j CMj) ■ e |b <m 1) • v “ vi
and on - *|B(Ml) • * " *2 *
In this case, (7.7) becomes
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P i C j O y .... - | Pic^V) 
S(Mj)
t • * * 9 cn(*))
where P( ) e Etc, ......c ]i n
In the case where E and F are real oriented bundles with 
G ■ SO(n) and A - JZ ( and all morphisms in the above conatructiona are 
taken to be those of real vector bundles), an analogous result to (7.9) 
can be obtained in terms of the Pontrjagin classes of E and F .
As in [70], let us assume that on , i|> has constant rank,
which implies that on , we have the following exact sequence of 
bundles
i ■ 1,2 . The submanifold Mj is seen to ba a deformation retract of 
B(M^) [703; we thus havei
where - ker <|i and “ coker p (see e.g. [52]).
Let L ■ #(E|M ) c p|M ; then we have the isomorphisms
(7.10) |»10<1) " wt *1 # ¥{ L 
IW  4 '! «2 • 1
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(we use t* to denote the pull-beck by w) . The image under
isomorphic to ir*K2 *
Ve can assume that modulo the isomorphisms of (7.10), the isomorphism 
p is of the form
Lessse 7.3 [70]
On SiMj) there is e vector bundle isomorphism
(7.12) C - (*,♦,») - w*L • (sfKj.n.itJKj)
Where i*L is_the_^m¿^Le__inducad_b£ w on S(M^) by the fibretlon
«: 8 (Mj) -*• Mx, end (wJKj .n.nj^) is the bundle constructed on
8(M.) - B,(M,) U B,(M.) by s certain transition function n .1 IT. ../u \ « 1
subbundle of 7 ^  j isomorphic to i*L end whose quotient bundle is
(7.11)
* F |aB(M.)
h
wí *4 • WÍL
(*#y)
* ir* K2 • w* L
(n(*),y)
where n is in isomorphism of vector bundles
n * *1 ^llaBjtHj) * *2 ^líBjíMj) *n i k ,
We thus obtain the following lemma:
3B(M1)
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For simplicity, 1st us dsnots by K , tbs new 'clutched' bundle 
. We wish to esteblish the reletionship
<£\ u £* W CS(M1):| " k(£*pL )[M1]
where in this cese, is e connected, closed, orienteble submanifold
of M of codimension r , end where k is a constant. Before doing 
so, we introduce:
Proposition 7.4 C50] [673 The Cysin sequence.
Let w : V M be an oriented sphere bundle with fibre Sr . Then 
there exists a long exact sequence
(7.13) H‘(V) Hi_r(M) Ite w* i+1H (M) H* ‘(V)
for which the maps , Ue and n* ere integration along the fibre, 
cup product with the Euler class end the natural pull beck respectively.
Proposition 7.3
Let (connected). K end L be as above, then:
(7.14) (f*PR u f*Pw(kL)[8(M1)] » k(f*Pt)[M13 
where k is e constant.
Proof
Let a « f*P. end 8 < f*P_ . Then if w* end »* ere the maps
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in (7.13), we have, by fibre integration along s (m i)|x Cm  • 
n#(n*(a) 6) ■ # v  %(() , which on integrating over yields:
<f*PL<f*PK,CS(M1)x]>,[M1]> .
Now <f*PR,[S(M1)x]> - f*PR CS(M1)x3
where Rx “ (w 1Ki |b i(M1)x » nx • *2K2|b2(M1)x) i* the bundle over
S(M. ) I constructed by means of the transition function n this beingX I XCMj' *
the restriction of n to 3B(M1)x, i.e. we have an isomorphism
nx S WlKl|aB(M1)x > W$K213B(M1)x *
If c(x,y) is a curve in joining two points x,y t Mj , then 
*l|c(x y) *nd Rj|c(x y) aT* trivial. We have the following diagram 
in which the vertical maps are isomorphisms:
and modulo these isomorphisms, nx «nd ny «re homotopic. Thus Rx 
and Ry , regarded as bundles on 8r ■ S(M^) |x - S(M^) |y , are isomorphic. 
By connectedness of , this implies that f * constant,
k say, indspendent of x , whence (7.14) follows. □
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Proportion 7.6
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 8.1 end Proposition 7.5, we hsve
(7.15) f*PE[M] ” f* V M] " .
Proof
This follows from the isomorphism in (7.12), end the combinstion 
of (7.6) with (7.14). □
Let us now consider some psrticulsr esses. Firstly, 1st E end F
be taken to be complex U(n)-bundles on M , with A ■ *  . Here we set
f*P_ “ c (E) the nth (top) Chern class of E , which is the same as
the Euler class X(E) of E [673. When m » 2n , we write
<c (E),[m D> - c (E)[R) - X(E)[M] .n n
For this esse, we obtain the generalised Hiemenn-Hurvitz formula 
in the form
(7.16) X(E)[)fl - X(F)CM] - kXOJC)^] ,
where the rank of L is half the dimension of M1 (taken to be even 
dimensional) [70].
For 
csss, L
C - S0(2n) , 
•mumwJ
is1 orient able y
A -a
Mud
the same formula holds, but in this 
to have rank equal to the dimension of Mj .
7.4 aaooth branched covering maps.
Consider a C1 map +sM ■* N where H and M are two smooth compact
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orientable manifolds of the same dimension m . The degree of 4 
(written deg 4) may be regarded as the number of pre-images x e M 
of a regular value of N counted positively or negatively according 
to whether the map 4 preserves or reverses orientation at x (see 
e.g. [493). Alternatively, if we consider the m dimensional integral 
homology of M and N , then this is canonically isomorphic to Z 
and we have an induced map 4* in m-dimensional homology
♦*!V M> --------- Hm <N) *
lit
Z  Z
Since any map Z  to Z  may be characterised by multiplication by some 
integer, we define deg 4 as the integer associated to 4A .
Definition 7.7
Let 4:M H be a smooth surjective map of two compact orientabla 
manifolds M and N of tha same dimension. Let be a closed connected
orientable subsumifold of N of codimension 2 . We say that 4 is a 
smooth branched covering if (restrictionsunderstood)
i) 4tM - 4~lN1 N -
is a submersion,preserving orientation and M - 4 *(N^) is an i-shaatad 
connected covering of M - , where t ■ dag 4 .
ii) Mj ■ 4"l(Bj) is a closed connected submanifold of 
and 40^  -► Nj is a diffaomorphism.
M  of codimension 2,
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One usually refers to Nj as the branch set of 4 (or Mj - 4~1(N1) 
as the ramification locus of 4) •
Consider now the induced morphism
M
of bundles on M . With reference to the construction of the last section,
we obtain
(7.17) <X(TM),tM]> - <x(4_lTN),[M]>
-  k<X(4"1TN1) , [ 4 “ 1Ni :i>
which, in terms of Euler characteristics, is written as 
X(M) - IX (N) - kX(Hj) .
The constant k is found to be equal to -(1-1) [70] (sea also [14]
and [81] in the holanorphic category). Thus in a more practical form, 
we obtain the formula
(7.18) X(H) - IX(N) - (1-1)X(M1)
for a smooth branched covering map. For m ■ 2 , (7.18) is the classical
Riemann-Hurwits formula. The formula (7.18) was also obtained in the 
holomorphic category by Fohl in [73].
TM — ^ ---- > 4-1TN
we follow [70] and set E - TM , F - 4_1TN and L - ♦”1TH1 . From (7.16)
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Remark
When Mj ■ ♦ is a disjoint union of connected components
Bj,...,B^ , then for x « B^ , t(x) ■ deg$|B is the local degree of ♦
at x . In this case we have k ■ -( I (t(x)-l)) [14].
xeM,
7.5 Examples 
Example 7.8
Let N be a compact complex manifold. A divisor D on N is a 
finite formal linear combination D ” Ea^V. of irreducible analytic 
hypersurfaces of M . Canonically associated with D is a line
bundle which we denote by |d |.
The following example, taken from [70], is very typical of such
constructions in algebraic geometry: Let D be a non-singular algebraic
2curve of degree d in CP . From the adjunction formule [47] for such
a curve in CP we obtain tha relationship
(7.19) X(D) - -d ♦ 3d .
Dow |D| is seen to define a line bundle on CP that is isomorphic 
to Hd - H • .... I H (d times) where H is thè Hopf bundle with pro- 
jection w:H CP2 . Consider now an open covering {U^> of CP2 .
Let <|»^ ■ 0 be tha dafining equation of D n U j  in . If is
taken to ba thè fibre co-ordinate of B|d , then we bave tha trivial-
isation Hjy - * C given by x (»(xJ.C^x)) . Than in H|0  ^ ,
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Che equation ♦. o * defines s subvariety vi £ H 0, Sunning
across the U. , one defines, in this way, a non-singular (algebraic)
variety V of H and V is a d-sheeted smooth branched covering of 
2 2CP , for which D = O  is the branch set. Hence from (7.18), we
obtain
X (V) - dX(CP2) - -(d-l)X(D) 
X(V) - 3d - -(d-1)(3d-d2) ,
hence X(V) - d(6-4d+d2) .
Example 7.9
Let M be a K-3 surface (a simply connected, compact 2-dimensional
ft 2Kahler manifold with c^ ■ 0 and Cj “ 24). According to [66], there
2exists a 2 > 1 smooth branched covering M CP , branched over a non-
2singular curve of degree 6 in CP . From (7.19), we see that X(C) “ -18. 
Now X(M) - 24 , and on setting l ■ 2 , we sea that (7.18) is satisfied 
by this data.
Example 7.10
In [61], Kuiper produced an example of a non-smooth, 2s1
2branched covering map fsCP N , where N is the quotient space of 
CP2 under complex conjugation. The smoothness of 6 ia lost on tha 
branch sat. Now M -is a smoothabla 4-manifold, and by considering a 
particular emebdding of CP2 in C^ , it is shown that N can be 
realised aa the 4-sphere with tha branch sat BP (non-orient ab la)
suitably embedded.
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The deta (X(CP2) - 3 , X(S4) - 2 , X( *P2) - 1 and t - 2 )
doea appear to aatiafy (7.18). This seems to suggest that some version 
of (7.18) may be obtained in the piecewise-smooth category.
7.6 Tangential homotopy type.
The following notion (originally due to Pontrjagin) is taken from
[30]:
Definition 7.11
Let M and N be two smooth m-manifolds, then a smooth map 
♦ :M N is said to be a tangential homotopy equivalence, if 4 can De
We say that M and N have the same tangential homotopy type if there 
exists a tangential homotopy equivalence 4iM N .
Proposition 7.12
compact. simply-connected Amanifold, and the branch set of A is 
a compact Ri ernenn surface. Than N has the tangential homotopy type
eu«,«)
covered by a bundle map f of the principal 1 -bundles P( ) of their 
tangent bundles:
♦
M N
of CP2 .
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Proof
A «topic application of the generalised Riemann-Hurwitr foznula:
D ia compact and «imply connected» we have X(N) “ 2 ♦ b2(N) » 
where bjOQ denote« the second Betti number of N . The branch set 
Nj 1« • compact Biemann surface» and hence Xfllj) - 2-2p where p 
is the genu« of Hj . From (7.18)
X(*P2) - 1X(N) - (t-DXiHj) ,
and putting in the above data» we obtain
3 - 1(2 ♦ b2(U)) ♦ 2(1-1)(p-1) .
Assuming 1 ■ deg ^ 1 0 ,  we see that this last equation only makes 
sense when t ■ 1 . Thus we conclude that t>2(N) ■ 1 and hence,
X(N) “ X(CP2) . In terms of Euler classes e( ) , this implies
«(♦-1P(H)) - ♦*«(») - e(CP2) .
Following [30], we then have a bundle isomorphism isP(CF2) -» ♦_1P(N) 
and the required covering bundle map is % ■ +oi s P(*P2) P(N) .
□
APPENDIX ! TOTALLY GEODESIC SUBSPACES OF RIEMANNIAN SYMMETRIC SPACES
The purpose of this appendix is to outline the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
end then apply this theorem to two representatives from the examples 
of totally geodesic embeddings appearing in the thesis.
Let us remind ourselves that we are considering a symmetric space 
(G,K,0) and a symmetric subspace (G',K',8') meaning that G' is a 
connected Lie group invariant under 6 , K' ■ G'n K , and 8' • 8|G , .
Let (j,V,8) be the corresponding symmetric Lie algebra to 
(G,K,8) . Since 0 is an involution, its eigenvalues as a linear 
transformation of £ , are 1 and *-l , and if X  and y  are the 
respective eigenspaces, then the decomposition
j -V. j
with e\. , [\,j3 cf , [j,j3 = X  , is called the canonical
decomposition of (j,V,8) .
A word about the canonical connection of N ■ G/K . Theorem 2.1 in 
[57, p.191] asserts that there exiats a bijective correspondence between 
the set of G-invariant affine connections on G/K , and the set of linear 
maps ApiJ* ^ t(n, X) such that
Aj(ad k(X)> - ad(X(k))(Aj(X)) for X *J , k < K where
XsK -*■ CL(n, X) is the linear isotropy representation (here, T^G/K ■ Xn 
where 0 is the origin). The canonical connection of G/K is the 
invariant connection corresponding to A* - 0 , and coincides with the
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natural torsion-free connection. Furthermore, the canonical connection 
ia the only affine connection of G/K which ia invariant under the 
synmetries of N [57, Theorem 3.1, p.230].
So now let ua proceed to the proof of Theorem 3.1: Recall that we 
have denoted G/K and G'/K' by N and N' respectively; further, 
and a' - V' ♦ 
and £' respectively.
A geodesic of N tangent to M* at the origin 0 , is of the form 
Ct<0) , where C( “ exp tX with X e J* = J  , and exp:£-» G is the 
exponential mapping. Clearly this geodesic is contained in M' . Now 
given any point x ■ g' (0) of N' with g' e G' , a geodesic of N 
tangent to N' at x , is of the form g'(Ct(0)) , which is clearly 
contained in N* , thus proving that N' is a totally geodesic sub­
manifold of N .
Since the canonical connection of N is also invariant under the 
synmetries of N' , then its restriction to N' is also invariant under 
the symietries of N* , and so the last part of Theorem 3.1 follows 
from the above assertion.
Remarks
1. The converse of this theorem is also true [57, Theorem 4.2, p.235].
2. Note that these theorems do not give rise to a bijectiva correspondence 
between the (complete) totally geodesic submanifolds N' through 0
of N , and the sysnetric subspaces (G',K',A') of (C,K,6) . Two 
different symnetric subspacas (G’.K'.e') and <G",K",e") nay give
let J ' be the canonical decompositions of ^
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rise to the same totally geodesic submanifold. However, a case 
where a bijactive correspondence does arise,is in the following. 
Firstly, we establish a definition:
Definition A.l
A subspace X  of a Lie algebra ^  , satisfying 
(A.l) [fts,‘»0,Xl »
is known as a Lie triple system.
Theorem A.2. [57, Theorem 4.3 p.237].
Let (G,K,0) be a symmetric space with canonical decomposition 
^  + J  . Then there exists a natural bijective correspondence between 
the set of linear aubspacea j  ' of y  , satisfying (A.l), and the set 
of complete totally geodesic submanifolds N' through the origin 0, of 
the affine symmetric space H ■ G/K . The correspondence is given by 
y' ■ T0 (N') , under the identification £  • TQ (JI) *
Example A.3
He now intend to show, in the light of Theorem 3.1, how the compact
HSS YZZZ ■ Sp(n)/U(n) as defined in (3.4), is totally geodesic in its
ambient Crassmatmian G (C2n) ■ U(2n)/U(n) » U(n) . The case ofn
YZZ ■ S0(2n)/U(n) , is similar. Firstly, in the case of Gn(*211) , we 
can dafina the involutiva automorphism 6 , by 8(A) ■ SA8 1 where 
A c U(2n) and
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We now recall the fixed non-degenerate, antisymmetric bilinear
.2n _2nfoni J" on C “ ; a basis of C*"* may be chosen such that J" may
[0 I *n . The correaponding involutive automorphism°J6' , is defined by 6'(A) - S'AS’ 1 , where
5* - ±
il
-il
(see e.g. [89, p.318]). It is clear that 0(A) | I21 
A « U(2n) .
■ 0 ' (A) , for all
Let us now sat G - U(2n) and K - U(n) * U(n) ; further, note
that by dafinition 6' ■ Spin) ■ Sp(n,C) n U(2n) , hence G' c G . The
B 0]
isotropy subgroup K* ■ U(n) here consists of all i _ , such
L° B.
that B « U(n) ; we have therefore, K' ■ G' n K ■ Sp(n,E)nU(2n)n(U(n)*U(n)) 
Thus Sp(n)/U(n) is totally geodesic in Gn (C2n) .
Example A,4
si 2n+2We now consider the totally geodesic embedding of 1HP in G2 (E ) • 
as a second repreeentative example of Theorem 3.1. Firstly, taking 
C2(«2n+2) , we have C ■ 0(2n+2) and K • U(2) * U(2n) , and the 
canonical decomposition is given by
191 -
tl(2n ♦ 2) - u(2) ♦ *u-(2n) +J 
B O'
where U.(2) + U(2n)
0 C
s B e 11(2) , C e U(2n) |
end
?  "
Here 0(A) ■ SAS 1 where S “ end A c U(2n+2) .
0 X2nJ
Turning now to HPn , we heve here » G' ■ Sp(n+1) end K' “ Sp(l)*Sp(n) ; 
recell thet
(A.2) Sp(n+1) - {A e CL(n-*-l, IH) :<Ax,Ay>m  - <x,yFx,y eIHn+1)
(A.3) ■ Sp(n-t-l.C) n U(2n ♦ 2) .
The cenonicel decomposition ie given by
Sj>(n+1) - tf(l) * *f<n) 
B' 0
where £J(1) ♦ ij(n) ■ <
, IP C*J
i B ’ < SJ(1) , C' c SJ(n) j
end r
* o 1 ft
*
« c c lHn
> S 0 4
191 -
U(2n ■*• 2) - 14.(2) ♦ n.(2n) 
[B 0
where U.(2) ♦ U(2n)
end
Here 8(A) ■ SAS 1 where
O C
: B e U(2) , C e U(2n) |
: X e M2,2n
O I2n
end A e U(2n+2) .
Turning now to HP , we heve here , G' “ Sp(n+1) end K' “ Sp(l)xSp(n) ; 
recell thet
(A.2) Sp(n+1) - { A c  GL(n+l,lH)s<Ax,Ay^H ■ <x,y^a%,y e!Hn+1}
(A.3) ■ Sp(n+l,C) n U(2n ♦ 2) .
The cenonicel decomposition is given by
Sj>(n+1) - Sj»( 1) ♦ Sj*(n) 
B' 0
where &J(1) ♦ ij(n) ■
C',
i B’ c ij(l) , C' c SJ(n) j
end
r
* 0
n
K (  un
»
S
o
r> 4
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With the representation (A. 2) in mind, the involutive automorphism 
is given by S'AS' * , where
S' - and A c Sp(n+1) .
But on taking into account the identification H  ■ l ♦ (j > and in 
the light of the isomorphism (A.3), we take S' to be
9
and therefore,for A « Sp(n+1) > we have 6(A)| jjpn “ •'(A) •
It is easy to see that K' • C  n K , and that j> * forms a Lie 
triple system.
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